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Preface

The increasing concern regarding environmental issues has led to the adoption of stringent

regulations worldwide to facilitate the urgent move towards green mobility and sustainable

transportation. In this regard, electrified powertrains are bound to replace conventional thermal

engines to reduce greenhouse gases and pollutant emissions.

Although full electric vehicles succeed in reducing onboard tank-to-wheel emissions, they are

still affected by some major issues, such as range anxiety, battery lifetime, high cost, and limited

recharging infrastructures. Moreover, the low specific energy of a pure electric powertrain prevents

its final establishment beyond light- and medium-duty ground vehicles. On the contrary, the synergy

between an internal combustion engine and an electric unit on hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs)

overcomes the main battery limitations and fulfills even the most demanding energetic requirements,

ranging from light- and heavy-duty vehicles to agricultural machinery, vessels, and aircraft.

As a result, HEVs significantly reduce fuel consumption and emissions while maintaining high

vehicle performance and driving comfort, becoming the optimal sustainable solution in the short

term. Nonetheless, the full potential of HEVs can only be exploited using a multidisciplinary

approach to design the mechanical and electrical equipment and implement an optimal energy

management strategy to pursue the best trade-off between fuel saving and performance.

The main goal of this Special Issue, “Frontiers in Hybrid Vehicles Powertrain”, has been to

gather original contributions from several scientific fields to provide a broad perspective on the

current issues and research trends on the hybrid electric powertrain. In this respect, this book

collects nine research articles covering efficiency-oriented control strategies and novel mathematical

tools for power-split hybrid transmissions to reduce pollutant emissions, improve powertrain overall

efficiency, and enhance battery life. Moreover, the adoption of the hybrid electric powertrain on

agricultural machinery and air–ground vehicles is analyzed, along with the integration of the latest

advancements towards zero-emission mobility regarding hydrogen-powered engines and renewable

energy sources. Overall, the Special Issue outlines the major unsolved challenges for the final

widespread establishment of HEVs.

Thanks are due to all the authors who contributed to this Special Issue, to the reviewers who

improved the quality of the work, and to the editorial team of the Applied Sciences journal and MDPI

Book staff.

Marco Cammalleri, Vincenzo Di Dio, and Antonella Castellano

Editors
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1. Introduction

The urgent need to reduce greenhouse gases and toxic emissions is fostering a rapid
shift towards more sustainable transport. In this respect, hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs)
emerge as a sustainable solution to increasingly adopt on a large scale very shortly. In HEVs,
the internal combustion engine (ICE) efficiency is significantly improved by cooperating
with an electric unit, consisting of one or more electric machines and a battery pack, that
supports the engine during transient operations and enables regenerative braking. As a
result, a significant reduction in fuel consumption and emissions can be achieved while
maintaining high vehicle performance and driving comfort. A wide variety of hybrid
electric powertrains is currently available on the market, ranging from various degrees
of electrification, i.e., mild, full, and plug-in hybrid, and different driveline architectures,
i.e., series, parallel, and power-split hybrid [1]. The main challenges of HEVs lie in the
powertrain design, not only in terms of thermal, mechanical, and electrical components
but also of energy management strategy. Consequently, effective research efforts in this
field should integrate contributions and knowledge from several scientific areas, such as
mechanical, electrical, controls, chemical, and energetic. In this respect, the Special Issue
succeeded in collecting nine research articles coming from the sectors mentioned above,
providing a broad perspective on open challenges for HEVs.

2. Hybrid Electric Vehicles: A Multidisciplinary Challenge

Although the hybrid electric powertrain is potentially more efficient than the tradi-
tional ICE-based one, implementing an effective energy management strategy (EMS) is
crucial to achieve an actual reduction in fuel consumption and emissions without compro-
mising vehicle performance. Several EMSs have been proposed in the literature [2], but this
is still a major research issue. In this respect, Dimauro et al. [3] investigated the transient
dynamic response of a parallel hybrid electric truck. The parallel hybrid layout includes
only one electric machine that can boost the tractive power during the acceleration phases
or recover energy during the deceleration phases, while a direct mechanical link between
the ICE and the wheel is maintained. The authors proposed a control strategy based on
torque allocation to split power between the engine and the electric motor. The results
showed a satisfying trade-off between vehicle drivability and NOx emissions, reduced by
limiting the ICE transient operations.

Another critical issue in HEVs concerns the battery lifetime, which should be consid-
ered in the development of the EMS. Anselma et al. [4] introduced an optimization-driven
methodology to tune the parameters of thermal and energy on-board rule-based control
approaches of a parallel through-the-road plug-in HEV. They used particle swarm opti-
mization to minimize energy consumption and battery degradation by considering various
ambient temperatures, driving conditions, payload conditions, and cabin conditioning
system states. The obtained results suggested that pure electric operations should be
reduced as the ambient temperature progressively increases beyond 30 ◦C, proving that
temperature significantly affects the battery state of health and, consequently, the fuel

Appl. Sci. 2023, 13, 6367. https://doi.org/10.3390/app13116367 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci
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consumption. Preserving the battery life was also pursued by Li et al. [5], who proposed an
EMS for a series hybrid electric air-ground vehicles that can both run on land and fly. Series
hybrid includes an electric generator directly linked to the ICE, which is mechanically
uncoupled from the wheels, and another electric machine providing the power coming
from the generator or the batteries for the propulsion or performing regenerative braking
tasks. The EMS presented by the authors involves Pontryagin’s minimum principle-based
model predictive control framework where speed information from intelligent network
technology predicted the reference trajectory for the battery state of charge. Compared with
more traditional EMS, fuel efficiency was improved and battery temperature was reduced.

As the latter contribution suggested, a hybrid powertrain can be effectively adopted
in those applications where the complete disposal of the ICE in favor of a pure electric
powertrain appears less practicable. In this regard, Mocera and Martini [6] developed a
power-split hybrid electric layout for an orchard tractor. The power-split hybrid architecture
merges the advantages of both series and parallel hybrid and overcomes their drawbacks.
Indeed, the ICE is kinematically decoupled from the wheels, such as in the series hybrid.
However, some of its power can still be delivered for vehicle propulsion without any
intermediate electric conversion, such as in the parallel hybrid. Consequently, the ICE
could always operate within the most efficient operation and a significant downsizing of
both the engine and the electric unit can be realized. The authors presented two control
strategies: a charge depleting mode to use full power for the most power-intensive scenarios
and a charge sustaining mode to optimize efficiency and battery use throughout the whole
working day. Promising results in terms of peak power capabilities and fuel savings
were obtained.

In the power-split hybrid architecture, the ICE, two electric machines and the output
shaft are coupled by a power-split unit consisting of one or more planetary gear sets, as
well as ordinary gear sets. Furthermore, embedding a clutch system enables multimode
operations to increase powertrain adaptability in various road conditions. Nonetheless, the
high constructive complexity of power-split transmissions requires proper mathematical
tools for the analysis and the design. Castellano and Cammalleri [7], taking the Voltec
multimode power-split transmission as a case study, described a procedure to evaluate a
global efficiency map in various battery scenarios that can be exploited to extract data to
implement a real-time EMS. The contribution is based on a universal parametric approach
that can be applied to any power-split transmission. Besides the ICE and electric machines
efficiency, it also considers the transmission meshing losses, which are rather challenging
to evaluate, especially for multimode architecture with multiple planetary gearing, and
thus often neglected. In the same regard, Esmail et al. [8] proposed general and reliable
formulas to compute the mechanical efficiency of a planetary gear set. The new formulation
exploits the concept of potential or virtual power and highlights the dependency between
kinematics and efficiency. Mantriota et al. [9] evaluated the power flows and the efficiency
of a power-split transmission with two planetary gear sets, showing that adopting this
solution would be more advisable if included in a multimode framework. The study aimed
to provide designers with the advantages and disadvantages of implementing this topology
within a complex compound powertrain, paving the path for developing an optimization
tool that identifies the most efficient configuration for each working condition.

The last two contributions foresee the embedding on HEVs of some of the most
cutting-edge advancements towards zero-emission mobility. Beccari [10] proposed the
implementation of a hydrogen-fueled engine in a power-split hybrid vehicle. By supposing
that the ICE always operates at its most efficient point, numeric simulations were performed
in order to compare the gasoline-fueled engine with the hydrogen-fueled one in terms
of the thermal efficiency and total energy consumed during a driving cycle. The results
showed a mean engine efficiency increase of around 17% and an energy consumption
reduction of around 15%. Ramshanker et al. [11] investigated greenhouse gas emissions
when a floating solar photovoltaic system is used to recharge the vehicle. In this case, land
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exploitation is reduced and the decrease in evaporation saves water. The results showed a
promising reduction in CO2 emissions.

3. Research Trends for HEVs

The contributions collected in this Special Issue effectively reflect the challenges that
prevent the desirable widespread uptake of HEVs. Prediction-based real-time energy
management strategies are crucial to reduce fuel consumption and emissions while main-
taining high vehicle performance. This is true especially for the most promising layout, the
power-split hybrid, whose higher constructive complexity enables more efficient operations
but requires proper mathematical tools for an effective control strategy and a conscious
design. Moreover, HEVs share similar battery issues with pure-electric vehicles related
to battery performance optimization and battery life safeguard. Lastly, if the transition
towards pure-electric ground mobility seems to become a reality soon, there are other fields
(i.e., agricultural machinery, aircraft, and air-ground vehicles) where the replacement of
the thermal unit looks less forthcoming. More efforts towards the development of hybrid
electric powertrain beyond light-duty vehicles are advisable, along with the integration of
the latest innovations in green fuel and renewable energy.

Acknowledgments: Thanks are due to all the authors who contributed to this Special Issue, making
it successful and providing the scientific community with a multidisciplinary perspective on hybrid
electric vehicles. Special thanks to all the reviewers who enhanced the quality of each contribution
with their valuable comments and suggestions. Last but not least, we would like to thank the editorial
team of Applied Sciences for their constant and dedicated support.
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Torque Allocation of Hybrid Electric Trucks for Drivability and
Transient Emissions Reduction

Luca Dimauro, Antonio Tota, Enrico Galvagno and Mauro Velardocchia *

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca Degli Abruzzi 24,
10129 Torino, Italy
* Correspondence: mauro.velardocchia@polito.it

Abstract: This paper aims at investigating powertrain behaviour, especially in transient dynamic
responses, using a nonlinear truck vehicle dynamic model with a parallel hybrid configuration. A
power split control was designed to achieve the desired drivability performance, with a focus on
NOx emissions. The controller was characterized by high-level model-based logic used to elaborate
the total powertrain torque required, and a low-level allocation strategy for splitting power between
the engine and the electric motor. The final task was to enhance vehicle drivability based on driver
requests, with the goal of reducing—in a hybrid configuration—transient diesel engine emissions
when compared to a conventional pure thermal engine powertrain. Different parameters were
investigated for the assessment of powertrain performance, in terms of external input disturbance
rejection and NOx emissions reduction. The investigation of torque allocation performance was
limited to the simulation of a Tip-in manoeuvre, which showed a satisfying trade-off between vehicle
drivability and transient emissions.

Keywords: parallel hybrid truck vehicle model; NOx emissions; torque allocation control logic;
phlegmatization; drivability and emission trade-off

1. Introduction

In recent years, an ever-increasing number of researchers have focused their efforts on
the substantial challenge of powertrain electrification in an attempt to deal with new gov-
ernment requirements that aim at reducing pollutant emissions and fuel consumption [1].
In this context, the Research and Development (R&D) departments of several automobile
companies are engaged in the development of innovative powertrain solutions to replace
vehicles with fuel motorization. A slow and progressive transition from internal combus-
tion engine vehicles (ICEVs) to zero emissions vehicles (ZEVs), battery electric vehicles
(BEVs), and fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) is occurring, along with the development of
hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs).

As proposed in [2], several possible topological architectures can be implemented in
HEVs, where two or more sources of power/energy are combined to achieve the required
power necessary to propel the vehicle. HEV vehicles combine the ICE power with an
electric traction motor, which is powered by an energy storage device generally known as
battery pack. The most common configurations adopted to couple different power sources
can be summarized as parallel hybrid [3], series hybrid [4] or combined series–parallel
architectures, with a mechanical power-split [5–8] or innovative magnetic split [9]. Dif-
ferent control strategies have been investigated and proposed to achieve optimal energy
management [10] between different power sources. HEVs combine the advantages of
electric motor drives—having quick acceleration—with good ICE performance at constant
speeds. On the other hand, vehicle drivability [11] is highly affected, as during rapid
torque transients—due to drivers’ abrupt accelerations—noise and vibrations [12] can
occur during engine start/stop conditions [13] in mild hybrid electric vehicles.

Appl. Sci. 2023, 13, 3704. https://doi.org/10.3390/app13063704 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci
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Besides this aspect, sudden driver torque requests can generate an increase in NOx
emissions, as investigated in [14] during tip-in/tip-out manoeuvres. Hence, control
strategies should act in a multiphysics way, also considering—besides optimal energy
management—NOx and CO2 emissions [15] and, more generally, the reduction of pollutant
emissions into the environment [16].

The aim of this paper is to address the topics of both drivability enhancement and the
reduction of pollutant emissions; thus, the development of a vehicle model that is able to
predict and highlight all these aspects is required—as carried out in [17], where Gear Shift
Patterns were optimized to fulfil multiple constraints in terms of customer requirements
such as drivability, NVH performance, emissions, and fuel consumption. These last two
aspects were considered in [18] to evaluate fuel savings and NOx benefits when predictive
control is applied to a mild hybrid truck, using dynamic programming with backtracking.
Conversely, [19] proposed a novel real-time Energy Management Strategy (EMS) that was
integrated with a model to use physical considerations to estimate energy consumption
during gearshifts in Dual-Clutch Transmissions (DCT).

The development of a transmission model with a high level of accuracy is necessary to
describe the dynamic behaviour of the whole system well, although its complexity can be
reduced with appropriate simplifications—as carried out in [20] with a hybrid model of a ve-
hicle driveline that was partially lumped and partially distributed to investigate vibrational
phenomena inside the transmissions known as “shuffle” and “clonk”. A methodology
for the evaluation of clunking noises during gearshifts was also proposed in [21] using a
nonlinear lumped parameter model of DCT, developed in an Amesim environment, while a
Matlab/Simulink environment was adopted in [22] for the evaluation of NVH performance
in the DCT transmission of a C-segment passenger car. Coming back to hybrid vehicles,
mathematical models of both conventional and mild hybrid powertrain were developed
in [23] through the integration of a conventional manual transmission-equipped powertrain
and an electric motor as a secondary power source, in order to study the performance
of partial power-on gear shifts through the implementation of torque hole-filling by the
electric motor during gearshifts.

Besides the modelling of mechanical components, an appropriate tyre model can
have relevant effects on simulated dynamics, as they have also a considerable influence on
damping effects inside the powertrain. [24] demonstrated, using appropriate identification
techniques aimed at describing tyre torsional dynamics in the frequency range 10–50 Hz,
that damping is more accurately represented if modelled as hysteretic and not as viscous
when the tyre load is low. Conversely, [25] proposed three different tyre models, e.g.,
modelled as a simple torsional spring, adopting a linear slip model, or assuming a fixed
relaxation length; these last two models introduced nonlinearity, as an instantaneous slip
ratio was considered. The relaxation length was estimated from the steady state tyre
properties in [26] and included wheel load and slip dependencies. The adoption of this
parameter is necessary for the description of interactions between tyres and roads, as all
the other chassis components influence vehicle dynamic properties through tyre contact
forces and torques.

A lumped LuGre tyre ground contact model was modelled in [27] and in [28], where
the developed dynamic friction tyre model was able to accurately capture the transient
behaviour of the friction force observed during transitions between braking and acceleration
phases. Other researchers have instead used software for tyre dynamics to compute the
forces acting on the tyre and hence on the steel wheel for other purposes, such as fatigue
assessment [29].

The parallel mild hybrid architecture of a heavy commercial vehicle developed for
this research study is similar to the one adopted in [30], but with the improvement of
implementing three different control strategies for the direct control of vehicle acceleration,
vehicle speed control, and torque control, with superposed active damping of drive train
oscillations. The torque distribution between the two power sources is managed as a
different task from the regulation task (oscillation damping), adopting a specific control
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algorithm that does not require the implementation of an optimisation problem. Moreover,
as regards the linear model used for the design of the controller, an accurate tyre model
with a fixed relaxation length is adopted—thus decoupling the kinematic behaviour of the
driving rear tyres from the free rolling condition, as carried out in [25].

The developed model should also be able to reduce drivetrain vibrations; different
works addressing this aim can be found in literature. In [31], a control for vibration
reduction was developed for hybrid vehicles and experimentally validated, with two
different controllers that reduced both the vibrations due to engine torque ripple and ones
related to the driveline. Conversely, the root locus technique [32] has been adopted for anti-
jerk control designs capable of preserving the driveline from oscillations. To improve NVH
performance, a magnetic differential for vehicle drivetrains was developed in [33], while a
controller for driving the engine—in order to actively damp driveline oscillations—was
proposed in [34] to improve drivability and passenger comfort.

The present paper aims to propose an accurate nonlinear vehicle model and a model-
based torque allocation control to achieve both improved vehicle drivability and pollutant
emissions performance. The controller is designed in two steps with different aims: high-
level logic was used in order to aim at providing a total powertrain torque able to satisfy the
desired drivability performance in terms of longitudinal acceleration dynamics, through
the integration of a direct feedforward term with a feedback contribution designed based
on the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) theory [35–37]; meanwhile, the low-level control
allocation is designed to split the torque between the engine and the electric motor for
emissions reduction purposes. The main contribution of the paper is to:

• propose a nonlinear dynamic model that considers the main vehicle nonlinearities, e.g.,
the elastic and damping behaviour of the torsional damper and the transient model
of the tyres’ dynamics—thus representing a reference model for vehicle performance
assessment and torque controller validation;

• show the benefits introduced by the proposed controller in terms of dynamic perfor-
mance, driveline oscillations, and NOx emissions;

• test the controller’s robustness against the presence of unpredictable external inputs,
e.g., a sudden road slope.

The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 the nonlinear truck model—developed
in a Matlab/Simulink environment—is shown and its characteristic dynamic equations
are described, while in Section 3, the torque allocation control—based on the driver’s
intentions—is designed to reduce driveline oscillations and improve emissions performance.
In Section 4, the controller performance is investigated to analyse the dynamic response of
the powertrain and to evaluate the reduction of engine emissions. Finally, the conclusions
of the work are discussed in Section 5.

2. Hybrid Vehicle Powertrain Layout

In this paper, a P0 mild parallel hybrid electric powertrain with a diesel engine
was adopted. In this system architecture, better known as a belted alternator starter
(BAS) [38,39], the internal combustion engine (ICE) and the electric motor (EM) are com-
bined by means of a belt and work together to supply the necessary power to the vehicle.
The EM is not able to propel the vehicle by itself; hence, it helps the ICE when extra power
is required, behaving as a power booster [10]. With this configuration, an efficient engine
start/stop functionality was ensured as well as the storage of energy in the battery during
regenerative braking. Then, the power unit system was connected to the wheels through a
gearbox and a differential.

The implementation of a parallel mild hybrid allowed us to benefit from the relevant
advantages of the cooperation of EM and ICE, such as emissions reductions in case of slower
transient behaviour in the ICE—better known as phlegmatization [40]—while the EM
covered possible aggressive driver torque requests thanks to its high bandwidth—typical
of electrical machines.
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2.1. Matlab/Simulink Nonlinear Truck Model

The truck, shown in Figure 1, was modelled by means of a block-oriented approach [41,42],
using a customized library of driveline components and adopting a user-friendly graphical
interface—as shown in Figure 2. For each system component, it is necessary to define the
dynamic laws by means of mechanical equilibrium principles, defining dynamic constants
and constraints, and imposing the initial conditions. The input/output quantities of each
component depend on the component topology. The Simulink model was grouped into
subsystems, i.e., the engine, clutch damper, gearbox, differential, and wheels (2 driving and
2 driven), and a longitudinal truck vehicle model with longitudinal load transfer computation.

Figure 1. Transmission scheme of the parallel hybrid truck vehicle.

Figure 2. Nonlinear truck vehicle model in Matlab/Simulink environment.

Moreover, the model included the bi-linear elastic and damping behaviour of the tor-
sional damper, the linear characteristic of the left and right-half shafts, a transient, nonlinear
model for the tyres, and a Pacejka magic formulation [43] for road–tyre interactions.

Inside both the front and rear-tyre Simulink blocks, a wheel sensor was modelled, in
order to apply a time delay and the effects of signal quantization to the simulated-wheel
angular speed signal, to better reproduce experimental conditions.

8
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2.2. Dynamic Equations

All the dynamic equations reported in this section are written in agreement with the
free body diagrams of the drivetrain components and of the vehicle, which are reported
in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Free body diagrams of the main driveline components.

2.2.1. Power Source: ICE and EM

In the parallel hybrid configuration analysed, the ICE and the electric motor were
connected by means of a belt, with a certain transmission ratio τb = ωEM/ωICE; hence, the
total driving torque Te, assuming 100% belt transmission efficiency, is given by:

Te = TICE + TEM τb (1)

The maximum torque of both the ICE and EM are reported in Figure 4. It is evi-
dent that the EM characteristic is symmetrical with respect to zero in case of traction or
regenerative braking.

Figure 4. Torque characteristics of ICE and EM.

The acceleration of the engine
..
θe was obtained from the equilibrium between the

driving torque Te, and the resistive torque of the primary shaft Tp, according to:
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..
θe =

Te − Tp

Je
(2)

where Je is the equivalent moment of inertia of the power source, so it depends on the ICE
and EM inertias, which are related by the transmission ratio of the belted system as follows:

Je = JICE + JEM τ2
b (3)

2.2.2. Transmission: From Clutch Damper to Differential

The torque at the primary shaft Tp was obtained from the bi-linear clutch damper
behaviour—whose nonlinear characteristics are reported in Figure 5—according to Equation (4):

Tp = Tcd = kcd
(
θe − θp

)
+ ccd(

.
θe −

.
θp) (4)

where kcd and ccd are the torsional stiffness and the torsional damping of the clutch
damper, respectively.

 
Figure 5. Elastic torque and viscous damping of the clutch damper.

The angular speed of the gearbox primary shaft
.
θp is related to the secondary shaft

angular speed
.
θs by the kinematic relationship:

.
θp =

.
θs τd (5)

where τd is the global driveline transmission ratio, depending on the actual gearbox
gear ratio and the differential gear ratio, while the available torque at the secondary
shaft—considering driveline efficiency ηd—is given by:

Ts = ηd τd Tp = 2 Tds,L/R = 2[ks(θs − θR) + cs(
.
θs −

.
θR)] (6)

As reported in Equation (6), the drive shaft torque Tds,L/R was lumped using a viscous
damper cs and a torsional spring ks. Instead, the torque TG = Ts − Tp corresponds to
the torque supported by the gearbox constraints. Finally, torque dissipations due to
transmission bearings [44] were modelled, but not reported in the FBDs of Figure 3.

2.2.3. Vehicle and Wheels

The vehicle model considers the longitudinal dynamics and load transfer caused by
the vehicle acceleration ax, which is computed from the equilibrium equation—reported
in Equation (7)—of the forces acting on the vehicle, i.e., the longitudinal forces on the
tyres Fx,FL, Fx,FR, Fx,RL, Fx,RR, where the subscripts FL, FR, RL, RR refer to the front-left,
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front-right, rear-left and rear-right wheels, respectively, the aerodynamic force Fa and the
resistance force Fi due to the road slope angle α.

ax =
∑4

n Fx,n − Fa − Fi
Mv

(7)

The term ∑4
n Fx,n—where the subscript n refers to the FL, FR, RL, RR wheels—sums all

the longitudinal forces on the four wheels, while the two terms Fa and Fi are as described
by Equation (8): {

Fa = 0.5 ρ Sv Cd V2

Fi = Mv g sin α
(8)

Regarding the aerodynamic terms, ρ is the air density, Sv is the vehicle front area, Cd
is the aerodynamic drag coefficient, and V is the vehicle speed. Moreover, each tyre is
described by an additional degree of freedom, and since vehicle lateral dynamics are not
taken into account, the angular accelerations

..
θF and

..
θR are the same for the two wheels at

the front and rear axles, and are computed according to Equation (9):

⎧⎨
⎩

..
θF =

−Tb,F−Fx,F Rw−Tr,F
Jw,F

..
θR =

Tw−Tb,R−Fx,RRw−Tr,R
Jw,R

(9)

where Tw = Tds,L/R is the wheel torque coming from the half shaft—which participates
only for the rear wheels—Tb,F and Tb,R are the braking torques, and Tr,n (Tr,F for the front
and Tr,R for the rear) is the rolling resistance torque, which has a quadratic relationship to
the wheels’ rotational speed θn, according to Equation (10):

Tr,n = Fz,n Rw ( f + K
.
θ

2
n) (10)

The terms f and K are the constant and quadratic coefficients of the rolling resistance
and Fz,n is the vertical load on each wheel, which is computed considering the static load
distribution between the two axles—by means of parameter γ—and the dynamic load
transfer due to vehicle longitudinal acceleration, using Equation (11):

{
Fz,F = m g γ

2 − m hG ax
2 L

Fz,R = m g (1−γ)
2 + m hG ax

2 L

(11)

where L is the vehicle wheelbase and hG is the height of the vehicle’s centre of mass,
whereas Fz,F and Fz,R indicate the vertical load on the front and rear wheels, respectively.
For each wheel, the longitudinal tyre slip is computed using Equation (12):

σ =
ωRw − V

ωRw
(12)

For sake of simplicity, the tyre model assumes a constant relaxation length Lt, even
if—for more accurate results—it should be considered dependent on the vertical load and
longitudinal slip [26]. Introducing the relaxation length, it is possible to correct the tyre
slip, obtaining a transient slip for each tyre. Finally, the Pacejka formulation was adopted
in the tyre model to evaluate the longitudinal force Fx,n on each tyre, as a function of the
different constant Pacejka parameters and three main dynamic quantities:

Fx,n = f (Fz,n, μ, σ) (13)

where μ is the tyre–road friction coefficient.
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2.2.4. NOx Modelling

As proposed in [14], the NOx emissions were modelled considering the transient
dynamics of the ICE. It has been experimentally proven that, in case of sudden acceleration
by the driver, there is a spike in NOx emissions—which is expected to be 80% higher than
the steady state value. Thus, in the Simulink model, a transfer function of the second
order was adopted with a variable gain with respect to the engine torque TICE. The NOx
emissions were estimated using the transfer function reported in Equation (14):

NOX(s) = G(TICE(s)) H(s)Te(s) (14)

where G(TICE(s)) is a variable gain between the steady state NOx and the engine torque,
while the second order transfer function H(s) is defined as:

H(s) =
ω2

n
s2 + 2ζωn + ω2

n
(15)

where ωn and ζ have been properly tuned to reproduce the transient dynamics relationship
between the NOx emissions and the engine torque proposed by [14]. The NOx model
here adopted takes into account only the engine-out emissions, without considering an
after-treatment system device.

3. Closed Loop Control System

In this paper, the torque allocation control logic was designed to improve the vehicle
drivability, to damp driveline oscillations, and to reduce engine emissions. The schematic
diagram of the control strategy is reported in Figure 6. The total torque requested by the
high-level part of the control logic Te was obtained using the FeedForward (FF) contribu-
tion Te,FF, supported by the FeedBack (FB) intervention Te,FB. The total torque was then
elaborated by the control allocation strategy (low level) to split the contribution between
the engine TICE and the electric motor TEM that were the input for the nonlinear model
described in the previous section.

 
Figure 6. Driver control allocation control scheme.

3.1. High-Level Control Strategy

The gas pedal position (GPP) imposed by the driver was converted into a requested
torque Tdr through the steady-state engine map in Figure 4 and then filtered out with a
cut-off frequency of 2 Hz to elaborate the FF contribution Te,FF.

The FB terms were designed based on a five-state linearised model, whose state
space representation was defined according to the methodology presented in [11], where
the effect of the torsional damper and load transfers was neglected with respect to the
nonlinear model: { .

x
}
= [A]{x}+ [B1]v + [H] (16)
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where v = Te is the control output and {x} is the state vector, composed as follows:

{x} =
[
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

]T
=
[

θp
τd

− θR
.
θR

.
θp

.
θF Tt

]T
(17)

where Tt = (Fx,RL + Fx,RR) Rw is the steady-state driven wheel torque. Matrices [A], [B],
and [H] are described in [11]. The coordinate system of the state-space in Equation (16) is
converted from the state vector {x} of the error dynamics representation, as follows:{ .

e
}
= [A]{e}+ [B1]

{
v′
}

(18)

where {e} =
{

xRe f

}
− {x} and v′ = Te,FF − v, with

{
xRe f

}
represents the reference state

vector, which is elaborated from the driver requested torque Tdr:

{
xRe f

}
=
[

Tdrτd
ks

.
θRe f

.
θRe f τd

.
θRe f Tdrτd

]T
(19)

The reference wheel speed
.
θRe f is obtained by integrating the reference accelera-

tion
..
θRe f , defined based on the driver’s intention (Tdr and τd), and the measured wheel

speed
.
θF,m:

..
θRe f =

Tdrηdτd − 0.5 ρ Sv Cd (
.
θF,mRw)

2
Rw − Mvg( f + K

.
θ

2
F,m)Rw(

Jw,F + Jw,R + MvR2
w + Jeηdτ2

d
) (20)

The measured wheel speed
.
θF,m, as mentioned in Section 2, was obtained using simu-

lated sensor dynamics that introduced a communication time delay and the digitalization
of the continuous measurement signal (zero order hold technique).

The FB torque contribution was then calculated as a full state feedback law:

v′ = −[KFB]{e} (21)

where the feedback gains, saved in [KFB], are elaborated based on the LQR design—as
proposed in [35,36]. The LQR control allowed the asymptotical stability of the closed loop
system and the minimisation of the quadratic performance functional J:

J =
∞∫

0

({e}T [Q]{e}+ rv′2)dt (22)

where [Q] = diag(1e − 9 1 1/τ2
d 1 1e − 9) is a diagonal weighted matrix where the

elements relative to angular speeds are emphasized with respect to the other states.
Finally, the feedback matrix [KFB] was obtained as:

[KFB] = r−1[B1]
T [P] (23)

where P is the solution of the algebraic Riccati equation.
The total requested torque was then formulated as:

Te = v = Te,FF − v′ = Te,FF + [KFB]{e} (24)

To implement a full state feedback controller, a Kalman filter was also designed to
estimate the state vector x̂, based on the inputs of the nonlinear vehicle model v and on its
measured vector y.

{y} =
[
ωe ωF

]
= [C]{x} (25)

where [C] =
[
0 0 1 0 0; 0 0 0 1 0

]
is the output matrix.
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3.2. Control Allocation

The total torque Te was then split between the ICE and the EM by the control allocation
strategy. In this paper, the ICE provided the main torque contribution and the EM only
intervened to compensate for the dynamic limits of the engine, e.g., when the driver
requested a sudden torque through the GPP. The scheme of the control allocation strategy
is reported in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Control effort distribution between the ICE and EM, according to the dynamic limits of
the engine.

As explained by several authors [14–16], the dynamic performance of the ICE is usually
limited to reduce the engine emissions that may occur in presence of extremely dynamic
torque requests. To accomplish the same task, a rate limiter was introduced into the control
allocation strategy to saturate the maximum torque rate of the engine. Therefore, the torque
of the EM, TEM, is given by the difference between the total torque request Te and the
output torque requested to the ICE. As indicated in the scheme, the EM torque request is
limited by a rate limiter, which was set at a higher level with respect to the ICE rate limiter.

In order to obtain the full benefits achieved by the methodology proposed in this
paper, the energy stored in the battery should be sufficient to guarantee the requested
activation of the electric motor. This energy management strategy is responsible for storing
energy in the battery when the engine is more efficient, with lower polluting emissions.
To exploit the benefits of this methodology, a more comprehensive design for the energy
management system is required, but this is out of the scope of this paper.

4. Results

The torque allocation control designed in the previous section was finally applied
to the nonlinear model described in Section 2 in order to evaluate its reference tracking
performance, torque split efficacy between the ICE and the EM, and its influence on
NOx emissions.

4.1. Reference Tracking Performance

The main purpose of the torque allocation control is to satisfy drivers’ requests in terms
of vehicle longitudinal acceleration. The driver’s intention, expressed in terms of a reference
longitudinal acceleration ax,re f =

..
θRe f Rw, is converted into a total torque request Te, which

is obtained by the sum of the FF and FB contributions. The simulation results obtained
during a tip-in manoeuvre—i.e., an instantaneous wheel torque request—are shown in
Figures 8 and 9, where the influence of the two controller contributions is highlighted.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Vehicle state tracking performance during a tip-in manoeuvre with only the FF torque
contribution (a) and with FF + FB integration (b): longitudinal acceleration (top left), front wheels,
rear wheels, and primary shaft speeds (top right), rear axle deformation (down left) and torque Tt.

  

  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Control torque request (top), jerk (centre) and weighted states errors (down) during a tip-in
manoeuvre with only the FF torque contribution (a) and with FF + FB integration (b).
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The control, with and without the activation of the FB contribution, provided a sat-
isfactory reference tracking performance for the speed states. However, the presence of
the FB contribution improved the transient vehicle response, with an evident oscillation
reduction for the whole set of states. This also implies a considerable improvement in
vehicle acceleration performance and in the consequent amplitude of the corresponding
jerk (i.e., derivative of the vehicle acceleration), with beneficial implications for vehicle
comfort. The advantages provided by the FB integration were paid off with a peak torque
request of about 20% higher than that of controller with only the FF term activated.

The FB intervention also represented a fundamental contribution to the rejection
of external disturbances that may affect controller tracking performance. Indeed, the
FF formulation was based on the simplified linear model, and did not include motion
resistance increments due to sudden road slopes. The influence of step disturbances on the
road slope is analysed in Figure 10.

 
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 10. Control torque request (a), road slope (b), longitudinal acceleration (c) and weighted states
errors (d) during a tip-in manoeuvre with the FF + FB controller mode.

The application of the torque requested by only the FF term would compromise the de-
sired performance of the torque controller if external disturbances or uncertain/unmodelled
dynamics affected the vehicle dynamics. Indeed, the FF formulation did not include
the influence of the road slope, since this is a quantity that is difficult to measure or
estimate—thus not representing a suitable input for feeding into a control logic. For this
reason, the intervention of the FB term is essential to compensate for the higher vehicle
motion resistance by applying an additional torque contribution that is able to bring the
longitudinal acceleration back to the reference value; this was automatically achieved
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with an acceptable worsening of state errors and without any information related to the
road profile.

The effect of the FB contribution was, however, influenced by the design of the LQR
cost function and the selection of the weights qi and r. The optimal control theory [35,36]
suggests that the ratio qi/r is responsible for the trade-off between reference tracking
performance and energy consumption. A sensitivity analysis of the weight r on the torque
controller performance is shown in Figure 11.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 11. Vehicle acceleration (a), jerk (b), total power requested (c) and weighted rear speed error
(d) during a tip-in manoeuvre with different r weights.

For low r values, the FB contribution aims at improving the reference tracking per-
formance by reducing state errors and the amplitude of the vehicle acceleration and jerk
oscillations. This advantage is obtained with a transient peak power request, i.e., the
product Te

.
θe of the engine and the electric motor. Vice versa, an increment of r would save

more energy by reducing the total power request, but with an evident decline in terms of
vehicle performance and comfort.

4.2. Control Allocation Evaluation

The previous section focused attention on the performance of the FF + FB controller in
order to ascertain a reference total torque Te that is able to dampen oscillations in vehicle
acceleration, even in the presence of external disturbances, e.g., a road slope. However, the
torque controller is not designed to take into account the powertrain’s limits in terms of
engine/electric motor torque saturation and dynamic constraints. Indeed, the ICE is usually
operated at low frequency dynamics to reduce combustion emissions when a steep torque
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is requested, e.g., during a tip-in manoeuvre. The presence of a redundant driving source,
i.e., the EM, allows the ICE’s limitations to be overcome in terms of combustion emissions
without compromising the vehicle’s drivability. To evaluate the influence of ICE dynamics
on the torque controller performance, a sensitivity analysis of the ICE rate limiter (see the
scheme in Figure 7) is reported via the simulation results shown in Figures 12 and 13.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 12. Torque split during a tip-in manoeuvre with only the ICE (a) and with a hybrid configura-
tion (b) for different constraints on the ICE torque slope saturation.

 
(a) 

Figure 13. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 13. Longitudinal acceleration during a tip-in manoeuvre with only the ICE (a) and with a
hybrid configuration (b) for different constraints on the ICE torque slope saturation.

The results presented in Figure 13a show how the dynamics of vehicle acceleration
are affected by the rate limitation on the ICE-requested torque TICE. The lower the rate
constraint on the TICE, the higher the overshoot and the rising time of the acceleration.
These results are well explained, as the rate saturation on the torque requested by the ICE
drastically influences the total torque Te—see Figure 12a—demanded by the controller,
which acts in order to reduce the states errors and so the acceleration error. The presence
of an electric machine, with a typically faster response and lower emission issues than a
combustion engine, allows the ICE to operate at lower frequency dynamics—thus achieving
the desired performance in terms of vehicle acceleration, as shown in Figure 13b. The
performance of the hybrid configuration is totally unaffected by limitations on the engine
torque rate.

An important consequence of the results presented in Figures 12 and 13 is that the
redundancy of power sources can also produce effective advantages in terms of the NOx
emitted by the ICE. Indeed, assuming that the correlation between NOx emissions and the
ICE output torque is expressed by Equation (15) [14], the benefits of reduced ICE dynamics
are reported in Figure 14.

 

Figure 14. NOx emissions during a tip-in manoeuvre with the hybrid configuration for different
constraints on the ICE torque slope saturation.

The hybrid configuration is then able to achieve the desired drivability performance,
with a reduction of almost 80% in the transient NOx overshoot peak for the case of a
100 Nm/s torque rate saturation.
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5. Conclusions

The paper presents a methodology for designing a torque allocation control strategy
aiming at improving vehicle performance and NOx emissions. The results obtained can be
summarized in the following final remarks:

• The high level of the torque control logic generated a total torque demand that satisfied
the performance requirements in terms of vehicle speed and acceleration. Both the
FF and FB contributions were designed based on a simplified version of the more
accurate non-linear model. The FB contribution was fundamental in improving the
vehicle’s transient response, damping the acceleration and jerk oscillations. Differing
calibrations of the FB gains can cope with different trade-offs between state error
tracking performance and the power required to minimize errors;

• The paper also showed how the FB contribution was effective in rejecting external
disturbances, e.g., the road slope, by compensating for the FF contribution with an
additional contribution—thus satisfying the desired reference tracking performance;

• The control allocation strategy proved to produce a satisfactory vehicle drivability
performance, even in the presence of tighter constraints in the ICE torque rate. The
hybrid architecture showed outstanding robustness properties against variations in
the ICE torque rate when compared to the ICE-only configuration. The redundancy
offered by the fast dynamics of an electric machine represents an effective way of
establishing the best combination between emissions and dynamic performance.

The results confirmed the methodology’s efficacy for vehicle drivability performance
and engine-out emissions. However, there is still potential scope for exploring the impact of
the torque control strategy on other important features related to hybrid powertrains, e.g.,
energy management performance, clutch engagement, and regenerative braking benefits,
which are reserved for future activities.
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Abstract: Preserving high-voltage battery pack lifetime represents a key issue in hybrid electric
vehicles (HEVs). Temperature has remarkably major impacts on battery lifetime and implementing
HEV thermal and energy management approaches to enhance fuel economy while preserving
battery lifetime at various temperatures still represents an open challenge. This paper introduces
an optimization driven methodology to tune the parameters of thermal and energy on-board rule-
based control approaches of a parallel through-the-road plug-in HEV. Particle swarm optimization
is implemented to this end and the calibration objective involves minimizing HEV operative costs
concerning energy consumption and battery degradation over the entire vehicle lifetime for various
ambient temperatures, driving conditions, payload conditions, and cabin conditioning system states.
Numerical models are implemented that can estimate the evolution over time of the state of charge,
state of health, and temperature of HEV high-voltage battery packs. Obtained results suggest that
the calibrated thermal and energy management strategy tends to reduce pure electric operation
as the ambient temperature progressively increases beyond 30 ◦C. The consequent longer internal
combustion engine operation entails a gradual increase in the overall vehicle energy demand. At
a 36 ◦C ambient temperature, the HEV consumes 2.3 times more energy compared with the 15 ◦C
reference value. Moreover, activating the cabin conditioning system seems beneficial for overall
plug-in HEV energy consumption at high ambient temperatures. The presented methodology can
contribute to easing and accelerating the development process for energy and thermal management
systems of HEVs.

Keywords: battery ageing; battery lifetime; battery temperature; calibration optimization; control
strategy; electrified powertrain; energy management; hybrid electric vehicle; thermal management

1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries currently represent the most commonly employed energy stor-
age systems on-board hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and pure electric vehicles [1,2]. They
allow the storage of electrical energy for subsequent use as vehicle propelling energy. How-
ever, they present some critical issues that currently contribute to restricting the widespread
diffusion of electrified powertrains. As an example, the current high cost of Li-ion battery
packs (250–2500 $/kWh [3]) is a major factor in making the retail price of electrified vehicles
considerably higher compared with vehicles equipped with traditional propulsion systems,
i.e., based solely on internal combustion engines (ICEs) [4]. Moreover, Li-ion battery packs
notably suffer from degradation of performance throughout their lifetime: their internal re-
sistance increases, their capacity reduces, and their charge and discharge power capabilities
consequently decrease [5]. Battery degradation worsens the performance of the electrified
vehicle both in terms of fuel economy and acceleration capability [6]. Cyclic ageing that
occurs during effective battery operation is normally considered the most critical ageing
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aspect [7]. The rate of cyclic ageing depends on given battery operating factors such as the
C-rate, state-of-charge (SOC), and battery temperature as examples [8–10].

In general, the more critical the battery operating conditions, the more rapidly the
battery approaches its end-of-life (EOL). However, defining the battery EOL is not a trivial
operation. Indeed, the battery EOL is not simply related to the effective maximum number
of charging and discharging cycles that a battery can supply, but rather to a more subtle
concept of battery charge throughput (often expressed as Ah-throughput). The total
number of allowed battery cycles loses relevance as the nominal capacity decreases below
a certain value. The progression of the battery towards its EOL is normally monitored by
the battery state-of-health (SOH) and it ends when the effective battery capacity is reduced
to 80% of its initial nominal value [11].

Progressive capacity loss in Li-ion energy storage systems involves specific chemi-
cal processes that take place within the cells. For example, a solid electrolyte interface
(SEI) layer gradually grows on the anode with a rate that particularly accelerates at high
temperatures above 35 ◦C [12]. Battery ageing is also due to lithium plating at the anode,
which principally occurs at low temperatures below 15 ◦C [13]. However, battery ageing
also occurs when the temperature of the battery is between 15 ◦C and 35 ◦C at a rate that
depends on the battery C-rate, SOC swing, and battery temperature itself [14].

Developing battery SOH sensitive EMSs for HEVs has become a topic of growing
interest in the literature. In 2012, Ebbesen et al. first adopted the concept of SOH for
controlling battery ageing using a throughput-based capacity fading model. They simu-
lated different driving missions by means of a quasi-static HEV model controlled by an
equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) [15]. Similar considerations were
made by Onori et al. in the same year, who introduced a severity factor in place of the
battery SOH [16]. Further battery SOH sensitive energy management approaches were then
introduced in the following years. The concept of dual-objective ECMS for controlling fuel
consumption and battery ageing was further extended in 2015 [17] and in 2019 [18]. These
investigations demonstrated that considerable economic saving can be achieved by preserv-
ing the same battery pack for the entire vehicle lifetime. Different battery SOH sensitive
HEV energy management approaches were developed, including convex optimization [19],
model-predictive control [20], and dynamic programming [21,22].

The above studies assumed that battery temperature was kept constant by the condi-
tioning system throughout the entire simulated driving missions. However, guaranteeing
a constant battery temperature over time can represent a difficult task for the thermal
regulation system, and slight temperature oscillations can occur even in best case scenar-
ios. A number of studies have currently begun to assess this issue. The authors of this
paper conducted a one-year long experimental campaign to validate the battery lifetime
predicted by a SOH sensitive HEV EMS and found that an increase in the average cell
surface temperature of only 1 ◦C can culminate in as much as a 15,000 km or 7% decrease
in the cell lifetime [23]. Du et al. recently considered energy management for a parallel
plug-in hybrid electric bus sensitive to both battery temperature and SOH. They suggested
that noticeable equivalent cost savings might be attained by limiting the overall battery
temperature increase while driving [24]. Although these works represent steps in the right
direction, extensive research is still needed to develop a battery thermal management
system whose calibration can guarantee a satisfactory high-voltage battery kilometrical
lifetime. The present work introduces an optimization-driven calibration method for the
on-board energy and thermal management of a plug-in HEV. The aim is to minimize
operative costs of fuel and electrical energy consumption and battery degradation over the
entire vehicle lifetime. The optimization-driven calibration workflow considers different
ambient temperatures, driving conditions, payload conditions, and cabin conditioning
system states. The developed HEV energy and thermal management strategy proved to
flexibly adapt to different ambient temperatures. Moreover, the strategy limits the increase
in the overall HEV energy demand that may be expected when ambient temperature rises
above 30 ◦C.
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The paper is organized as follows: the retained HEV powertrain model and base-
line on-board EMS are presented first. Section 3 then describes the numerical models
implemented to reproduce the electrical, thermal, and ageing behavior of the high-voltage
HEV battery. The battery cooling system and its numerical model are also described. The
optimization-driven calibration of the HEV EMS is discussed in Section 4. Results are
presented in Section 5, with conclusions drawn in Section 6.

2. HEV Modeling and Baseline Energy Management

Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of the parallel-through-the-road plug-in HEV
powertrain retained in this study. The vehicle configuration has been inspired by the
commercially available Jeep Renegade 4xe® [25]. This HEV is equipped with a 1.3-L,
four-cylinder, turbocharged spark-ignition internal combustion engine (ICE) on the front
axle. Moreover, two permanent magnet electric motor/generators are embedded, one in
configuration P4 (at the rear axle) and one in configuration P0 as a belt starter-generator.
These are respectively indicated as MGP4 and MGP0 in the paper. It should be noted
that the high-voltage battery has been considered made of A123 26650 cells instead of
LiNiMnCoO2 (NMC) cells, as in the commercially available Renegade 4xe®. This choice
stems from the availability of both a widely accepted battery cyclic ageing model and open-
source data for A123 26650 cells [14,26]. The number of cells has been selected targeting
overall pack parameters as close as possible to the ones of the commercially available plug-
in HEV (e.g., 11.4 kWh nominal capacity and 400 V nominal voltage). Retained vehicle
data are reported in Table 1, while the follow-up of this section discusses further details
concerning the on-board HEV energy management logic and the considered powertrain
modeling approach.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a parallel-through-the-road HEV powertrain.

Table 1. Parameters of the parallel-through-the-road plug-in HEV powertrain.

Component Parameter Value

ICE Max. power (hp @ RPM) 130 @ 5500
Max. torque (Nm @ RPM) 270 @ 1850

MGP4 Max. power (hp @ RPM) 60 @ >1240
Max. torque (Nm @ RPM) 250 @ <1240

MGP0 Max. power (hp @ RPM) 20 @ >2480
Max. torque (Nm @ RPM) 48 @ <2480

Transmission ratios
Rear final drive (-) 5.6
Front final drive (-) 3.68

Automatic gearbox (-) [4.46; 2.51; 1.56;
1.14; 0.85; 0.67]

MGP0 belt (-) 2.7
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Table 1. Cont.

Component Parameter Value

High-voltage battery
Battery nominal capacity/voltage

(kWh/V) 10.94/400

Cell nominal capacity/voltage (Wh/V) 7.6/3.33
Pack configuration 120 S; 12 P

Cell type A123 ANR26650
Vehicle body Road load coefficient A (N) 94.04

Road load coefficient B (Ns/m) 3.81
Road load coefficient C (Ns2/m2) 0.48

Wheel radius (m) 0.322

2.1. HEV on-Board Energy Management Strategy

The considered HEV embeds an ICE, a MGP0, and a MGP4. These three power
components allow the HEV to choose between the three following operating modes while
driving [25]:

1. Electric mode, in which the traction is provided by the MGP4 alone;
2. Hybrid mode, which is characterized by the three power components being controlled

in order to have the ICE working close to its optimal operating line (OOL). The OOL
is particularly defined by the values of ICE torque that maximize the engine efficiency
for each given value of rotational speed;

3. E-save mode, where the ICE can be simultaneously employed for propelling the HEV
and charging the battery by means of MGP0 and MGP4 working as generators. In par-
ticular, the instantaneous ICE power is controlled to be the maximum value between
the one corresponding to its OOL and the one required to propel the HEV alone.

All the operating modes allow performing regenerative braking, while the baseline
HEV controller implemented in this study is assumed to operate as follows:

• As the HEV starts a given driving mission, pure electric operation is selected if the
battery is sufficiently charged. Then, an automatic shift to Hybrid mode is performed
if the SOC goes below 0.30 in order to preserve battery charge sustenance. Moreover,
if the driver’s power demand exceeds the value that can be provided by the MGP4
alone in Electric mode, then the powertrain temporarily operates in Hybrid mode.

• In case the value of battery SOC falls below 0.25, the rule-based HEV controller
switches to the E-save mode to charge the battery until SOC reaches 0.30. Hybrid
mode is subsequently set as the operating mode.

• Regenerative braking is disabled when the battery SOC exceeds the upper limit, which
is set to 0.8 here. This is performed as Li-Ion cells significantly degrades when being
charged at high SOC values [27].

2.2. HEV Modeling Approach

A quasi-static approach was adopted for modeling the HEV in Matlab/Simulink®

software (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, US). This approach is largely used in design and
analysis activities for HEV powertrains thanks to its high computational efficiency [28]. A
proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller is introduced here to model the driver
following the speed profile over time for given drive cycles. Lookup tables of power
components employed in this paper are illustrated in Figure 2 and they have been generated
using dedicated tools in Simcenter Amesim® software (Siemens PLM, Camberley, UK).
The mathematical procedures implemented in the software to generate the lookup tables
are available in the literature [29,30].
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Figure 2. Efficiency maps of ICE, MGP0, and MGP4 generated by means of Simcenter Amesim®

software.

The total vehicle resistive force Fres can be easily computed from the vehicle free body
diagram using Equation (1):

Fres = Faero + Froll + Fmisc + Fgrad (1)

where Faero is the aerodynamic drag, Froll represents the rolling resistance, Fmisc incorporates
some miscellaneous terms, whereas Fgrad is the grading resistance related to road slope
angle ϑ. Specifically, the above resistive terms were evaluated as follows:

Faero + Froll + Fmisc = A + Bv + Cv2 (2)

Fgrad = mvehgsinϑ (3)
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where A, B, and C are the vehicle road load coefficients [31], v is the longitudinal speed
of the vehicle, g represents the gravitational acceleration, and mveh is the total mass of the
vehicle in kilograms that was assumed to be related to the number of passengers npass:

mveh = 1768 + 100·npass. (4)

The tractive or braking force Fpwt that is provided at the wheels by the powertrain was
introduced. Then, the equilibrium equation at the vehicle level could be written as follows:

mveha = Fpwt − Fres,tot (5)

where a indicates the longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle. The powertrain torque Tpwt
requested at the wheels could thus be computed as follows:

Tpwt = Fpwtrwheel (6)

where rwheel is the radius of the wheels. All possible terms contributing to Tpwt were
considered, and Equation (7) could thus be obtained:

Tpwt = TICE,wheel + TMGP4,wheel + TMGP0,wheel − Tbrakes (7)

where the terms TICE,wheel , TMGP4,wheel, and TMGP0,wheel represent the values of torque
provided at the wheels by the respective power components, while Tbrakes is the braking
torque supplied by the brake system.

The torques of power components TICE, TMGP4, and TMGP0 were evaluated back-
wardly from the respective torques outputted at the wheels by means of relations using the
transmission ratios reported in Table 1 and appropriate efficiencies [32]. The wheel angular
speed ωwheel could be defined as follows:

ωwheel =
v

rwheel
. (8)

ωMGP4, ωICE, and ωMGP0 that respectively represent angular speeds of MGP4, ICE,
and MGP0 can be evaluated by multiplying times transmission ratios. Once the operating
conditions (i.e., torque and speed) are known for each power component, evaluating the
fuel consumed by the ICE and the electric power requested to the high-voltage battery by
the electric motors is possible through considering the following equations:

Mf uel =
∫ t

0

.
m f ueldt + ncrankmcrank (9)

Pbat,MGP4 = ωMGP4TMGP4 + Ploss,MGP4 (10)

Pbat,MGP0 = ωMGP0TMGP0 + Ploss,MGP0 (11)

where Mf uel is the total amount of fuel in grams consumed by the ICE up to time instant t,
.

m f uel is the fuel consumption rate in grams per second, mcrank is the mass of fuel required to
crank the ICE (equal to 0.5 g here [33]), ncrank takes into account the number of activations
over time, Pbat,MGP4 and Pbat,MGP0 are respectively the powers requested or supplied by the
electric motors to the battery, whereas Ploss,MGP4 and Ploss,MGP0 indicate the power losses
that characterize the two electric motors. These were evaluated by means of the lookup
tables reported in Figure 2. The electrical, thermal, and ageing behavior of the battery
could then be modeled as described in the following section.

3. High-Voltage Battery and Air Cooling System Modeling

The following methodologies were adopted here for modeling the plug-in HEV high-
voltage battery pack from electrical, thermal, and ageing perspectives:

1. An equivalent circuit model for battery electrical modeling;
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2. A single temperature lumped-parameter model that evaluates battery temperature
evolution during HEV operation, which is coupled with the air cooling system model;

3. A throughput-based battery capacity fade model that evaluates battery cyclic ageing.
4. Each of the listed modeling methodologies is illustrated in the follow-up of this

section.

3.1. Equivalent Circuit Model

Following a common approach from literature, the battery pack was modeled with
an equivalent circuit [34]. To this end, Thevenin’s theorem was applied to the pack con-
figuration illustrated in Table 1 and constituted by A123 cells. In particular, the following
equations hold:

OCVbat = NsOCVcell (12)

Rbat =
Ns

Np
Rcell (13)

where Ns and Np are respectively the number of cells in series per branch and the number
of branches in parallel, OCVcell and OCVbat represent open circuit voltages of one single
cell and of the high-voltage battery pack, whereas Rcell and Rbat are the internal resistances
of the cell and pack, respectively.

Similarly, cell and battery pack capacities Ccell and Cbat were linked as in Equation (14):

Cbat = NpCcell . (14)

Battery current Ibat can be computed by means of Equation (15) by applying the power
conservation law to the battery equivalent circuit model and by introducing battery power
Pbat, which is detailed in Equations (22)–(25) in Section 4:

Ibat =
OCVbat −

√
OCV2

bat − 4PbatRbat
2Rbat

. (15)

The instantaneous battery C-rate c could then be evaluated using Equation (16):

c =
|Ibat|
Cbat

. (16)

Battery state-of-charge SOC could consequently be evaluated by knowing its value at
the beginning of the driving mission (SOC0) and using the current integration method:

SOC = SOC0 −
∫ t

0

Ibat
Cbat

dt. (17)

It should be noted that cell parameters are not constant, but rather their values change
during HEV operation. With respect to OCVcell , its value varies with SOC, whereas Rcell de-
pends on more factors, namely SOC, C-rate, battery temperature, and charging/discharging
conditions [14]. OCVcell is sensitive to temperature variation as well, but its variation nor-
mally has less impact.

3.2. Single Temperature Lumped-Parameter Model and Battery Cooling System

Temperature has an extremely major impact on battery lifetime, which is especially
holds when it falls beyond the ideal thermal thresholds that are currently estimated within
15 ◦C and 35 ◦C [12]. The high-voltage battery pack is an extended body characterized by
a spatial distribution of temperature values, which is rather complex to model [35,36]. A
wide range of battery thermal modeling options is available in the literature. Among these,
lumped-parameter thermal models can be suggested as a good trade-off between model
accuracy and ease of implementation in Matlab/Simulink® software. A single temperature
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lumped-parameter model of the battery has been implemented here by taking inspiration
from the works by Han et al. [37] and Jaguemont et al. [38].

The battery pack considered in this paper is constituted by a total of 1440 cylindrical
cells of type A123 26650. As reported by the manufacturer [26], each cell is shaped in a
cylinder of Ø26 × 65 mm and weights of 76 g. Reasonable values for battery and air thermal
parameters were obtained by combining cell manufacturer data with data extracted from
the work presented by Kim et al. in 2013 [39]. These values have been reported in Table 2.
In particular, they refer to the battery pack mass mbat, to its specific heat cbat and to its
sizes: length lbat, height Hbat, and width wbat. Sbat represent the exchange surface with the
surrounding air, which characterizes for a specific heat cp,air. Despite being modeled using
a thermal lumped approach, the battery pack was not assumed to be lumped from a spatial
point of view, as displayed in Figure 3. Notably, 40, 3, and 12 cells were particularly aligned
along lbat, Hbat, and wbat, respectively. The assembly of the battery pack was conceived to
leave sufficient space for the channels in which the air flows when the cooling system is in
operation. These channels were assumed to be 15 mm wide, and they constitute the overall
cooling exchange surface between air and cells Scooling whose value is reported in Table 2.
hside,air and hcooling,air are convective coefficients for the air surrounding the battery and the
air forced to circulate in the cooling channels, respectively.

Table 2. Battery and air thermal parameters [26,39].

Parameter Symbol Value

Battery pack mass mbat 109.4 kg
Battery pack length lbat 1050 mm
Battery pack height Hbat 240 mm
Battery pack width wbat 400 mm

Battery side exchange surface Sbat 1.10 m2

Overall cooling exchange surface Scooling 2.55 m2

Battery specific heat cbat 1109.2 J/(kg·K)
Air specific heat cp,air 1005 J/(kg·K)

Convective coefficient—side air hside,air 10 W(m2·K)
Convective coefficient—cooling air hcooling,air 50 W(m2·K)

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the arrangement of cells within the modeled battery pack.

The rest of this sub-section is structured as follows: the air cooling system for cabin
and battery is described first. The numerical thermal modeling approach adopted for the
battery pack is then illustrated, and the implemented HEV battery thermal management
strategy is finally described.

3.2.1. Air Cooling System

The battery air cooling system has been assumed here to be capable of exploiting
the cabin conditioned air, as suggested for example in the paper by Han et al. [37]. Air
cooling is less effective than liquid cooling, however this approach is still widely used
thanks to its limited cost and its ease of installation [40]. Moreover, several examples of its
application can be found in the literature when aiming to evaluate the thermal behavior of
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cylindrical Li-ion cells [41,42]. Furthermore, the objective of this work does not relate to
identifying the most suitable cooling system, but rather to analyze how the operation of a
realistic cooling system impacts on the effective electrical power consumption during a
given driving mission. A scheme of the cabin and battery air cooling system implemented
here is reported in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the cabin and battery air cooling system.

When the battery cooling system is activated, air flow is enabled between vehicle cabin
and high-voltage battery thanks to Fan2 in Figure 4. In this case, air flows through the bat-
tery in the dedicated channels between the cells. A forced convection heat exchange occurs
in this framework through the surface Scooling. Cabin climate comfort of the passengers
might be slightly affected by such air flow circulation between the cabin and high-voltage
battery [40]. If cabin air conditioning is not activated by the HEV passengers, the air flow
enabled by Fan2 to cool the battery will be at ambient temperature, thus considerably
limiting the cooling effect. On the other hand, if cabin air conditioning is activated by
the passengers, air flow will be enabled by Fan1 in Figure 4 from the HVAC (Heating,
Ventilation, and Air Conditioning) system to the cabin. The air flow coming from the
HVAC system will be at the temperature set by the HEV passengers for the air conditioning
system. When the battery cooling system is not activated, the battery pack only dissipates
heat with the surrounding air at cabin temperature by means of natural convection and
passive cooling through its side surface Sbat.

3.2.2. Battery Thermal Model

The heat generated by the battery due to Joule effect (Qjoule) can take three differ-
ent paths: a portion Qbat,heat remains stored in the battery and contributes to increasing
its temperature, while a quantity Qconv,nat is dissipated by means of natural convective
phenomena with the surrounding air. This latter is expected to remain at a constant tem-
perature whose values refer to the cabin temperature Tcab. The final heat path Qconv, AC is
different from zero only when the battery cooling system is in operation. This represents
the portion of heat transferred from the battery pack to the air flowing at cabin temperature
Tcab thanks to Fan2 being activated. When the HVAC system is not in operation, the cabin
temperature Tcab has been considered as equal to the ambient temperature. On the other
hand, when the HEV passengers activate the air conditioning, cabin temperature has been
assumed to be constantly at 20 ◦C. The thermal balance for the battery pack can thus be
obtained as in Equation (18):

Qjoule = Qbat,heat + Qconv,nat + Qconv, AC (18)

which in turn can be written by detailing each term as follows:

Rbat·Ibat
2 = mbat·cbat· dTbat

dt + hside,air·Sbat·(Tbat − Tcab) +
hcooling,air·Scooling·(Tbat − Tcab)·(Batcooling > 0)

(19)

where mbat , cbat, Tbat, and Sbat refer respectively to battery mass, specific heat, temperature,
and exchange surface with the surrounding air. Batcooling is a binary flag and its value is
set to 1 when the battery air cooling system is in operation (i.e., Fan2 is activated). All
the thermal parameters have been reported in Table 2. It should be noted that Qjoule in
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Equation (19) has been considered to be related to Joule’s heating only. Battery temperature
variation due to entropy changes was not considered here in the same way as normally
assumed in the literature [43].

It should be admitted that a few assumptions were made for the illustrated battery
thermal model. First, the formulation for Qconv, AC used in Equation (19) assumes that
the air flow remains at a constant temperature equal to Tcab during the heat exchange
with the battery pack. Moreover, assuming a constant value for the convective coefficient
hcooling,air is not rigorous. Indeed, the convective coefficient is not an intrinsic property
of the considered fluid, rather it also depends on the geometry of the object immersed in
the fluid flow and on the flow rate magnitude [35]. As consequence, the evaluation of
hcooling,air is rather complex and it is normally obtained by means of empirical correlations
available in the literature. These correlations relate to forced convection and they consider
the a-dimensional coefficients of Reynolds, Prandtl, and Nusselt [42]. However, these
correlations normally refer to very simple cases and they might lead to important errors if
applied to more complicate configurations. Although these approximations are not realistic,
they aim to avoid introducing further modeling inaccuracy and they could therefore be
retained for the purposes of this paper.

3.2.3. Battery Thermal Management Strategy

In this paper, a reactive battery thermal management strategy is considered. Inputs
for the retained strategy include current values for battery temperature Tbat and battery air
cooling system state Batcooling. Two threshold vales of battery temperature for the battery
thermal management strategy were defined as respectively being related to Tbat−cooling,ON
and Tbat−cooling,OFF. The battery air cooling system was activated when the battery tem-
perature increases above Tbat−cooling,ON . Batcooling switches from 0 to 1 in this case. The
battery air cooling system was set to operate until the battery temperature falls below
Tbat−cooling,OFF. As is shown in Section 4, choosing the values for these two temperatures
as function of the ambient temperature is not trivial and requires fine tuning.

3.3. Throughput-Based Battery Capacity Fade Model

A largely employed throughput-based capacity fade model was used to evaluate the
high-voltage battery cyclic ageing. This model was calibrated for A123 26650 cells and it is
based on the concept of battery charge throughput (Ah-throughput) [14]. Here, the Ah-
throughput (QEOL) processed throughout the battery lifetime included the energy charged
from the grid [16]. QEOL was associated to the overall quantity of charge (in ampere-hours)
that a battery is able to process before reaching its end of life and it is calculable as:

QEOL =
∫ tEOL

0
|Ibat|dt (20)

where tEOL is the time instant in which EOL occurs, which depends on the battery oper-
ating conditions. The EOL is considered to happen when the percentage value of battery
nominal capacity faded (indicated by Cf ade,%) equals 20% (i.e., Cf ade,% = 20). When the
battery operates under constant conditions, QEOL and Cf ade,% could be evaluated using
the equation proposed in [14] for A123 26650 cells. This formulation was inspired by the
Arrhenius’ gas equation [7] and it can only be employed for battery temperature ranging
between 15 ◦C and 60 ◦C:

Cf ade,% = B·exp
(
− A f

Tbat

)(
QEOL,const

Np·1 Ah

)z
(21)

where battery Ah-throughput was indicated as QEOL,const to specify that it refers to constant
operating conditions. B, A f , and z respectively indicate the pre-exponential, the activation,
and the power-law factors. Both B and A f are a function of the cell C-rate c [31]. Since these
parameters refer to a single cell, QEOL,const was divided by the number of parallel branches
Np in order to scale to the whole battery pack. Table 3 reports the values of parameters used
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in the considered battery ageing model. The values of pre-exponential factor B as function
of the C-rate were determined by conducting an ageing experimental campaign [23].

Table 3. Battery ageing parameters for A123 26650 cell [23].

Parameter Symbol Value

C-rate index for
pre-exponential factor c [0.5; 2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 12; 14; 16; 18; 20]

Pre-exponential factor as
function of C-rate B(c)

[31,630; 21,681; 17,307; 12,934;
13,512; 15,512; 12,099; 11,380; 13,656;

16,342; 14,599]
Activation factor A f (c) 3814.68–44.56·c
Power-law factor z 0.55

As B and A f vary according to the battery C-rate, QEOL,const depends on both the
operating conditions Tbat and C-rate, as illustrated in Figure 5. The range of the battery
pack C-rate allowed as function of the considered plug-in HEV characteristics (i.e., battery
pack capacity, MGP0 maximum power, and MGP4 maximum power) is highlighted in
Figure 5. The larger capacity of a plug-in HEV battery slightly reduces the overall values of
the C-rate, and this implies that the variation in QEOL,const might largely relate to thermal
characteristics. Looking again at Figure 5, thermal phenomena are forecasted to have a
remarkable influence, even when the battery temperature is contained within the ideal
range of 15 ◦C to 35 ◦C.

Figure 5. Allowed lifetime Ah-throughput predicted by the numerical ageing model as a function of
the cell temperature and C-rate.

After calculating QEOL,const using Equation (21), the overall quantity of charge Qconst
supplied by the battery under fixed values of C-rate and temperature became known.
Then, it became possible to evaluate the current battery ageing state by comparing Qconst
with QEOL,const. However, since batteries employed in HEVs are characterized by varying
operation over time, the contribution of each combination of the C-rate and Tbat towards
the achievement of QEOL over time could be evaluated by integrating the instantaneous
SOH variation:

SOH = SOH0 −
t∫

0

|Ibat|
QEOL,const(c, Tbat)

dt (22)

where SOH0 is the initial state-of-health of the battery and it is equal to 1 at the beginning
of battery life. Predicting the battery SOH variation over time as a function of C-rate and
temperature is possible in this way thanks to the implemented numerical ageing model.
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4. Battery High Temperature Sensitive Optimization Based HEV Energy and Thermal
Management Calibration

The optimization-driven calibration of the HEV on-line energy and thermal manage-
ment strategies will be discussed in this section. Indeed, an adaptation of HEV energy
and thermal management according to the ambient temperature value may allow finding
the optimal trade-off between an enhanced fuel economy and satisfactory high-voltage
battery lifetime. Table 4 summarizes variables and the calibration objective function for
the optimization-based calibration of the HEV energy and thermal management. The
calibration of HEV energy and thermal management is desired to be optimal and it must
bring into play both Tbat−cooling,ON and Tbat−cooling,OFF. Values for these parameters will
depend both on the ambient temperature Tamb and on whether the HVAC system is in
operation or not. Moreover, adapting the rule-based HEV EMS according to the battery
temperature and predicted ageing rate may improve the accuracy and effectiveness of the
vehicle control system. This work particularly considers varying the battery SOC which
determines the transition from the charge depleting in pure electric (EV) mode to blended
charge-depleting (HEV) hybrid as a function of Tamb. This value of battery SOC threshold
was initially set to 0.30 for the baseline HEV energy management approach described in
Section 2.1 and now it is indicated as SOCEV,OFF.

Table 4. Variables and objective function for the optimization based HEV energy and thermal
management calibration.

Parameter Symbol Bounds

Calibration variables

Upper battery pack
temperature threshold for
cooling system activation

Tbat−cooling,ON
(Tamb, HVACstate)

[Tamb–40◦]

Lower battery pack
temperature threshold for

cooling system de-activation

Tbat−cooling,OFF
(Tamb, HVACstate)

[10◦–Tamb]

Lower battery SOC threshold
for pure electric to hybrid

electric operation transition

SOCEV,OFF
(Tamb, HVACstate)

[0.3–1]

Calibration objective
function

Operative cost associated to
the entire plug-in HEV

lifetime
Jcalibration (31)

Figure 6 illustrates the flowchart for simulating the HEV in a given driving mis-
sion according to the implemented energy and thermal management approaches. The
three parameters that need calibration in this framework (Tbat−cooling,ON , Tbat−cooling,OFF,
SOCEV,OFF) are highlighted in Figure 6. When the HEV driver starts the driving mission,
the battery temperature was assumed to be equal to the ambient temperature. The HVAC
system state was selected at the beginning of the driving mission, and it was considered to
be constant throughout the journey. When the HVAC system was set to be in operation, the
cabin temperature was assumed to be 20 ◦C from the first instant of the driving mission
while neglecting transient thermal phenomena in the cabin.
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Figure 6. Flowchart for simulating the HEV in a driving mission according to the implemented
energy and thermal management approaches.

At each time instant, the terms impacting on the instantaneous battery power Pbat used
in Equation (15) were updated. The HVAC system state, the battery air conditioning system
state, and the ambient temperature were considered to this end as in Equations (23)–(25):

Pbat = Pbat,MGP0 + Pbat,MGP4 + Paux + PHVAC(Tamb, HVACstate) + Pbat−cooling

(
Batcooling

)
(23)

PHVAC(Tamb, HVACstate) = 1000 + (Tamb − 20)2·(HVACstate > 0) (24)

Pbat−cooling

(
Batcooling

)
= 200·

(
Batcooling > 0

)
(25)

where Paux, PHVAC, and Pbat−cooling stand for the power demand of the auxiliaries (e.g.,
lubrication, ICE cooling, lighting), the HVAC system electrical power, and the battery
air conditioning system electrical power, respectively. A constant value of 400 W was
set here for Paux, while a value of the electrical load of the HVAC system was assumed
in Equation (24) as a function of the ambient temperature by analyzing data presented
in [44]. HVACstate represents a binary variable detecting HVAC system activation at the
beginning of the driving mission. The power consumed by the battery air conditioning
system (Pbat−cooling) mainly relates to Fan2 in Figure 4 and it was assumed here to be equal
to 200 W [45].
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4.1. HEV Fuel Economy and Battery Lifetime over Retained Driving Mix

An appropriate objective function needs definition to guide the optimization-based
calibration of the HEV energy and thermal management parameters, i.e., Tbat−cooling,ON ,
Tbat−cooling,OFF, and SOCEV,OFF. The minimization of HEV operative costs was considered
in this work by simulating a realistic driving mix. Eight driving missions were retained
including four standard drive cycles such as the worldwide harmonized light-vehicle test
procedure (WLTP), the federal test procedure (FTP75), the RTS aggressive cycle (RTS95),
and the highway federal test procedure (HWFET). Moreover, four real-world driving
missions recorded by the authors by means of the global positioning system (GPS) were
considered including up-hill (RWC01), 2.7-h highway (RWC02), down-mountain (RWC03),
and downhill (RWC04) driving conditions. Time series for vehicle speed and net road
altitude over time for all the eight driving missions retained are illustrated in Figure A1 in
Appendix A, while Table 5 reports driving statistics. The overall vehicle lifetime in terms of
mileage was divided while considering the eight driving missions steadily repeated. Each
journey was associated with a coefficient α f req in Table 5 that represents the percentage of
vehicle lifetime which was assumed to be traveled in the corresponding driving mission.

Table 5. Statistics for retained driving missions.

Driving
Mission

WLTP FTP75 RTS95 HWFET
RWC01—

Uphill
RWC02—Long

Highway
RWC03—Down-

Mountain
RWC04—
Downhill

Length Lcycle [km] 23.3 17.8 12.9 16.5 17.8 296 27.4 16.7
Time [s] 1800 1878 887 765 1031 9792 2345 1123

Max speed [km/h] 131.3 91.2 134.4 96.3 112.7 135.4 84.9 103
Average speed

[km/h] 46.5 34.1 52.5 77.6 62.1 108.8 42 53.5

Average acceleration
[m/s2] 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.6

Average deceleration
[m/s2] −0.4 −0.6 −0.8 −0.2 −0.6 −0.2 −0.6 −0.6

Max altitude—min
altitude [m] 0 0 0 0 278 523 682 225

Final altitude—
initial altitude [m] 0 0 0 0 235 341 −633 −148

Journey frequency
α f req [%] 8.33 16.67 16.67 16.67 8.33 8.33 8.33 16.67

The predicted HEV fuel economy, HEV electrical energy economy, and battery lifetime
over the entire vehicle lifetime considering the introduced driving mix could be expressed
as:

Fuelavg =
8

∑
k=1

Fuelk·α f req,k (26)

Electricityavg =
8

∑
k=1

Electricityk·α f req,k (27)

battli f e,avg =
8

∑
k=1

Lcycle,k

SOH0 − SOHend,k
·α f req,k (28)

where Fuelk and Fuelavg are the HEV fuel economy values expressed in liters per 100 km re-
lated to the given driving mission k and the entire vehicle lifetime, respectively. Electricityk
and Electricityavg are the plug-in HEV electrical energy economy values expressed in
kilowatt-hours per 100 km related to the given driving mission k and the entire vehicle life-
time, respectively. Lcycle,k stand for the mileage in kilometers of the given driving mission
k, while SOHend,k is the battery SOH at the end of the driving mission k according to the
HEV simulated following the discussed energy and thermal management strategies.
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4.2. Workflow for Optimization-Based HEV Thermal and Energy Management Calibration

This sub-section aims at introducing the flowchart of the optimization-based cali-
bration of Tbat−cooling,ON , Tbat−cooling,OFF, and SOCEV,OFF as function of the ambient tem-
perature. When establishing the energy and thermal management calibration objective,
minimizing the operative cost related to the entire lifetime of the plug-in HEV was consid-
ered. Retained vehicle cost contributions particularly include:

• The HEV fuel consumption;
• The electrical energy consumed by the plug-in HEV coming from the grid;
• The monetary cost associated with the battery pack degradation.

In this work, particle swarm optimization (PSO) was selected as an algorithm for explor-
ing the identified three-dimensional calibration space with Tbat−cooling,ON , Tbat−cooling,OFF,
and SOCEV,OFF as independent variables. PSO is an iterative stochastic optimization algo-
rithm that relies on a numerical model capturing the social behavior of fishes and birds
proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [46]. The flowchart of the PSO approach
implemented in this work is illustrated in Figure 7 and detailed as follows. During step
1, a population of N particles was initialized aiming at the subsequent exploration of the
calibration space searching for the minimum of the PSO cost function Jcalibration. For each
value of the selected ambient temperature Tamb and HVAC system state, at each iteration
of the PSO algorithm, step 2 aims at assessing the value of Jcalibration for each particle of
the swarm. This was performed by simulating the HEV traveling through all the eight
retained driving missions constantly in Simulink®® software at the selected value of am-
bient temperature and considering both the selected HVAC system state being constant
and the battery being fully charged at the beginning of the driving mission (i.e., the SOC
was set to 95% as the maximum value assumed). For the sake of an exhaustive analysis,
two different vehicle loading conditions were considered when simulating each driving
mission. These relate to consider either the vehicle lightly loaded (i.e., npass = 1) or fully
loaded (i.e., npass = 5), respectively. As all the simulations of the driving missions were
completed, the fuel economy, electrical energy economy and battery lifetime weighted
according to both driving mix and vehicle payload conditions could be computed as:

Fuelavg,total = αpayload·Fuelavg,LLV +
(

1 − αpayload

)
·Fuelavg,FLV (29)

Electricityavg,total = αpayload·Electricityavg,LLV +
(

1 − αpayload

)
·Electricityavg,FLV (30)

battli f e,total = αpayload·battli f e,avg,LLV +
(

1 − αpayload

)
·battli f e,avg,FLV (31)

where Fuelavg,total , Electricityavg,total , and battli f e,total respectively represent HEV fuel econ-
omy in litres per 100 km, electrical energy economy in kilowatt-hours per 100 km, and
kilometrical battery lifetime weighted according to both driving mix and payload con-
ditions. Subscripts LLV and FLV were associated with lightly loaded and fully loaded
vehicle conditions, respectively. Finally, αpayload represents a weighting coefficient for the
two loading conditions. Its value was set here to 0.0825 following a press release by the
association Anci suggesting that, in Italy, the average number of passengers per car is equal
to 1.33 [47].
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Figure 7. Flowchart of the particle swarm optimization-based calibration of the parameters for HEV
energy and thermal management.

The cost function Jcalibration associated to the particle under analysis could then be
evaluated including monetary costs associated with fuel consumption, electrical energy
consumption, and battery degradation for the target plug-in HEV lifetime in kilometres
vehli f e,target, which was assumed to be 300 thousand km here [48]. The resulting mathemat-
ical formulation for Jcalibration was as follows:

Jcalibration = c f uel ·
Fuelavg,total

100
·vehli f e,target + celec·

Electricityavg,total

100
·vehli f e,target + cbatt·

vehli f e,target

battli f e,total
(32)

where c f uel , celec, and cbatt respectively represent the fuel refuelling cost, the cost of the
electricity coming from the grid, and the battery pack replacement cost. Values of c f uel and
celec retained here correspond to 1.41 euros per liter and 0.22 euros per kilowatt-hour, which
relate to average prices observed in Italy in the first half of 2020 [49,50]. Concerning cbatt, its
value was assumed here to be around 6130 euros, considering the current estimated battery
pack specific production cost of 280 euros per kilowatt-hour and multiplying it by the
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HEV battery pack capacity and a factor of 2, which accounts for manpower and other costs
associated with the battery pack replacement process [51]. The battery pack replacement
cost term was not considered here in case battli f e,total exceeded the target value for the
entire vehicle lifetime vehli f e,target. Jcalibration thus considers the operative costs in euros
associated with the entire plug-in HEV lifetime involving fuel consumption, electricity
consumption, and battery pack degradation. Once Jcalibration was evaluated for all the
particles of the swarm, step 3 in Figure 7 aims to update the local and global minima for
the swarm. Position and velocity of each particle in the three-dimensional calibration space
considered were then updated in step 4 based on the local and global optima previously
identified. Three main PSO parameters were involved in this procedure, namely the inertia
parameter, the cognitive parameter, and the social parameter [52]. More details regarding
this step can be found in [53].

Once the maximum number of iterations was reached for the PSO algorithm, the
obtained results included the calibrated values of Tbat−cooling,ON , Tbat−cooling,OFF, and
SOCEV,OFF for the selected value of ambient temperature and HVAC system state. Com-
pared with other popular stochastic optimization algorithms (e.g., genetic algorithm—GA),
PSO distinguished itself by the ease of its management and parameter tuning [54,55]. This
corroborates the likelihood of effectively finding a global optimum for the considered cali-
bration problem and it represents the main motivation behind the use of PSO in this work.
The version of the PSO algorithm considered in this paper refers to the corresponding
toolbox provided by the Yarpiz project and it was implemented in MATLAB© software [56].

In the next section, results are provided for the energy and thermal HEV management
strategies calibrated according to the illustrated methodology.

5. Results

In this work, the HEV energy and thermal management strategies discussed earlier
find calibration in terms of Tbat−cooling,ON , Tbat−cooling,OFF, and SOCEV,OFF according to
eight different values of ambient temperature corresponding to 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33,
and 36 ◦C. Retained parameters for the PSO-based calibration flowchart are reported in
Table 6 [56].

Table 6. Retained PSO parameters.

Parameter Value

Swarm size [-] 20
Number of iterations [-] 15

Inertia coefficient [-] 0.73
Cognitive coefficient [-] 1.5

Social coefficient [-] 1.5

Considering a desktop computer with Intel Core i7-8700 (3.2 GHz) and 32 GB of
RAM, around 320 min were required to complete step 1 to step 5 of Figure 7. In total,
16 iterations of the workflow from step 1 to step 5 were then required when considering
eight values of ambient temperature and two HVAC system states (i.e., on or off). This
led to around 43 h of computational time being required for completing the entire HEV
energy and thermal management calibration procedure illustrated. Figure 8 illustrates the
values of Tbat−cooling,ON , Tbat−cooling,OFF, and SOCEV,OFF obtained after the completion of
the overall PSO based calibration workflow illustrated in Figure 7. Concerning the thermal
management parameters shown in Figure 8a, a large gap between Tbat−cooling,ON and
Tbat−cooling,OFF meant that the battery air conditioning system could be kept operating for
longer after being activated. On the other hand, a narrower difference between the values
of Tbat−cooling,ON and Tbat−cooling,OFF entailed more frequent activations and deactivations
of the battery air conditioning system. When the HVAC system was off, a larger gap
between Tbat−cooling,ON and Tbat−cooling,OFF was observed below 30 ◦C, which involves
more usage of the battery air conditioning system. However, this correlated to a substantial
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increase in the calibrated values for SOCEV,OFF in Figure 8b from around 0.33 to around
0.58 and progressively above as the ambient temperature overcomes 30 ◦C, especially
for the HVAC system being de-activated. This means that, as the ambient temperature
gradually increases, the PSO based calibration procedure prefers switching from pure
electric operation to hybrid electric operation much earlier in a driving mission rather
than retaining a pure electric operation while keeping the battery air conditioning system
in operation for a shorter time when the HVAC system is off. The trend of SOCEV,OFF as
function of the ambient temperature when the HVAC system was in operation showed a
similar trend, yet slightly shifted downwards, with respect to the HVAC system being off in
Figure 8b. As a consequence, the HVAC system being activated seemed to enable exploiting
pure electric charge-depleting operation for longer at high ambient temperatures thanks
to the availability of the cooled cabin air to cool down the battery pack. This correlates
with a calibrated larger gap between Tbat−cooling,ON and Tbat−cooling,OFF for high ambient
temperatures when the HVAC system is in operation in Figure 8a, which entails longer
usage of the battery cooling system.

Figure 8. Calibrated values of Tbat−cooling,ON , Tbat−cooling,OFF, and SOCEV,OFF according to the ambient temperature and
HVAC system state.

Table 7 reports numerical values for the calibrated thermal and energy management
parameters as a function of the ambient temperature and the HVAC system state. Values of
Fuelavg,total , Electricityavg,total , and battli f e,total are included along with the corresponding
value of Jcalibration. Moreover, a graphical representation of the considered plug-in HEV
energy consumption as function of the ambient temperature is shown in Figure 9. As
can be seen in Figure 9, fuel consumption and battery energy consumption are quite
stable within the ambient temperature range of 15 ◦C to 30 ◦C thanks to the implemented
calibration process for the HEV energy and thermal management strategy. As the value of
SOCEV,OFF shown in Figure 8b was increased to preserve battery lifetime at around 33 ◦C,
the corresponding battery energy consumption lowered by 11.2% and the corresponding
fuel consumption increased by around two times compared to the 15 ◦C reference values in
Figure 9a. The overall plug-in HEV energy consumption shown in Figure 9b considers the
sum of battery electrical energy and fuel chemical energy in kilowatt-hours per 100 km. The
fuel chemical energy could be obtained by considering values of fuel density and a lower
heating value corresponding to 744 g per liter and 43.74 kilojoules/gram, respectively.
In this case, a 33 ◦C ambient temperature might lead to 1.4 times the overall plug-in
HEV energy consumption compared with 15 ◦C. As the ambient temperature further
increased, the average fuel consumption increased, and the battery energy consumption
reduced to prevent accelerated lifetime consumption. From the overall energy consumption
perspective, 36 ◦C involved more than two times the energy consumption estimated at
15 ◦C in Figure 9b. This reflects operative costs in the increased values for the overall
plug-in HEV at high ambient temperatures as well.
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Table 7. Calibrated thermal and energy management parameters and HEV performance in terms of energy consumption
and predicted battery lifetime as a function of the ambient temperature and HVAC system state.

HVAC System
State

Tamb
[◦C]

Tbat−cooling,ON
[◦C]

Tbat−cooling,OFF
[◦C]

SOCEV ,OFF
[%]

Fuelavg,total
[L/100 km]

Electricityavg,total
[kWh/100 km]

battli f e,total

[km·103]

Jcalibration
[k€]

Off 15 25.7 16.1 33.4 0.69 16.57 799 13.8
Off 18 30.7 18.2 33.5 0.69 16.42 658 13.8
Off 21 31.9 20.2 33.4 0.69 16.41 521 13.8
Off 24 33.0 25.2 33.4 0.69 16.40 414 13.8
Off 27 35.7 26.4 33.5 0.69 16.39 331 13.8
Off 30 33.5 29.6 55.8 0.74 16.21 300 14.0
Off 33 37.4 32.9 70.7 1.44 14.21 300 15.6
Off 36 39.4 36.9 76.5 2.65 10.74 300 18.4
On 15 29.2 19.0 33.2 0.69 16.55 781 13.8
On 18 35.0 27.0 33.4 0.69 16.42 651 13.8
On 21 30.8 23.8 33.4 0.69 16.41 524 13.8
On 24 33.0 23.9 33.5 0.69 16.40 422 13.8
On 27 35.9 30.7 33.3 0.69 16.39 342 13.8
On 30 35.2 25.8 48.9 0.70 16.34 300 13.9
On 33 40.0 23.6 67.3 1.10 15.20 300 14.8
On 36 38.7 31.3 74.3 2.20 12.06 304 17.4

Figure 9. Plug-in HEV fuel consumption, battery energy consumption, and overall energy consumption as a function of the
ambient temperature while benchmarking with corresponding values at 15 ◦C.

The activation of the HVAC system impacted on the cabin temperature and, in turn,
allowed cooling the battery pack with air at lower temperature compared with the ambient
temperature. Nevertheless, a considerable amount of additional auxiliary power consump-
tion was associated to the HVAC system activation. In this framework, Figure 9b suggests
that, from the overall vehicle perspective, the beneficial effect of lowering the tempera-
ture of the battery air conditioning system overcame the increased power consumption
when the HVAC system was activated. As a result, the HVAC system being in operation
entailed a lower overall plug-in HEV energy consumption by 16.5% and 13.6% for ambient
temperature equal to 33 ◦C and 36 ◦C, respectively.

Finally, it should be noted that values of battli f e,total reported in Table 7 are always
equal to or are higher than the set vehicle lifetime target of 300,000 km. The calibration
performed by PSO thus suggests that, from the point of view of the plug-in HEV operative
cost, slightly increasing the usage of ICE might be advised at high ambient temperatures
in order to preserve battery lifetime and thus avoid the costs required for replacing the
battery pack within the vehicle lifetime.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes the calibration of the thermal and energy management strategies
of a plug-in HEV to minimize the operative costs associated to fuel consumption, electricity
consumption, and battery pack degradation for the overall vehicle lifetime at various
ambient temperatures. A parallel though-the-road plug-in HEV powertrain architecture
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was modeled in Matlab/Simulink® software. Moreover, the battery pack was modeled
from electrical, ageing, and thermal perspectives. A methodology based on PSO was
proposed to calibrate three parameters of the HEV thermal and energy management
aiming at minimizing overall vehicle operative cost. The exhaustiveness of the calibration
procedure was improved by considering different ambient temperature, vehicle payload
conditions, and HVAC system states.

Obtained results suggest that, as the ambient temperature increases, different settings
of the battery air conditioning system should be implemented in the on-board HEV con-
troller. Moreover, switching from a pure electric to hybrid electric operation below a certain
value of the battery SOC can be advised to preserve battery lifetime and to avoid replacing
the battery pack within the vehicle lifetime. High ambient temperatures impact on the
overall plug-in HEV energy consumption to the point that at 36 ◦C, the HEV depletes
2.3 times the corresponding energy depleted at 15 ◦C. Results also suggested that the
activation of the HVAC system for cabin conditioning at high ambient temperatures might
have a beneficial impact on cooling the battery, which overcomes the increase in auxiliary
power consumption due to the HVAC system.

Implementing the methodology introduced here can decrease time and engineering
effort required to calibrate energy and thermal management strategies of HEVs. The
satisfaction of conflicting calibration objectives can be enhanced in this way, including
fuel economy and electrical energy economy enhancement, high-voltage battery lifetime
safeguarding, and temperature control. Related future work might involve improving the
fidelity level of both the HEV powertrain model, the battery pack thermal model, and the
battery ageing model. Moreover, different design solutions in terms of cell chemistry and
battery pack conditioning system could be investigated. Developing more sophisticated
and accurate thermal and energy management might lead to further enhancing the overall
energy economy of the HEV. Finally, performing experimental tests might prove funda-
mental to validate the proposed numerical methodology and the calibrated HEV thermal
and energy management strategy.
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Abbreviations

ECMS Equivalent consumption minimization strategy
EMS Energy management strategy
EOL End-of-life
FTP75 Federal test procedure 75
HEV Hybrid electric vehicle
HVAC Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
HWFET Highway federal test procedure
ICE Internal combustion engine
MGP0 Motor/generator P0
MGP4 Motor/generator P4
OOL Optimal operating line
PID Proportional–integral–derivative
PSO Particle swarm optimization
SEI Solid electrolyte interface
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SOC State of charge
SOH State of health
WLTP Worldwide harmonized light-vehicle test procedure

Appendix A. Time Series of Retained Driving Missions

Figure A1. Vehicle speed and net road altitude profiles over time for the retained driving missions.
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Abstract: Hybrid electric air-ground vehicles (HEAGVs), which can run on the land and fly in the
air, are considered a promising future transportation. The operation of HEAGVs, accompanied
by high energy consumption, could lead to increasing battery temperature, which may affect the
lifespan of the battery. To make the battery last longer and improve energy efficiency, an effective
energy management strategy (EMS) is necessary for the operation of HEAGVs. In this regard,
this paper proposes a predictive EMS based on model predictive control (MPC). Firstly, speed
information is obtained by intelligent network technology to achieve a prediction of power demand,
and then the state of charge (SOC) reference trajectory is planned. Secondly, a Pontryagin’s minimum
principle-based model predictive control (PMP-MPC) framework is proposed, including battery
thermal dynamics. Under the framework, fuel efficiency is improved by reducing the temperature
of the battery. Finally, the proposed method is compared to PMP, dynamic programming (DP),
and rule-based (RB) methods. The effect of different preview horizon sizes on fuel economy and
battery temperature is analyzed. Verification results under two driving cycles indicate that compared
with the rule-based method, the proposed method improves fuel economy by 5.14% and 5.2% and
decreases the temperature by 5.9% and 4.9%, respectively. The results demonstrate that the proposed
PMP-MPC method can effectively improve fuel economy and reduce temperature.

Keywords: hybrid electric air-ground vehicle; energy management strategy; battery temperature;
model predictive control; Pontryagin’s minimum principle

1. Introduction

It is acknowledged that the existing traditional vehicles present challenges in contexts
of traffic congestion and complex working conditions, such as bridge cutoff, mountain
range, and fire rescue [1]. Air-ground vehicles (AGVs) are expected to provide a plausible
solution to the above issues, which are gaining increasing attention from the aviation and
automotive fields [2]. AGVs require a huge amount of energy when converting between
driving and flying, especially in flight mode [3]. High fuel consumption, together with
carbon emissions and environmental pollution, is one of the key weaknesses of traditional
AGVs. With the development of electrical technology, AGVs are using electrical energy;
however, the energy density of the on-board battery is too low and there is a range anxiety
problem. The hybrid powertrain could solve the above problems to become the most
suitable choice.

The past few decades have witnessed tremendous effort toward hybrid unmanned
aerial vehicles and aircraft. Hybrid powertrain has received wide research attention and
gradually become a research hotspot [4,5]. Hybrid powertrain can be divided into series,
parallel, and series-parallel. In this case, the series configuration allows the coupling of
multiple energy sources in the form of electrical energy. The series hybrid unit is electrically
connected to the load. The structure of multi-rotor AGVs is characterized by symmetrical
distribution around the motor propellers. By using a series architecture to design the
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hybrid powertrain, each motor-propeller unit can be controlled individually. The rotor and
engine are not mechanically connected but electrically connected, and the space structure
is relatively simple. Series hybrid electric air-ground vehicles (HEAGVs) are available as
an optional solution.

Rational distribution of power between the engine-generator set and the battery can
improve the fuel economy of HEAGV, which is the main task of the energy management
strategy (EMS). EMSs are divided into rule-based (RB) strategies and optimization-based
strategies. RB EMSs rely on personnel experience, which makes it difficult to ensure optimal
control is achieved. There are two kinds of rule-based EMSs, based on the logical threshold
EMSs [6] and fuzzy EMSs [7]. The EMS based on logic threshold has the advantage
of simple control logic. There are two types of optimization-based control strategies:
global optimization control and real-time optimization control [8]. To obtain globally
optimal results, global optimization algorithms such as dynamic programming (DP) [9]
and Pontryagin’s minimum principle (PMP) [10] are used to solve the problem. DP can
achieve the optimal global solution; however, sometimes a large amount of calculation
leads to dimensional disaster. Liu et al. [11] used the DP method to determine the best
torque distribution scheme for the whole driving cycle in the form of segmented decision
making. The PMP method is also a global optimization method and is often considered an
alternative to DP. DP can be used as a benchmark for other algorithms. However, these
algorithms require complete driving cycle information in advance and are computationally
intensive. These methods cannot be applied online and in real time. The equivalent
consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) is a real-time optimization algorithm [12].
However, the equivalent factor is susceptible to the driving cycle, and the optimal control
results take work to obtain. The model predictive control (MPC) method can be regarded as
a combination of global and real-time optimization methods. Zhang et al. [13] proposed an
exponentially varying speed prediction method based on MPC for power allocation. Based
on deep learning methods, Wei et al. [14] developed a set success rate predictor consisting of
input state classification and sub-predictors. Intelligent network technology, combined with
a variety of advanced technologies, establishes connections between vehicles, drivers and
road conditions, which is an effective means of solving EMS problems. Considering future
traffic information, Azadi et al. [15] proposed a vehicle automatic cruise control system to
reduce red light parking time and fuel consumption. Rajkumar [16] obtained the speed
limit and road topography information as constraints for MPC speed prediction through
intelligent network technology and calculated the safe speed as a reference. Lorenzo [17]
planned the speed curve based on V2X and tested the communication between controllers
and intelligent transportation systems (ITS) over cellular networks.

For a hybrid powertrain, the battery pack is a critically important part. Lower battery
temperature inhibits battery discharge capacity. High battery temperature affects the
battery life and has an impact on the stable operation of HEAGV. Tang et al. [18] added
the battery temperature as an optimization term to the cost function, which can achieve a
balance between economy and battery aging. Wang et al. [19] illustrated the enhancement
mechanism of the thermal conductivity of composite phase change materials from the
perspective of microstructure evolution. Ali Asef et al. [20] proposed a novel battery heat
dissipation model to model and optimize battery thermal management for series hybrid
electric vehicles under different standard driving cycles. Zhang et al. [21] reviewed the
battery thermal management methods and compared the advantages and disadvantages
of each method. Rodrigo et al. [22] proposed a new definition of the operating point
for discharging Li-ion batteries based on degradation, autonomy, and heat generation
to maximize battery life. Harrison and Charles [23] predicted the thermal performance
and thermal runaway risk of the battery pack during electric vertical takeoff and landing
operation through multi-physics field system simulations. Battery temperature is also very
important for HEAGVs. Current EMSs that consider the thermal dynamics of the battery
in HEAGVs are less researched. Therefore, there is still room for improvement in EMSs.
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The SOC reference trajectory in hybrid electric vehicles is important for the MPC of
EMSs and has been investigated by several researchers. Zhou et al. [24] aimed to divide
the driving cycle into multiple segments and determine the reference SOC trajectory for
each segment by a simple analytical formula. Guo et al. [25] used Q-learning to quickly
plan the optimal SOC reference. He et al. [26] used DDPG to plan SOC reference trajectory
adaptively and quickly. However, the driving cycles of HEAGV include air and ground
phases, and the SOC reference trajectory is different from that of hybrid electric vehicles.
When HEAGV is operating on the ground, the engine-generator set charges the battery,
and the SOC curve tends to rise in preparation for the flight mode. When HEAGV is flying
in the air, it consumes much electrical energy. The SOC changes drastically and shows a
downward trend. Under the mode transition, the SOC reference trajectories in the two
modes are different and segmented for planning. Therefore, it is necessary to plan the SOC
reference trajectory of HEAGV.

To bridge these gaps, this paper proposes an MPC-based EMS considering battery
thermal dynamics. This paper has the following contributions. First, speed information
is obtained through intelligent network technology to achieve the prediction of demand
power, and then the SOC reference trajectory is planned in segments. Second, a PMP-MPC
EMS framework is proposed. Third, the thermal dynamics of the battery are considered
within the PMP-MPC framework. Finally, the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed
HEAGV control strategy are verified by comparing them with different methods.

The rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the series hybrid powertrain model is
established, including the battery thermal model. In Section 3, the PMP-MPC framework is
described, which includes speed acquisition through intelligent network technology, and
then the SOC reference trajectory is planned. Finally, the conclusion is summarized.

2. Descriptions of HEAGV with Series Hybrid Powertrain

This study was conducted on a HEAGV with a series hybrid electric propulsion system,
as shown in Figure 1. HEAGV has two modes (flight mode and ground mode), which can
be switched freely. The series hybrid power system comprises a turboshaft engine, battery
packs, a generator, four hub motors, and sixteen rotor motors. The turboshaft engine is
completely decoupled from the drive system and can run under its best working conditions
to achieve high efficiency. The engine generator set and battery packs are power sources
for the hub and rotor motors. Eight pairs of coaxial rotors are used to generate lift in the
flight mode of the HEAGV. In ground mode, the HEAGV is propelled by hub motors like a
vehicle. The parameters of HEAGV are shown in Table 1.

 
Figure 1. Structure of the studied HEAGV and powertrain system.
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Table 1. Basic HEAGV parameters.

Parameter Value Title 3

Powertrain system Series Hybrid Electric Air/Ground
Vehicle mass (kg) 2000 Air/Ground

Gravity acceleration (m/s2) 9.81 Air/Ground
Wheel radius (m) 0.39 Ground
Frontal area (m2) 7.8 Ground
Paddle radius (m) 0.9 Air

Vertical area while climbing/landing (m2) 32 Air
Equivalent frontal area in cruise (m2) 12.4 Air

Engine peak power (kW) 110 Air/Ground
Rotor-motor peak power (kW) 50 Air
Hub motor peak power (kW) 60 Ground
Battery-rated capacity (Ah) 150 Air/Ground

Battery-rated voltage (V) 500 Air/Ground

2.1. Air-Ground Vehicle Model

When HEAGV is driving on the ground, according to the vehicle longitudinal dynam-
ics, the power demand of each wheel can be calculated as follows.

Tw = 0.25[mg f cosθ + 0.5ACdρairv2 + mgsinθ + δm
dv
dt

]r (1)

where m denotes the air-ground vehicle mass, g refers to the gravity acceleration, f denotes
the rolling resistance coefficient, θ represents the slope of the road, A stands for the fronted
area, Cd shows the air drag coefficient, ρair is the air density, v is the vehicular speed, δ is the
mass factor caused by the rotating inertia of wheels and powertrain rotating components, r
is the wheel radius, v is the HEAGV’s speed along the longitudinal direction. In addition,
the hub motor, and mechanical brakes together provide the torque required by the wheels,
and the powertrain torque balance can be expressed as

Tw = ηT
sign(Tm)

Tm + Tb (2)

where ηT and Tm are transmission efficiency and hub motor torque, respectively. Since
there is no reduction mechanism, the transmission efficiency is set to 1.

When the HEAGV is flying in the air, according to flight aerodynamics [27], the force
Fver required for vertical flight is composed of the force G, the acceleration resistance Facc,
and the drag force Fair, the formula of force in vertical flight is expressed as

Fver = G + (Facc + Fair)× sign(Vver)
= mg + (δmav +

1
2 AuCDραV2

ver)× sign(Vver)
(3)

sign(Vver) =

{
1, climb

−1, descend
(4)

where δ is the mass factor caused by the rotational inertia of the rotating part, av is the
vertical acceleration speed, Au is the vertical area, CD is the air drag coefficient, ρα is the
density of air, Vver is the vertical climb/landing velocity.

When the HEAGV is flying horizontally in the air, the force is

Fcru =
√

Fhor
2 + Fver2 (5)

Fhor = δmahor +
1
2

A f CDραV2
hor (6)
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2.2. Engine Model

The experimental data modeling is simple, the simulation effect is superior, and the
dynamic characteristics of the turboshaft engine can be ignored. Therefore, this paper
chooses an experimental modeling method to model the turboshaft engine. The engine is
controlled to make it operate at a fixed speed. The turboshaft engine fuel consumption
map is shown in Figure 2. The instantaneous fuel consumption of the engine is determined
by the engine speed and torque as follows

.
m f = f (ωg, Tg) (7)

The turbine drives the generator to create electrical power, and its output power Pe
can be calculated as

Pe = ωeTeηe (8)

where ωe, Te and ηe are turbine engine rotational speed, torque, and efficiency, respectively.

 
Figure 2. Fuel consumption map of the turboshaft engine.

2.3. Motor/Generator Models

In the powertrain system, the generator is used to provide electrical power. The
hub motor and rotor motor drive the wheels and rotor, respectively. The motors and
generators are modeled using a quasi-static model. The efficiency characteristics of the
motor and generator are represented by nonlinear three-dimensional plots of torque and
rotational speed using data obtained from the manufacturer. The motor efficiency plots are
represented in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The generator efficiency plots are represented
in Figure 5. The motor efficiency ηm at the operation point (nm, Tm) is calculated according
to the following correlation

ηm(nm, Tm) = f (nm, Tm) (9)

ηg(ng, Tg) = f (ng, Tg) (10)

where ηm is the motor efficiency, ηg is the generator efficiency, nm is the rotating speed of
the motor, and ng is the rotating speed of the generation.
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Figure 3. Wheel motor efficiency map.

 
Figure 4. Rotor motor efficiency map.

Figure 5. Generation efficiency map.

2.4. Battery Model

The battery packs are modeled as an equivalent circuit model using the opening circuit
voltage Uoc and the internal resistance R0, which is depicted as

Ibat =
Uoc−

√
Uoc2−4R0Pbat
2R0 (11)

.
SOC = − Ibat

Qbat
(12)
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where Ibat is the battery current,
.

SOC is the dynamics of the battery SOC, and Qbat is the
battery normal capacity. Temperature is an important factor that affects battery life. To
study the thermal management of the battery, the heat production of the battery itself is
assumed to be evenly distributed in space. The material of the battery is uniform. The
radiant heat produced by the battery is ignored. The effect of flight altitude on battery
temperature is not considered. Therefore, the total heat generated by the battery Q is
composed of joule heat and reaction heat, which can be expressed as [28]

Q = I2r + IT
dE
dT

(13)

where I is the current of the battery cell, r is the internal resistance of the battery cell, T is
the temperature of the battery cell, and dE/dT is the temperature influence coefficient of
the battery, which is a physical quantity related to electrochemistry [29].

The heat generation rate of the battery is expressed as

q =
Q
V

= ρCp
dT
dt

(14)

where q is the heat generation rate of the battery, ρ is the average density of the battery,
Cp is the specific heat capacity of the battery, and dT/dt is the dynamics of the battery
temperature.

From Equations (13) and (14), the dynamics of the battery temperature can be obtained:

dT
dt

= σ
I2r + IT dE

dT
ρCpV

(15)

where σ is the heat dissipation influence coefficient, which is related to the heat dissipation
system of HEAGV batteries.

3. PMP-MPC Energy Management Strategy for HEAGV

The HEAGV needs a lot of energy to take off vertically, and the hybrid pack and battery
work together to provide the power needed. The energy required for level flight is constant.
Compared to flight mode, the amount of energy expended on land is relatively small. In
this section, a PMP-MPC EMS framework is proposed. First, In the intelligent network
environment, HEAGV establishes information interaction with cloud and ground worksta-
tions and provides HEAGV with accurate speed information through environment-aware
navigation and positioning technologies. Second, in the MPC framework, SOC reference
trajectories are required for each prediction horizon, and SOC reference trajectories are
segmented and planned. The energy management problem for each prediction horizon
can be formulated as a multi-objective multi-constraint nonlinear optimization problem.
Finally, the PMP algorithm is used to allocate the power and solve the two-point boundary
value problem by the dichotomous method. The overall control framework of the proposed
method is shown in Figure 6.

3.1. Speed Information Acquisition

In this paper, intelligent network technology is used to obtain HEAGV speed in-
formation, as shown in Figure 6. Through V2V and V2I communication technologies,
multi-dimensional connection information is obtained, including the driving status of the
vehicle in front and the self-vehicle, as well as traffic signals. HEAGV can use ITS and GPS
to obtain traffic information. In addition, sensors such as radar can provide the necessary
status of the vehicle. The ground control station interacts with the vehicle and the cloud
through wireless communication. Therefore, this effective information can be integrated
into EMS to obtain accurate speed information, further improving fuel economy [30].
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Figure 6. The overall control strategy framework.

3.2. SOC Reference Trajectory Planning

If the SOC reference trajectory is appropriate, the optimized performance will be
significantly improved in the MPC framework of EMS [31]. SOC decreases roughly linearly
with increasing hybrid electric vehicle driving distance. However, the driving cycle of
HEAGV includes both air and ground phases. HEAGV has a higher power requirement in
flight mode than in ground phases which can lead to a large amount of electrical energy
being consumed. If SOC has a linear downward trend, increasing the driving distance may
exceed the SOC minimum. Therefore, the SOC reference trajectory of HEAGV is different
from that of hybrid vehicles. The high power requirement of HEAGV while in flight mode
leads to a large amount of electrical energy being consumed. The battery is discharged, and
the SOC is on a decreasing trend. The SOC tends to increase when the HEAGV is in ground
mode when the battery is charged to ensure proper travel. Therefore, this paper proposes a
fast planning method for global SOC reference trajectory based on traffic information. The
ITS system is used to obtain the average speed information of different road sections in
the driving route and to segment the different modes of HEAGV. SOC reference trajectory
is divided into two types according to the HEAGV working mode. Different formulae
calculate the change of SOC of different segments. The SOC reference trajectory segments
of HEAGV in flight and ground modes are expressed as follows.

SOCre f (k + hp) = SOC(k)− L(k + hp)

L0 − L(k)
(SOC(k)− SOCf ) (16)

SOCre f (k + hp) = SOC(k) +
L(k + hp)

L0 − L(k)
(SOC(k)− SOCf ) (17)

where k is the current time step, hp is the size of preview horizon, v is the actual vehicular
speed, vp is the predicted speed in the preview horizon, L(k) and L(k + hp) indicate the
distance traveled up to SOC(k), and SOC(k + hp) refers to the initial and final values SOC
boundary in a preview horizon.

The SOC reference trajectory is shown in Figure 7. In the first stage, the SOC curve
decreases when the HEAGV is in flight mode. In the second stage, the SOC curve rises
and HEAGV is charging in ground mode to prepare for the next flight. In the third
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stage, HEAGV switches to flight mode, consuming a large amount of power, and the SOC
curve decreases.

Figure 7. SOC reference trajectory.

3.3. PMP-MPC Framework

The required power of HEAGV is expressed as

Pdem = Peg + Pbat (18)

where Peg is the power of the engine generator set, and Pbat is the battery power. Reasonable
allocation and prediction of Peg and Pbat is the key to achieving excellent performance.

The EMS, based on optimal control theory, seeks to minimize a global criterion over
the total length of the trip. The criterion is defined by a cost function, most commonly the
fuel consumption only. The cost function proposed in this paper includes the additional
cost of battery temperature evolution in addition to fuel consumption. The PMP algorithm
is used to solve the minimum energy consumption cost, and the objective function can be
defined as

J =
∫ tk+tp

tk

(Jm + JT)dt =
∫ tk+tp

tk

(c f
.

m f + κ
dT
dt

)dt (19)

where J is total cost function, Jm and JT are fuel cost and battery temperature cost, respec-
tively, k is current time step, tp is the length of the prediction horizon, and c f is the prices
of fuel. dT/dt is the dynamics of the battery temperature, and κ is a weighting parameter
depending on the battery temperature, which is related to battery temperature, as shown
in Figure 8. The key to this additional cost is to penalize commands that cause the battery
temperature to move away from its slow-aging operating range and to support commands
that bring the battery temperature closer. The weighting factor κ will allow a trade-off
between fuel consumption and safe battery temperature. There is no additional cost to run
the battery at a safe temperature, with κ set to 0. On the other hand, when the temperature
is too high, κ increases, and the higher the temperature, the higher the cost to prevent the
temperature from rising further. In contrast, when the temperature is too low, the value of
κ is negative, which is conducive to heating the battery and making the battery closer to
the safe temperature. The optimum temperature range is 10~35 ◦C [32].
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Figure 8. Influence of weighting factor κ on battery temperature.

The Hamilton function can be defined as

H = c f
.

m f + κ
dT
dt

+ λ1(t)
.

SOC + λ2(t)
.
T (20)

where λ1(t) and λ2(t) is the co-state variable, the state variable x(t) and control variable
u(t) are shown as

x1(t) = SOC(t) (21)

x2(t) = T(t) (22)

u(t) = Pe(t) (23)

The dynamics of the state and co-state variables can be accounted for as

.
x(t) =

∂H
∂λ(t)

= −Uoc −
√

Uoc2 − 4R0Pbat
2R0

(24)

.
λ1(t) = − ∂H

∂SOC = −Cf
∂

.
m f

∂SOC − ∂(κ
.
T)

∂SOC − λ1(t) λ
.

SOC
∂SOC − λ2(t) λ

.
T

∂SOC (25)

.
λ2(t) = − ∂H

∂T = −Cf
∂

.
m f
∂T − ∂(κ

.
T)

∂T − λ1(t) λ
.

SOC
∂T − λ2(t) λ

.
T

∂T (26)

To obtain the global optimal solution, the Hamiltonian function must satisfy the
following necessary constraint

H(x∗(t), u∗(t), λ∗(t), t) ≤ H(x(t), u(t), λ(t), t) (27)

Furthermore, the state variable must satisfy the following boundary conditions:

SOC(tk) = SOCint (28)

SOC(tk + tp) = SOCend (29)

where SOCint and SOCend are the initial and final SOC values of each prediction layer,
which are determined by the reference SOC.

Therefore, the optimal control sequence can be expressed as

P∗
e = argminH(x(t), u(t), λ(t), t) (30)

The physical constraints on state variables and control variables can be given as

ne_min ≤ ne ≤ ne_max (31)

Te_min ≤ Te ≤ Te_max (32)
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Pe_min ≤ Pe ≤ Pe_max (33)

Ibat_min ≤ Ibat ≤ Ibat_max (34)

SOCmin ≤ SOC ≤ SOCmax (35)

where min and max denote the upper and lower boundary values, respectively.
The shooting method is used to solve the two-point boundary problem [33]. The initial

costate value is set to λ0 and the optimal co-state value is obtained by dichotomy in the
interval. In order to ensure the calculation efficiency, the maximum iteration number jmax
is set.

4. Result and Discussion

In this section, the simulation results demonstrate the performance of the proposed
strategy. First, to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy, two driving
cycles, which both include the flight phase and the ground phase are used as test driving
cycles. Second, the proposed strategy is compared and analyzed with PMP, DP, and RB
methods. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed strategy is verified. Moreover, all
the results were calculated on a laptop computer with a 1.60 GHz CPU and 16.00 GB of
memory.

4.1. PMP-MPC Framework

The mission profiles of HEAGV in flight and on the ground under two driving cycles
are shown in Figure 9. The first driving cycle A used in this paper consists of two flight
phases and one ground phase, totaling 2360 s. To cross obstacles, the HEAGV switches to
flight mode. In the first flight stage, HEAGV goes through the vertical takeoff stage, adjusts
its attitude to start horizontal flight after reaching a certain altitude, and then completes
vertical landing by hovering. In the second stage, the HEAGV switches to ground driving
mode. At this stage, the battery needs to accumulate energy to meet the needs of the next
flight, and the SOC curve generally shows an upward trend during this process. In the
third stage, the HEAGV is used to cross obstacles, just as in the first stage. The second
driving cycle B consists of two ground phases and one flight phase for a total of 1205 s.
First HEAGV drives from the ground, then switches to flight mode, and finally switches
to ground mode. The speed of HEAGV under two driving cycles A and B is shown in
Figure 10.

4.2. Comparison of Different Methods

To verify the proposed method, PMP-MPC is compared in different prediction horizons
of 5 s, 10 s, and 15 s, as shown in Figure 11. The results of three different prediction horizons
are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The temperature and temperature change rate of the battery
in the 5 s prediction horizon are shown in Figures 12 and 13. When the prediction horizon
is 5 s, the total cost is the lowest and the best results are obtained. The prediction horizon is
too long to affect the accuracy of the prediction. In flight mode, the engine and battery run
at high power, and the battery temperature rises faster. When in ground mode the engine
runs to charge the battery, and the battery temperature rises slowly. Different driving cycles
under the same method have the same curve trend in both flight and ground states, which
verifies the reasonableness of the method.

Table 2. Results of PMP-MPC with three prediction horizons in driving cycle A.

Horizon (s) FC (L) Temperature (◦C)

5 78.47 29.42
10 78.94 29.07
15 79.62 28.74
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. The HEAGV mission profile in flight and on ground. (a) Driving cycle A. (b) Driving cycle B.

 
(a) 

(b) 

Figure 10. The HEAGV driving cycles. (a) Driving cycle A. (b) Driving cycle B. The red line represents
the speed of the ground; the green line represents the vertical takeoff and landing speed; the blue line
represents the speed of the horizontal cruise.

In order to further verify the proposed method, PMP-MPC, DP, PMP, and RB methods
are used for comparison. The initial temperature was set at 20 ◦C. The comparison SOC
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curve is shown in Figure 14. It can be seen from the figure that SOC curves obtained by these
different methods have the same general trend. The SOC curve drops in flight mode and
rises in ground mode. The results show that the proposed PMP-MPC method can achieve
nearly global optimal results and has the potential of online real-time application. There is
a performance improvement compared to the rule-based method. The fuel consumption
and battery temperature for the different methods in driving cycles A and B are shown in
Figures 15 and 16. Temperature comparison only considers the real-time online method.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 11. SOC profiles with different prediction horizon lengths. (a) SOC profiles with different
predicted horizon lengths under driving cycle A. (b) SOC profiles with different predicted horizon
lengths under driving cycle B.

Table 3. Results of PMP-MPC with three prediction horizons in driving cycle B.

Horizon (s) FC (L) Temperature (◦C)

5 24.79 22.12
10 25.12 22.27
15 25.63 23.09

 
(a) 

Figure 12. Cont.
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 12. Validation of the PMP-MPC strategy under the air-ground driving cycle A. (a) The blue
line represents the engine-generator set power; the red line represents the battery power; the green
line represents the demand power. (b) Battery temperature profiles. (c) Battery temperature change
rate per instant.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 13. Validation of the PMP-MPC strategy under the air-ground driving cycle B. (a) The blue
line represents the engine-generator set power; the red line represents the battery power; the green
line represents the demand power. (b) Battery temperature profiles. (c) Battery temperature change
rate per instant.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 14. SOC profiles of different approaches. (a) SOC profiles of different approaches in driving
cycle A. (b) SOC profiles of different approaches in driving cycle B. (Prediction horizon = 5 s for
PMP-MPC).

 
(a) 

Figure 15. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 15. Fuel consumption for different methods. (a) Fuel consumption for different methods in
driving cycle A. (b) Fuel consumption for different methods in driving cycle B.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 16. Battery temperatures for different methods. (a) Battery temperatures for different methods
in driving cycle A. (b) Battery temperatures for different methods in driving cycle B.
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The results show that the proposed approach has higher fuel consumption than the
global optimization approach because MPC-based EMS is essentially a local optimization
algorithm. Overall, the PMP-MPC algorithm may provide a better alternative for develop-
ing an efficient and low-cost EMS. In addition, the RB-based method, although capable of
online implementation and fast computation, has a significantly higher fuel cost.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a PMP-MPC method is proposed considering the battery thermal dy-
namics for HEAGVs. First, speed information is obtained through intelligent network
technology to realize the prediction of power demand, and then the SOC reference trajec-
tory is planned in segments. Second, a PMP-MPC EMS is proposed. Third, the effect of
battery temperature on total cost is analyzed by considering battery temperature in the
PMP-MPC EMS. The resulting EMS optimizes fuel consumption and battery temperature,
and the strategy is applicable to the HEAGV. Finally, the proposed method is compared
with PMP, DP, and RB to verify its effectiveness. Compared with the rule-based method,
the fuel economy improved by 5.14% and 5.2% for both driving cycles a and b, respectively.
Temperature costs are also reduced by 5.9% and 4.9%, respectively. Therefore, the proposed
PMP-MPC is an effective online method.
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Abstract: The need for highly efficient agricultural machineries is increasing the interest of the
research community and of industrial manufacturers towards the use of integrated electric systems
in combination with traditional powertrain elements. In this work, a hybrid electric tractor with
electric continuously variable transmission (eCVT) capabilities was studied to investigate their
performance in comparison with that of traditional diesel-powered tractor designs. This hybrid
electric configuration can be classified as a power-split architecture that aims to combine the best
characteristics of both the simpler parallel and the series hybrid layout while minimizing their main
drawbacks. An eCVT configuration can allow for optimizing the diesel operating point with respect
to the current working conditions, and achieving peak power performance and energy saving with
relatively small electric machines. The proposed hybrid eCVT (HeCVT) tractor architecture was
studied using a numerical model that allowed for developing two different control strategies: a
charge depleting mode enabling the driver to use full power for the most power-intensive scenarios
and a charge sustaining mode developed to optimize efficiency and battery use along an entire work
day. To test the proposed architecture, several tasks derived from experimental field measurements on
a specialized agricultural tractor were used. HeCVT results were compared with a numerical model
of the traditional tractor validated by these experimental data. The HeCVT tractor showed good
performance in terms of peak power capabilities using a downsized diesel engine, and consistent
fuel savings were obtained according to typical daily working scenarios.

Keywords: agricultural machinery; electric vehicles; hybrid electric tractors; mechanical power
transmission; NRMM

1. Introduction

The growing need for food to sustain population growth requires a high level of
productivity from the agricultural field, which is responsible for raw material supply.
To maintain the rhythm with the entire chain, agricultural mechanization plays a crucial
role in increasing farm productivity [1]. However, everything comes with a price. It is
estimated that only the agricultural field is responsible for almost 20% of the annual global
production of CO2 emissions [2]. In particular, self-propelled agricultural machineries are
responsible for the production of CO2, CO, NOx, particulate matter (PM), and hydrocarbons
(HC) as side products deriving from fuel combustion within their diesel engines [3,4]. These
machines are characterized by medium–high power demand and may need to run for
8–12 h per day in certain periods of the year to meet harvesting schedules. To mitigate their
impact on pollutant emissions, strict regulations are progressively introduced [5] providing
specifications for diesel engines emissions for all non-road mobile machineries (NRMMs)
as a function of the power rating of their engines. OEM diesel engine manufacturers have
focused their efforts on the development of exhaust gas aftertreatment systems [4] as a
solution to comply with emissions regulations. As a matter of fact, not being able to meet
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those limit values would prevent their customers from sell their machines. However, those
systems require increasingly more dedicated space with the increasing level of restrictions.
Aftertreatment systems both do not solve the emissions problem due to side products they
produce, and have introduced an increasing level of complexity when it comes to vehicle
integration of such devices. Agricultural, in particular specialized, tractors, are well-known
for the compactness of their powertrain, which helps in improving stability, visibility, and
manoeuvrability. This is the reason why researchers and manufacturers involved in the
agricultural field are investing time and money to explore new technologies to reduce
emissions production, improving the overall machine efficiency for a given working task.

Thanks to the achievements in the transportation field, electrification is now one of the
most promising strategy to improve machine efficiency in agricultural applications [6–8].
Electrification of an agricultural powertrain can take place at different levels depending on
the specific use. Somà et al. [9] proposed a Hybridization Factor (HF) for NRMMs with the
aim of defining the correct weight between the thermal engine and the electric machines in
the powertrain. The authors suggest that the HF should derive from the knowledge of the
work cycles the machines are expected to accomplish [10]. Although several attempts from
different associations and companies [11], today the lack of standard work cycles forces
researchers and manufacturers to the adoption of an experience-based design approach
related to statistical features of historical and experimental data [12]. For some machines,
a good understanding of the daily work cycle can bring to full electric (FE) architectures [13]
where the internal combustion engine can be totally replaced by a battery-pack-based
storage system, achieving an HF = 1. This, with the use of green technology for clean
electricity [14], would achieve zero emissions at least in the use phase of agricultural
machines’ life cycle. However, in most cases, knowledge of the work cycle is not so
straightforward because of the multi-purpose nature of agricultural machinery. This is very
typical for agricultural tractors, which can be considered to be mobile propulsion systems
to propel externally attached implements and tools [15]. Full electric tractors (FETs) are
explored in the literature for small-medium sized machines. Liu et al. [16] proposed an FET
powered by a low-voltage battery pack for small-farm low-power applications. Li et al. [17]
proposed optimizing a dual-motor FET architecture to improve overall efficiency. In this
case, the authors also considered a small–medium sized power tractor as reference for
their analysis. The main reason was related to the objective difficulty in the design of
a proper battery pack in heavy work-vehicle applications in terms of the trade-off in
performance [18] and costs [19].

As shown in [6,20], hybrid electric tractors (HETs) represent the most feasible solution
for medium-high size machines in the upcoming decade. Dalboni et al. [21] proposed
an HET with parallel architecture powered by a downsized diesel engine and a 25 kWh
battery pack. The authors numerically investigated the architecture against several field
working scenarios with a charge-sustaining energy management strategy showing promis-
ing fuel savings. A similar parallel architecture was investigated by Mocera et al. [22,23],
testing the HET model against test cases derived from field measurements on a traditional
diesel-powered orchard tractor. The authors demonstrated that the proposed architecture
was able to perform as well as the traditional tractor in terms of peak performance de-
spite the downsized diesel engine, and to achieve 18% fuel saving in daily working cycles
on average thanks to the proposed load observer strategy. Baek et al. [24] proposed a HET
with series configuration with four dedicated wheel motors receiving power from both
the battery pack and the four gasoline engine-based commercial generators. However, the
range extender configuration of the architecture, a limited range of 2.5 h, was estimated for
heavy plough tillage and 6 h for low-speed drive. Jia et al. [25,26] proposed a numerical
investigation to optimize the use of a series architecture for agricultural tractors. Using
dynamic programming to approach optimal control, the authors were able to improve
fuel efficiency by about 5% with respect to results of the same architecture managed with
rule-based strategies. Parallel and series configurations have advantages and disadvan-
tages. Parallel HETs are the most promising configurations because of their relatively easy
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implementation on existing vehicles. However, the main limitation of parallel configuration
is the mechanical coupling between ICE and mechanical load (wheels and power take
off (PTO)), which prevents it from achieving the best results in terms of efficiency and
emissions optimization. These problems would be solved in a series HET configuration
that would instead require large electric machines to have full power on both PTO and
drivetrain. This is the reason why the combined power-split configuration was recently
investigated in the literature for agricultural tractors. Rossi et al. [27] explored a hybrid
eCVT (HeCVT)-based tractor architecture for performance evaluation. The proposed layout
consisted of an eCVT transmission inspired by the Toyota Prius layout for the driveline [28]
and a direct connection of the sun gear/ICE to the PTO allowing for direct power path from
ICE to attached implement. The authors defined three different operating modes for this
powertrain architecture: full hybrid mode to approach full speed and heavy load; parallel
hybrid mode for heavy load at low-medium speed; and EV mode for low-power application.
Despite the higher complexity of the architecture and its control algorithm, the power-split
configuration allowed for the engine to work at the optimal rotational speed for a given
instantaneous load but at the same time gave the possibility of a joint cooperation in parallel
with the electric system when needed. This is crucial to keep electric motors small and
in compliance with space requirements for agricultural tractors. Tebaldi et al. [29] proposed
investigating a similar eCVT powertrain applied on an agricultural tool, demonstrating
ICE efficiency improvements thanks to the degree of freedom introduced with the use of
the power-split configuration.

In this work, an alternative hybrid eCVT (HeCVT) configuration, such as the one
proposed in [30], was investigated, and its performance was compared to that of a tradi-
tional specialized orchard tractor. The proposed numerical model was used to test the
architectural characteristics according to several testing scenarios proposed by the authors
in previous works [22,23], derived from experimental field tests. Two energy management
strategies were defined to meet the need for daily working scenarios [31]. Thanks to the
energy management strategy proposed by the authors in this paper, the HeCVT architecture
for specialized orchard tractor under investigation was able to achieve the following results:

• Peak power performance comparable with those of a conventional tractor but with a
downsized diesel engine and a simplified gearbox. The last point is not something
that was considered in other works that wanted to keep the same tractor gearbox.

• Increased overall efficiency with fuel saving ranging from 10% in the most heavy PTO
loading scenarios up to 20% in heavy trailer transportation.

• Capability for full electric operations decoupling the ICE and using the two elec-
tric machines in a dual-input-motor configuration using the energy stored in the
battery pack.

2. Case Study

In this work, analysis focused on an a specialized orchard tractor, a category where
compactness is crucial. These vehicles must be able to work nimbly among narrow rows
and to have good curving capabilities to increase productivity. Table 1 shows the rel-
evant characteristics of the conventional diesel-powered orchard tractor considered for
this analysis.

Traditionally, these working vehicles adopt high-power diesel units to cover the widest
possible range of applied loads. However, considering the most common working scenarios
for these tractors, their powertrains usually work at medium–low loads far from the optimal
efficiency condition, leading to unnecessary fuel consumption. In order to simulate the
behavior of the conventional tractor, its main subsystems were numerically modelled with
MATLAB/Simulink using a modular and multiphysics power-based approach described
in previous works [22]. The main subsystems covered in this work were:

• vehicle and trailer dynamics;
• engine;
• gearbox and clutches;
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• PTO loads.

Table 1. Main orchard-tractor characteristics.

Mass 2570 kg
Vehicle wheelbase 1900 mm
Track width 1850 mm
Rolling radius 680 mm
Nominal power 73 kW @ 2400 rpm
Max engine rotational speed 2400 rpm
Max vehicle speed 40 km/h
Minimal speed 0.4 km/h

The longitudinal dynamic behaviour of the tractor was modelled using a 1D model as
shown in Figure 1.

mV̇x = 2
(

Fx f + Fxr

)
− Fd − mg · sinβ (1)

Fz f =
−h(Fd + mg · sinβ) + b · mg · cosβ

2(a + b)
(2)

Fzr =
+h(Fd + mg · sinβ) + a · mg · cosβ

2(a + b)
(3)

where:

• a, b, and h represent the relative position of the centre of gravity of the vehicle with
respect to the front and rear axles;

• m is the tractor mass; g the acceleration of gravity;
• β is the road slope angle;
• Vx is the vehicle longitudinal speed;
• Fd is the aerodynamic drag force as

Fd = 0.5ρCd AVx
2 · sign(Vx),

ρ, air density; and Cd, drag coefficient, a frontal cross-sectional area of the vehicle.
However, this contribution is almost negligible for this specific application.

• Fx f and Fxr are contact forces between wheels and ground on the longitudinal direction
(front and rear axle).

• Fz f and Fzr are normal contact forces between wheels and ground (front and rear axle).

Fxf

Fzf

Fxr

Fzr

Vx

Fd

CG 

mg

Figure 1. 1D longitudinal tractor model.

When modelling the presence of a trailer attached to the tractor, the connection be-
tween them was considered to be rigid. As a consequence, they shared the same longi-
tudinal speed. During simulations, different payloads were considered for the trailer by
changing its body mass. The engine’s power output, as a combination of torque and speed,
was numerically modelled using a tabulated torque data approach. Figure 2 shows the
torque and power curves of the thermal unit considered in this work for the conventional
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powertrain. The proposed torque and power curves were derived from data available on-
line for commercial diesel-engine units having nominal characteristics as close as possible
to the ones of the reference conventional tractor studied in this and previous works by
the authors.

Figure 2. Torque and power characteristics for the diesel engine of a conventional tractor.

In order to compare the traditional powertrain and the proposed hybrid architecture,
the engine subsystem included a multiparameter fuel consumption model that could con-
sider both the ICE operating point characteristics and its nominal power rating. This model
was developed by the Nebraska Tractor Test Laboratory and proposed by Grisso et al. [32].
This model was derived from fuel consumption measurements by the previously men-
tioned laboratory on more than 500 diesel engines designed for tractors. Although it gives
an approximation for fuel consumption, it was considered to be sufficient since the main
purpose of this work is not to evaluate the real fuel consumptions, but to make a comparison
between the fuel consumptions of the conventional powertrain and the proposed hybrid
architecture when facing the same tasks. This model was chosen since it correlated the
rated power of the engine and its fuel consumption. The model consisted of the following
equations:

QF = (0.0434 · X + 0.019) · Pnom (4)

QR = QF · [1 − (N − 1) · (0.45 · X + 0.877)] (5)

where:

• QF is diesel fuel consumption at partial load and full throttle (gal/h);
• QR is diesel fuel consumption at partial load and reduced throttle (gal/h);
• X is the actual engine load expressed as the ratio of the actual engine output power

over the maximal power available at the same speed (-);
• Pnom is the nominal engine power (hp);
• N is the ratio between actual engine speed and nominal speed at which Pnom is evaluated.

In the gearbox, tractors usually have a high number of transmission ratios. The con-
ventional powertrain considered in this work had a total number of 32 possible gear ratios
(Figure 3): two speed ranges (low–high) with four gears, a gear pair for further reduc-
tion of all previous combinations (creeper gear), a reverse gear to allow for the use of
all 16 gear ratios in backward and forward motion. This complex gearbox architecture
is not uncommon in agricultural tractors and allows for having engine power available
as much as possible, from very-low-speed field operations up to their max speed for road
transportation. The gearbox in this work was modelled using groups of simple gears
connected in series or in parallel with the help of disengaging friction clutches to achieve
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the overall desired vehicle speed. Lastly, PTO loads representing the power required by
the implements connected to the tractor were modelled through a resistive torque applied
to the tractor PTO. The powers required by the implements were obtained in previous
experimental field tests (Mocera et al. [22]) with the angular speed of the PTO fixed at
540 rpm. Table 2 shows a summary of these three working scenarios.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Vehicle speed [km/h]

Vehicle speed at different gearbox ratios

4 th
3 rd

2 nd
1 st

High
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Figure 3. Typical agricultural gearbox configuration for maximal travel speed coverage.

Table 2. Relevant characteristics of proposed implement-related activities [22].

Shredder Atomizer Rotart Harrow

Min power (kW) 12 32 36
Mean power (kW) 19 36 44
Max power (kW) 26 40 52
Vehicle speed (km/h) 5 5 5
ICE angular speed (rpm) 2244 2244 2244

3. Hybrid eCVT Powetrain

3.1. Architecture and Components

The proposed hybrid architecture consisted of a downsized thermal unit and two
reversible electric machines. The main component of the transmission was a two-stage
planetary gear that allowed for achieving a power-split hybrid configuration, and thereby
electronic continuously variable transmission (eCVT). In detail, the ICE was mechanically
connected through a clutch to the first electric machine (EM1). The drive shaft was also
linked to the sun gear of the second planetary gear stage and, with a clutch, to the power
take off (PTO). The rotor of the second electric machine (EM2) was mechanically connected
to the sun gear of the first planetary gear stage, whose ring gear was fixed to the chassis.
The carrier of this first stage was connected to the crown of the second planetary gear
stage. Finally, the carrier of the second stage was connected to the drive shaft of a two
speed gearbox which output were the rear and front axles differentials. Figure 4 shows the
proposed powertrain layout. This configuration allowed for having no direct connection
between ICE and wheels. However, with a proper control, it could allow for the joint
cooperation with the electric machines to have full power at different vehicle speed levels.
Through the disengagement of the clutch between ICE and EM1, the powertrain was able
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to operate in full electric mode using the two electric machines together for the best use of
the electric energy stored in the battery pack. Lastly, the position of EM2 in this architecture
enabled regenerative braking, although the impact was negligible if not for very special
work scenarios.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of HeCVT tractor architecture.

The use of a downsized ICE for this HeCVT tractor was motivated by the following
considerations:

• Specialized tractors are usually equipped with high power diesel engines but, for a
large part of their operative life, they work at medium–low load, which translates
into suboptimal overall efficiency, and thus excessive fuel consumption. Instead,
a downsized ICE working at higher percentage loads that are closer to the nominal
design value can achieve better fuel efficiency.

• Tractors’ emission limits are imposed by the NRMM regulation, which classifies
engines according to their application and nominal rated power. The larger the engine,
the higher the pollutant production per unit of work. Therefore, an oversized diesel
engine has stricter restrictions about the pollutants that it is allowed to produce; thus,
it would require large volumes for exhaust gas aftertreatment systems. This is not
compatible with compact specialized tractors.

The power and torque curves of the downsized engine considered for the HeCVT
tractor are shown in Figure 5. In this case, the proposed torque and power curves were
also derived from data available online for commercial diesel engine units having nominal
characteristics as close as possible to the desired ones.

The properties of the two electric machines are reported in Table 3. The numerical
model of the EMs defines electrical losses as the sum of the following terms: fixed converter
losses, ohmic losses (torque-dependent), and iron losses (speed-dependent) due to eddy
currents. In some difficult situations, electric machines can count on a temporary boost func-
tion. It consisted of an increase in available torque due to the use of a higher level of current.
However, this capability had the following constraints to preserve motor functionalities:

• at low speed below 1100 rpm, torque could be amplified up to twice the nominal
value;

• above 1100 rpm, torque amplification should be limited by the rated power value for
the machine.

Table 3. Main properties of proposed electric units.

EM1 nominal power 35 kW
EM1 maximal torque 145 Nm
EM1 nominal efficiency 93%
EM2 nominal power 30 kW
EM2 maximal torque 130 Nm
EM2 nominal efficiency 93%
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Figure 5. Torque and power characteristics for diesel engine of HeCVT tractor.

The main purpose of EM2 was to control the vehicle speed, while the EM1:

• helps the ICE in providing power to the PTO;
• is turned by the ICE in order to provide electric power to EM2 for an electric power split;
• recirculates power when EM2 acts as a brake for low vehicle speed, helping the ICE in

parallel .

As mentioned before, the two-stage planetary gear allowed for considering a simplified
two-speed gearbox with only two speed ranges to increase torque availability at low vehicle
speed. The gear ratios were chosen so that the base speed of EM2 reached approximately
15 km/h in a low-speed regime, and 40 km/h in a high-speed regime, with the ICE rotating
at 2350 rpm. Table 4 shows the transmission ratios of the driveline.

Table 4. Transmission ratios of HeCVT powertrain.

Low speed ratio at gearbox 22.56
High speed ratio at gearbox 8.45
First-stage ring to sun teeth ratio 2
Second-stage ring to sun teeth ratio 2

Along with the electric machines and drives, an energy storage system consisting of a
battery pack (BP) was introduced. To meet the typical compactness needs of specialized
orchard tractors, the sizing of the BP capacity was chosen as a compromise between fuel
consumption optimization and required volume. As in previous work [22], the proposed
BP in this work had a nominal voltage of 600 V and a nominal capacity of 16 kWh. To meet
the needs for a compact battery pack, lithium-ion technology was considered because of
the higher energy density with respect to other chemistries available on the market. From a
numerical point of view, the BP was modelled with an equivalent circuit model consisting
of a voltage source and an internal resistance. The instantaneous electric power provided
by the BESS was evaluated considering the power required by the EMs in accordance with
a physical network (PN) modelling approach. The PN is a modular modelling approach
where each element is considered to be a physical entity capable of exchanging energy with
all the other subsystems to which it is connected, with the constraint that the solutions
of the system must satisfy the power balance equations for each component. To evaluate
the actual state of charge of the battery pack, the authors opted for a simple Coulomb
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counting strategy, neglecting more detailed models available in the literature. The following
equations were used.

Cused =
∫ t2

t1

ibatt dt (6)

SOC =
Cnom − Cused

Cnom
(7)

where:

• Cused is the used capacity;
• Cnom is the nominal capacity;
• SOC is the state of charge of the battery pack.

3.2. Hybrid eCVT Control
3.2.1. Kinematics

In order to properly control the powertrain, kinematic relations between different
components and wheels must be explored. The notation used in the equations was based
on the following principles:

• Subscripts S, C and R refer to sun, carrier, and ring gears, respectively.
• Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to first- and second-stage planetary gear, respectively.

In accordance to these premises, the following equations could be obtained:

iSR =
ωS − ωC
ωR − ωC

(8)

If ωR = 0, it is possible to assert:

iSC =
zS + zR

zS
(9)

Therefore,
ωC1 =

ωS1

iSC1

=
ωEM2

1 + zR1
zS1

= ωR2 (10)

Regarding the second-stage planetary gear, it is possible to write:

ωC2 =
ωS2 − iSR2 · ωR2

1 − iSR2

(11)

Since ωS2 = ωICE, it is valid that:

ωEM2 =

[
ωC2 ∗

(
1 +

zR2

zS2

)
− ωICE

]
∗ zS2

zR2

∗
(

1 +
zR1

zS1

)
(12)

where ωC2 is kinematically linked to the wheels through the gearbox. Equation (12) enabled
to control the EM2 decoupling the rotational speed of the diesel engine from the actual
vehicle speed. Figure 6 shows the values of EM2 rotational speed and the second-stage
carrier along the vehicle speed range of 0–40 km/h. At 15 km/h, the vehicle changed the
speed range from low to high speed. Below a certain threshold speed for each regime, EM2
is required to behave as a brake, while EM1 can be used to recirculate power helping the
ICE in this work range. Both electric machines could be used to charge the BP in the case of
low SOC and low external load.
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Figure 6. Kinematic relations between vehicle speed and EM2 angular speed at fixed ICE rotational
speed of 2350 rpm.

3.2.2. Energy Management

For this preliminary performance analysis, the proposed energy management strategy
was based on two operating modes depending on the actual SOC of the battery pack: charge
depleting (CD) mode and charge sustaining (CS) mode. When the battery SOC was above
a certain threshold value, namely, 30% for this work, the powertrain operated in CD mode,
optimizing fuel consumption; below, it operated in CS mode aiming to maintain the current
state of charge value. Existing studies suggested that this threshold value should be around
55% to preserve battery life. However, other recent studies that considered a degradation
model based on solid electrolyte interphase growth in a Li-ion battery cell showed that the
optimal value for the charge sustaining mode is in the range of 36–38%. However, ccording
to the same studies, 30% of SOC is a good value for CS mode [31]. In CD mode, the EM1
torque control signal was obtained as the sum of two contributions deriving from the engine
actual load and the battery current value. The first contribution was based on a function of
the actual engine load (load observer [22]), and it depended on the sign and value of EM2
rotational speed. When EM2 speed was positive, EM1 was mainly actuated for high values
of the engine load (load observer), providing additional power to the sun gear drive shaft
if necessary; when EM2 speed was negative, acting as a brake or generator, EM1 exploited
the recirculation of power deriving from EM2. As a consequence, EM1 helped the ICE with
a greater contribution. The second contribution that determined the EM1 torque control
signal was calculated as a function of the battery discharge current index, defined as the
ratio between battery discharge current and maximal instantaneous acceptable discharge
current, fixed at 5C (or five times the BP rated current). This contribution was equal to
zero if the system needed to charge the BP. The main goal of the powertrain in CS mode
was, if allowed by a low external load, to maintain the SOC level around 30%. When the
requested power was too high, the powertrain preferred to accomplish the required task,
for example, an occasional peak of power at the PTO and, as soon as possible, it recharged
the batteries in order to bring the SOC level back to the threshold value. The EM2 was
instead controlled in accordance with the speed requested at the wheels. Lastly, the ICE,
since it was not kinematically linked to the vehicle speed, was controlled setting a reference
rotational speed depending on the specific work the tractor was tested against. As for
regenerative braking, the control system operated using the EM2 to reduce vehicle speed
by applying a negative torque. While braking with EM2, EM1 was controlled to maintain
its rotational speed and, as a consequence, that of the thermal unit at the reference value.
During regenerative braking, the EM2 first acted as a brake, since its angular speed was
positive, and it was applying a negative torque. Then, it acted as a motor when its angular
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speed became negative. In this second case, the recirculation of power came from EM1
acting as a brake to maintain the reference rotational speed constant. During regenerative
braking, the torque of the two electric machines was controlled to not exceed the battery
pack charge current limit, fixed at 1C. Figure 7 shows a schematic representation of the
control strategy of the HeCVT architecture.

Figure 7. Energy management strategy for HeCVT tractor.

4. Numerical Investigation

For a comparison between the conventional powertrain and the proposed HeCVT,
numerical simulations focused on performance and fuel consumption. As mentioned
before, some constraints regarding maximal discharge and charge current at the battery
pack were applied:

• Maximum battery pack current during continuous discharging equal to 3 Cnom.
• Maximum battery pack current during instantaneous discharging equal to 5 Cnom

(max 10 s).
• Maximum battery pack current during continuous charging equal to 0.5 Cnom.
• Maximum battery pack current during instantaneous charging equal to 1 Cnom.

These constraints, derived from previous numerical and experimental activities avail-
able in the literature [18], were introduced to consider a hypothetical precautionary ap-
proach to preserve the state of health of the BP.

4.1. Acceleration Tests

The proposed acceleration tests aimed to evaluate the performance of the vehicle in
the two most representative speed ranges with different payloads on the trailer. Therefore,
the following tests were performed:

• 0–15 km/h with no trailer, with a trailer with 6000 kg and 10,000 kg of payloads.
• 0–40 km/h with no trailer, with a trailer with 6000 kg and 10,000 kg of payloads.

Table 5 shows the results of the acceleration tests, and highlights two different behav-
iors for the HeCVT in the test performed with a gear shift (GS) between the low and high
speed ranges or in the case of a test started directly with the high speed range gear ratios
(thus no GS). During the test with GS, the vehicle started in the low-speed regime and
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changed to a high-speed regime at 15 km/h. This comparison was proposed to show that,
if the tractor did not have to pull a heavy trailer, it was possible to use directly the high
speed regime without a consistent difference in performance. This would save clutches
and other mechanical elements from unnecessary wear and would simplify the driving
experience. Results for the conventional powertrain were obtained with gearshifts at 5, 10,
and 20 km/h. The conventional powertrain model results were validated by the authors in
a previous work using experimental data recorded during tractor field tests in different
work scenarios [22,23]. In this work, the HeCVT architecture model was compared with
the validated model of the conventional architecture with the same characteristics.

Table 5. HeCVT acceleration performance with different trailer payloads.

HeCVT HeCVT Conventional

with GS High Speed

0–15 km/h

No trailer 1.2 s 2.1 s 2.2 s
6000 kg trailer 2.5 s 6.7 s 3.4 s
10,000 kg trailer 3.6 s 11.3 s 4.3 s

0–40 km/h

No trailer 4.8 s 4.9 s 5.6 s
6000 kg trailer 14.5 s 17.8 s 14.7 s
10,000 kg trailer 23.1 s 30.3 s 24.4 s

The downsized diesel engine results showed comparable acceleration performance
between the HeCVT and conventional tractors. The reason of this was in the possibility of
the electric machines, in particular EM2, to cooperate with the ICE through the two-stage
planetary gear, providing traction power for the wheels. As an example, Figure 8 shows
the simulation results of the 0–40 km/h acceleration test pulling a trailer of 10,000 kg (tare
mass + payload). The first diagram shows the vehicle speed, the second the kinematic link
between the ICE and the EM2 rotational speed, the third the torque applied by each machine,
and the last one their instantaneous power. In this test, it was possible to appreciate the
transition from CD mode to CS mode at t = 33 s, when the power generated by EM1
(negative sign) except for conversion losses was directly used by EM2 to maintain the
vehicle speed.

4.2. Slope Test

Another important test to evaluate the HeCVT tractor performance in terms of peak
power capabilities is the slope test. In this case, different work scenarios were considered
to explore different critical work conditions for the powertrain:

• Maximum approachable slope at 40 km/h with no trailer.
• Maximum approachable slope at 5 and 15 km/h with 10,000 and 5000 kg of payload,

respectively.
• Maximum reachable speed with no trailer and 45% of slope.
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Figure 8. HeCVT 0–40 km/h acceleration test with 10,000 kg trailer and 0% of slope.

These tests aimed to verify the capability to provide full power at those different
speed conditions under the constant load of the road slope. Moreover, each test was
performed with a standing start at the prescribed slope to test the tractor capability to
also start moving on the proposed slope condition (Italian traffic laws prescribe that
the tractor should at least be able to stand start at 14% with the prescribed trailer load).
Results are reported in Table 6. In almost all the work conditions, the HeCVT tractor
slightly outperformed the conventional one except for the 5 km/h and 10,000 kg trailer
test. In that case, the greater number of possible gear configurations given by a traditional
gearbox configuration allowed for greater tractive effort at that specific speed, enabling
the conventional ICE to work closer to its max power condition. Only in this special work
scenario, the HeCVT system required the use of the boost function of the electric system in
order to achieve the prescribed slope. The HeCVT tractor recorded good results at 40 and
15 km/h since its two speed regimes were dimensioned for those vehicle speeds.
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Table 6. HeCVT performance in different slope tests. * Boost function activation required.

HeCVT Conventional

40 km/h, no trailer 25% 22%
5 km/h, 10,000 kg trailer 18% * 40%
15 km/h, 5000 kg trailer 20% 15%
Max speed 45% slope, no trailer 19.4 km/h 20.3 km/h

By way of example, Figure 9 shows the simulations results of the HeCVT architecture
0–15 km/h acceleration test with 5000 kg of payloads and 20% of slope.

Figure 9. HeCVT 0–15 km/h acceleration test with 5000 kg trailer and 20% slope.

4.3. Work Cycles—Fuel Consumption

In this section, the fuel consumption of the conventional and HeCVT powertrain is
compared. Numerical simulations were performed to evaluate the overall energy effi-
ciency of the powertrains during work activities, in particular while pulling trailers and
using attached implements powered by the PTO. In particular, the following aspects were
investigated:

• Fuel and energy consumptions per hour in CD mode.
• Fuel consumption per hour in CS mode.
• Fuel consumption in proposed working cycles of 8 h.
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The main parameters of PTO work activities are described in Table 2. Regarding
CD mode, Table 7 shows the energy consumption, defined as the sum of the fuel equiv-
alent energy content and the electric energy used from the battery pack. This value was
compared in relative terms to the equivalent energy consumption of the conventional
powertrain during the same tasks. For a fair comparison between the conventional and
hybrid architecture, the equivalent energy approach was chosen to take into account the
use of electric energy in the hybrid powertrain. Given the same mechanical work for the
two case studies, the fuel consumption of the diesel engine alone would not be sufficient
to demonstrate efficiency improvement because part of the requested energy would be
satisfied by the electric reservoir. In this way, both sources were considered together in
comparison with the only internal combustion engine of the conventional tractor. The
HeCVT architecture recorded great energy saving during the trailer handling thanks to the
possibility of optimizing the ICE working point, since the thermal unit was kinematically
free from the wheels. Regarding CS mode, Table 7 shows the fuel consumption of the
HeCVT architecture compared to the fuel consumption of the conventional powertrain of
reference while performing the same tasks.

Table 7. Equivalent energy saving of the HeCVT architecture in CD and CS modes compared to the
reference values of the conventional powertrain for the same tasks.

CD Mode CS Mode
[%] [%]

Shredder 14 13
Atomizer 10 9
Rotary harrow 10 8
Handling at 40 km/h a 1400 kg trailer 30 25
Handling at 40 km/h a 6000 kg trailer 21 16
Handling at 40 km/h a 10,000 kg trailer 19 14

Lastly, two different types of work cycles were considered: PTO cycles and trailer
handling. PTO cycles consisted of an 8 h work day: 90% of the time using the PTO powered
implements and 10% of idling for accessory activities, where the tractor is left on to maintain
the machine ready to be used. The trailer handling cycle consisted of an 8 h work day: for
45% of the time, handling was performed at 40 km/h pulling the full payload of the trailer
(10,000 kg); for 45% of the time, handling was performed at 40 km/h with an empty trailer
(1400 kg); for the remaining 10% of the time, the tractor was left idling. During tractor
idling, the powertrain was controlled to recharge the batteries if necessary. Table 8 shows
the results of these tests. In this case, daily fuel consumption was considered, comparing
the HeCVT fuel consumption with that of the conventional tractor in the same test.

Table 8. Diesel fuel saving of the HeCVT architecture in the proposed 8 h work cycles compared to
conventional diesel tractor consumption.

HeCVT
[%]

Shredder cycle 13
Atomizer cycle 10
Rotary harrow cycle 9
Handling trailer cycle 21

Results of these tests showed good improvement in energy and fuel consumption for
the HeCVT architecture compared to that of the conventional powertrain. In particular,
the hybrid powertrain achieved more than 20% of fuel saving in the handling trailer cycle,
and an average of 10% of fuel saving in the PTO cycles. Figure 10 shows the results of
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a rotary harrow test, given as an example of the HeCVT powertrain behavior. Since the
main purpose of this implement is to break up and smooth out the surface of the soil,
the power requested at the PTO was simulated through the sum of a mean value and a
ripple. In Figure 10, at t = 25 s the powertrain starts to operate in CS mode. In this mode,
there is an increase in the EM2 power output irregularities. This is mainly due to the fact
that, in CS mode, the powertrain has a stronger proportional controller, since it struggles to
both preserve the BP SOC level if possible and to actuate the implements at 540 rpm.

Figure 10. HeCVT rotary harrow test.

4.4. Full Electric Mode

The proposed HeCVT architecture allows for operating in full electric mode. This
mode is available through the disengagement of the clutch between thermal unit and the
drive shaft to which the generator is coupled. Full electric mode can be used in light
work situation, since at high loads, the instantaneous discharging current of the battery
pack would exceed the safety limit of 5C or endurance may be too low. To explore full
electric capabilities, some of the work scenarios shown in previous sections were considered.
Table 9 shows the powertrain performance in full electric mode, while Table 10 reports the
endurance at different vehicle speed levels. Endurance means the time to discharge the
battery SOC from 100% to 20%. Figure 11 shows the results of the 0–40 km/h acceleration
in full electric mode with no trailer. When the vehicle reached speed of 15 and 40 km/h,
the two electric machines had approximately the same rotational speed corresponding to
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their base speed. In addition, the power coming from the battery pack did not exceed either
instantaneous or continuative previously imposed safety limits.

Table 9. HeCVT performance in full electric mode.

0–15 km/h no trailer 1.2 s
0–40 km/h no trailer 7 s
0–15 km/h 6000 kg trailer 3.7 s
0–40 km/h 6000 kg trailer 28.9 s
0-15 km/h 10,000 kg trailer 5.6 s
0–40 km/h 10,000 kg trailer 63.2 s
Max slope at 40 km/h no trailer 36%
Max slope at 15 km/h no trailer 10%

Table 10. HeCVT endurance in full electric mode: constant speed 40 km/h with different trailer payloads.

No trailer 66 min
6000 kg trailer 28 min
10,000 kg trailer 19 min

Figure 11. HeCVT 0–40 km/h acceleration test without trailer and 0% of slope in full electric mode.

5. Conclusions

In this work, a HeCVT tractor architecture was studied to investigate its performance
in terms of peak power capabilities in field-derived work tasks and fuel saving in daily
work cycles against a traditional orchard tractor taken as the case study. The HeCVT was
equipped with a downsized diesel engine of 56 kW and two electric motors of 30 kW, whose
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capabilities were mechanically combined with a two-stage planetary gear. This layout
allowed for both for ICE operating point optimization and to use the BP power reservoir
as a booster thanks to the proper control of the two electric machines. The proposed
HeCVT architecture showed promising results in almost all the test cases, achieving the
best improvements in trailer handling where the conventional architecture is obliged to
continuously change the engine rotational speed to follow the desired travel speed of
the driver. Performance tests with several combinations of slopes and trailer payload
were considered to see how the HeCVT powertrain was able transfer power to the wheels
in different combinations of travel speed and resistive load. Results showed that the
HeCVT was able to perform in the acceleration and overcoming of slopes as much as
the conventional powertrain in almost all the performed tests. Therefore, the proposed
hybrid architecture is a valid alternative to the traditional one since it achieved at least
the same performance in terms of peak power capabilities, but is also able to accomplish
typical daily work activities with a significant reduction in fuel consumption. Moreover,
the compact longitudinal design of the transmission and the size of the proposed battery
pack are suitable for the required compactness in orchard tractors. Future works will
explore further optimization techniques for ICE operating points and in-depth design
optimization of powertrain elements without compromising the good results achieved with
this preliminary solution.
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Abstract: The power-split architecture is the most promising hybrid electric powertrain. However, a
real advantage in energy saving while maintaining high performance can be achieved only by the
implementation of a proper energy management strategy. This requires an optimized functional
design before and a comprehensive analysis of the powertrain losses after, which could be rather
challenging owing to the constructive complexity of the power-split transmission, especially for multi-
mode architecture with multiple planetary gearing. This difficulty was overcome by a dimensionless
model, already available in the literature, that enables the analysis of any power-split transmission,
even in full electric operation. This paper relies on this approach to find the operating points of the
internal combustion engine and both electric machines which minimize the total power losses. This
optimization is carried out for given vehicle speed and demanded torque, by supposing different
scenarios in respect of the battery capability of providing or gathering power. The efficiency of the
thermal engine and the electric machines is considered, as well as the transmission mechanical power
losses. The aim is to provide a global efficiency map that can be exploited to extract data for the
implementation of the most suitable real-time control strategy. As a case study, the procedure is
applied to the multi-mode power-split system of the Chevrolet Volt.

Keywords: hybrid electric vehicles; power-split powertrain; global efficiency; multi-mode transmis-
sion; Voltec analysis

1. Introduction

In the last decades, stricter environmental policies undertaken against increasing
global warming have encouraged the spreading uptake of hybrid electric vehicles. Besides
the earliest and most popular series and parallel hybrid architectures, more and more
automotive companies—first and foremost Toyota and General Motors—are developing
the power-split hybrid electric powertrain [1–5].

The power-split layout combines the benefits of both series and parallel hybrid, result-
ing in a highly flexible system where the internal combustion engine (ICE) is kinematically
decoupled by the wheels due to the operation of the electric unit. Two electric machines
act as an active continuously variable unit (CVU), which can provide additional power for
vehicle propulsion or gather the ICE power in surplus for battery recharging. In addition,
regenerative braking and full electric vehicle (FEV) operation are achievable. The power
flows within the powertrain are handled by a power-split unit (PSU) made up of planetary
gear sets (PGs) and ordinary gear sets (OGs). Multi-PG PSU enables the minimization of
the electric machines’ power size by deploying a multi-mode power-split continuously
variable transmission (PS-CVT), where some clutches operations lead to several construc-
tive arrangements to select under the desired driving conditions [6–10]. Nevertheless, the
more complex the transmission constructive layout is, the trickiest the identification of the
occurring power flows is [11–13], as well as their management [14–17].

When implementing energy management strategies aimed at minimizing the power-
train power losses, the friction losses occurring in the transmission should be also consid-
ered. Nonetheless, because of the above-mentioned difficulties in multi-mode PS-CVTs
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analysis, their calculation is far from trivial [18–21]. Thus, mechanical power losses are
considered in very simple one-PG transmission [22,23] or evaluated by using simplified
approaches that avoid the analysis of the transmission power flows [24,25] or even more
often neglected [26–32].

The focus of this paper is to provide the global efficiency map of the multi-mode
Chevrolet Volt hybrid electric powertrain by assessing all powertrain losses, not only those
occurring in the propulsors but also the transmission mechanical power losses. This can
be achieved by applying a unified parametric model [33–36] without convoluted or case-
specific formulations. All the relationships of the model are ruled by few basic functional
parameters which can be swiftly derived from any PS-CVT constructive arrangement,
even multi-PG or multi-mode [34,36]. These enable the calculation of speed, torque, and
power ratios in real conditions, by using a fast black-box method [35,36] to assess the PSU
mechanical losses and then the actual power that the electric machines should provide to
the PSU for given ICE power and required output. The whole procedure applies also to the
FEV operation [36].

This unified parametric model was first applied to the transmission of the Chevrolet
Volt in [34], where an alternative design was proposed but any power losses were neglected.
Then, the mechanical losses occurring in the PSU were considered in the Chevrolet Volt
dimensionless analysis carried out in [35]. This article aims to consider also the power
losses occurring in the propulsors, by moving from the dimensionless variables to those
expressed in physical units of measurement. In addition, the analysis of the Chevrolet Volt
in FEV operation is presented for the first time.

The utilization of dimensionless independent and dependent variables expressed as
speeds, torques, or powers ratios results in utmost generality, which makes the model
suitable for analyzing any PS-CVT. Nonetheless, the loss factors of the propulsors are
strictly related to their operating point, therefore the brake specific fuel consumption
(BSFC) map of the engine and the efficiency maps of the electric machines have to be
introduced. By considering different combinations of input and output speeds and torques,
it is possible to investigate the powertrain response in terms of the actual functioning
point of the propulsors and related power losses, net power flow provided or gathered by
the battery, and powertrain global efficiency. This approach outputs the results in some
optimal operating maps collecting all data of interest, which allows the determination of the
powertrain optimal functioning points based on the desired goal of the energy management
strategy to implement. By way of example, this contribution proposes a simplified control
strategy in steady-state driving by taking into consideration four possible state of charges
(SOCs) of the battery. However, this approach is the ideal basis for the development
of new control and energy management strategies, as it applies to any hybrid electric
powertrain without requiring an in-deep knowledge of the behavior of each component
of the powertrain, thanks to its generality. Therefore, it offers a neutral environment for
engineers with different expertise.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes the dimensionless PSU mechani-
cal power losses and the dimensionless speeds and real powers of the electric machines in
the Chevrolet Volt powertrain in power-split operation, which were previously calculated
in [35]. Then, the same variables are evaluated in FEV operation by using the procedure
presented in [36]. In Section 3, the propulsors efficiency maps are introduced and the
method for calculating and selecting the optimal operating points is described. Section 4
provides and discusses the results of the application, while Section 5 concludes the article
by framing the new contribution in a broader context.

2. Dimensionless Parametric Approach for Voltec Analysis

The transmission system of the Chevrolet Volt, the so-called Voltec, is a PS-CVT with
two PGs and three clutches which enable the multi-mode functioning. A third PG combined
with a chain drive acts as a fixed-ratio OG in the final drive. Figure 1 shows the Voltec
functional layout derived from [37] and previously described in [34,35]. The PGs and the
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final drive make up the PSU, which can be considered as a four-port device linked with the
ICE (by the shaft in), the wheels (by the shaft out), and the electric motor-generator (MG) I
(by the shaft i) and MG O (by the shaft o). The positive sign of the power flows is indicated
by the arrows. The clutches C0, C1, and C2 are exploited to shift between different modes,
as reported in Table 1. By engaging the only C2 clutch, the PG2 ring gear is braked to the
frame, thus only PG1 acts as an epicyclic gear unit with non-proportional speeds of its
branches. This realizes an input-split mode, mainly exploited for lower vehicle speeds.
At higher speeds, a compound-split mode is achieved, by engaging only the clutch C1
which connects the PG2 ring gear to the MG I and the PG1 sun gear. It should be noted that
engaging C1 and C2 simultaneously realizes a fixed-ratio parallel mode, where only MG O
can be active and the ICE speed is univocally coupled to the vehicle speed. Moreover, by
additionally engaging the one-way clutch C0, which locks to the frame the ICE and the
PG1 ring gear, two FEV modes can be performed. However, as shown in Table 1, General
Motors considers only the FEV operation derived from the input-split arrangement.

Figure 1. Functional layout of Voltec. The PGs ring gear, sun gear, and carrier are indicated by R, S,
and C, respectively. Red arrows indicate the positive direction of power flows. Clutches are indicated
by blue labels.

Table 1. Clutches operations for Voltec operating modes provided by General Motors.

Mode C0 C1 C2

Input-Split X
Compound-Split X

FEV X X

The schematization of any PSU as a four-port device is always valid, regardless of the
actual PSU constructive layout. This enables the exploitation of some general relationships
between speeds, torques, and powers of the main PSU external ports which can be applied
to any PS-CVT [33,35,36]. On the other hand, the PGs and OGs constructive parameters and
their arrangement within the PSU lead to the definition of the basic functional parameters
which rule the equations of the unified parametric model considered in this article. The
constructive parameter here used for the definition of the planetary gear sets is the Willis’
ratio Ψ, defined as the ratio between the rotational speed of the ring gear and the one of
the sun gear while the carrier is still. The Willis’ ratios of the two PGs are Ψ1 = −0.535 and
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Ψ2 = −0.481, the fixed-ratio of the final drive is k f d = 0.379. The functional parameters
of the Voltec input-split and compound-split modes were identified in [34]. These are the
mechanical points τ#i and τ#o and the corresponding speed ratios τo#i and τi#o, listed in
Table 2. The former are defined as the overall speed ratio τ = ωout/ωin achieved when the
i or o shaft is motionless, respectively. In general terms, the corresponding speed ratio τj#k
is the j-th speed ratio τj = ωj/ωin achieved when the shaft k is motionless. The mechanical
points often coincide with the overall speed ratio at which a mode shift occurs, since one
of the two electric machines can be turned off. Therefore, a parallel hybrid functioning is
achieved at the mechanical points.

Table 2. Basic functional parameters of Voltec derived in [34].

Mode τ#i τ#o τo#i τi#o

Input-Split 0.247 0 2.00 −1.87
Compound-Split 0.247 0.510 2.00 2.00

Once known the parameters of Table 2, the dimensionless approach addressed in [35,36]
can be applied to the Voltec to analyze both the power-split and FEV operation in terms
of speed, torque, and power ratios, by including the evaluation of the PSU mechanical
power losses.

2.1. Dimensionless Speeds, Powers and Mechanical Losses in Voltec Power-Split Operation

The Voltec PS-CVT in power-split operation was previously analyzed in [34,35]. To
avoid repetition, this section includes only the outcomes of these previous applications,
not the procedure implemented to obtain them. The results are shown in Figure 2. Starting
from the functional parameters of Table 2, the speed ratio τi = ωi/ωin between MG I and
the ICE was computed as a function of the overall speed ratio τ, as well as the speed ratio
τo = ωo/ωin between MG O and the ICE. These are shown in Figure 2a for both input- and
compound-split mode. The shift between one mode to the other occurs at the mechanical
point τ = τ#i = 0.247. For τ = τ∗ = 0.379 both electric machines rotate at the same speed,
therefore both PGs work at their synchronous condition. At the PGs synchronism, the PSU
mechanical power losses (Figure 2b) show a minimum, because the absence of relative
motion between PGs branches eliminates the PGs friction losses. The mechanical power
losses of Figure 2b were calculated as a fraction of the input power as a function of the
overall speed ratio τ and the opposite of the overall power ratio η = −Pout/Pin. Note
that η is not a global efficiency, but a variable exploited to model the possibility of the
battery to provide or absorb power. Therefore, it can also be far higher than one, if the
demanded output power is mainly provided by the battery rather than the ICE. The PSU
losses enabled the calculation of the real power that the electric machines should provide
to or collect from the PSU as a fraction of the input power (Figure 2c,d).

2.2. Dimensionless Speeds, Powers and Mechanical Losses in Voltec Full-Electric Operation

The relationships exploited in [34,35] to analyze the power-split operation were rear-
ranged in [36] to model also the FEV functioning mode. These are exploited in this section
to apply the unified parametric model to the Voltec in FEV operation for the first time.
Nonetheless, to find the best balance between brevity and self-consistency of the paper, this
section presents the only implementation of formulas that were introduced and explained
in the previous works [33–36], to which we refer the reader for more information. However,
Appendix A outlines the major features of the model to facilitate the understanding of the
content of this section.
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As the engine is inactive in FEV driving (clutch C0 is engaged), speeds and power can
be more conveniently normalized to the output ones. Since the shaft in is motionless, the
speed ratio between every electric machine and the shaft out is univocally defined as:

ωi
ωout

∣∣∣
ωin=0

=
τi#o

τ#o−τ#i
= 7.58

ωo
ωout

∣∣∣
ωin=0

=
τo#i

τ#i−τ#o
= 8.12

(1)

The functional parameters used in Equation (1) are those related to the input-split
mode, since it is the only mode exploited by General Motors to perform the FEV operation.

Figure 2. Results of Voltec analysis in power-split operation carried out in [34,35]. (a) CVU speed ratios; (b) mechanical
power losses in the PSU as a fraction of the input power; (c) MG I real power as a fraction of the input power; (d) MG O real
power as a fraction of the input power.

The dimensionless PSU power losses can be computed by the fast black-box method
proposed in [35] adapted to the FEV analysis, as described in [36] and summarized in
Appendix A. The considered efficiencies of the final drive (η f d = 0.953) and of the PGs
in fixed-carrier functioning (η0 = 0.96) are the same as those assumed in [35]. The total
mechanical power losses are the sum of those occurring in the final drive, calculated as:

p′L
∣∣
OG = − PLoss

∣∣
OG

Pout
≈ −

∣∣∣(1 − η f d

)
p′out

∣∣∣ (2)
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and those occurring in the PGs:

p′L
∣∣
PG1 = − PLoss

∣∣
PG1

Pout
≈ −

∣∣∣∣∣
(

1 − ηR
)(φin

out/i − ψR
C/S

1 − ψR
C/S

)
p′out,1

∣∣∣∣∣ (3)

p′L
∣∣
PG2 = − PLoss

∣∣
PG2

Pout
≈ −

∣∣∣∣∣
(

1 − ηC
)(φout

o/i − ψC
S/R

1 − ψC
S/R

)
p′o

∣∣∣∣∣ (4)

The parameters used in Equations (3) and (4) are indicated in Table 3, while in
Equation (3) p′out,1 is the portion of p′out flowing in PG1, which can be computed as the
difference between the power flowing into the final drive (p′out/η f d) and its portion flowing
in PG2 (p′out,2, see Equation (A4) in Appendix A for its calculation), as follows:

p′out,1 =
p′out
η f d

− p′out,2 =
p′out
η f d

+ p′oφi
o/out (5)

Table 3. PGs reference notation, fixed-Z speed ratios, and fixed-Z efficiency [35,36].

x – X y – Y z – Z ψZ
X/Y ηZ

PG1 out – Carrier i – Sun in – Ring ψR
C/S = Ψ1

Ψ1−1 ηR = 1−Ψ1
η0−Ψ1

PG2 o – Sun i – Ring out – Carrier ψC
S/R = 1

Ψ2
ηC = η0

Note that p′out = p′out = −Pout/Pout = −1 by definition. By considering p′o = p′o =
−Po/Pout as the independent variable, the total power losses p′L can be swiftly computed
by summing Equations (2)–(4). The dimensionless power flowing in the other electric
machines can be calculated by the PSU real power balance:

p′o + p′i + p′L = 1 (6)

The results of the dimensionless analysis to FEV operation are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Results of Voltec analysis in FEV operation. (a) Mechanical power losses in the PSU as a fraction of −Pout; (b) MG
I real power as a fraction of −Pout.
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3. Identification of the Optimal Operating Maps

To carry out the analysis addressed in Section 2, it is sufficient to know only the
constructive and functional layout of the PS-CVT. This allows the calculation of the PSU
speed ratios as well as the dimensionless mechanical power that electric machines should
provide or absorb, by considering the PSU friction losses. More specifically, in power-split
operation, the dependent variables, which are normalized to ICE speed or power, can
be assessed by freely assigning the speed ratio and the power ratio between the output
and the input port (Figure 2). On the other hand, in FEV operation, the speed ratios are
univocally defined, thus the dependent variables, which are normalized to the output
power, can be determined by freely supposing the power ratio between one PSU port
connected to an electric machine and the output port (Figure 3). In other words, for a given
vehicle speed (directly related to ωout) and for a given demanded torque, it is necessary to
assume a specific functioning point of the ICE (in PS operation) or of one electric machine
(in FEV operation) to univocally determine speeds and powers (and thus torques) on each
PSU port.

Obviously, the output torque and the wheels’ speed can be considered independently
one from the other, but if the output torque is higher or lower than the driving resistance, the
powertrain work in dynamic operations, and the inertia of the vehicle and the propulsors
should be considered in the analysis. In this article, for computational simplicity, the
steady-state operation is analyzed, whereby the output torque is a function of the vehicle
speed (Vveh), thus the power delivered by the powertrain is:

Pout = −
(

mg sin α + frmg cos α + 0.5·Cd A f ρaV2
veh

)
Vveh (7)

where m, fr, Cd, A f are the Chevrolet Volt parameters reported in Table 4, α is the road
slope in radians, g = 9.81 m/s2 is the gravitational acceleration, and ρa = 1.225 kg/m3 is
the air density. It is worth noting that m is the sum of the unladen vehicle mass m0 and
the mass of passengers, fuel, or any other additional load. Therefore, m and α depend on
the driving conditions. Nonetheless, it is sufficient to modify these values upstream of
the procedure described in this section so as to obtain data referred to any steady-state
driving condition.

Table 4. Chevrolet Volt parameters.

Unladen Mass
m0 [kg]

Rolling Resistance
fr

Drag Coefficient
Cd

Frontal Area
Af [m2]

Wheel Radius
Rw [m]

1603 0.0113 0.28 2.20 0.323

Once fixed a vehicle speed, the functioning point of the ICE in power-split opera-
tion or of one electric machine in FEV operation has to be selected so as to determine
τ = Vveh/(Rw·ωin) and η = −Pout/Pin, or p′o = −Po/Pout, respectively. To investigate
all the viable powertrain functioning points for given vehicle speed, the whole range
of operation of the ICE or MG O has to be explored. Therefore, the efficiency maps of
the propulsors are needed (Figures 4 and 5). These are necessary also for evaluating the
propulsors efficiency in each achievable working point.

3.1. Calculation of Optimal Operating Maps in Power-Split Operations

For a given vehicle speed Vveh and subsequent output power Pout, the powertrain
operation can be analyzed by considering each couple of ICE speed and torque (ωin, Tin)
ranging from their minimum and maximum values within the ICE operation range of
Figure 4. This leads to the calculation of an overall speed ratio matrix, having the same
dimension of the ICE efficiency map, where each element is τ = Vveh/(Rw·ωin). A corre-
sponding overall power ratio matrix containing η = −Pout/(ωin·Tin) can be obtained, too.
Hence, these matrices can be used to interpolate the dimensionless results of Figure 2, in
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order to identify the speed and power ratios of the electric machines for each combination
of τ and η. Then, these ratios can be multiplied by the corresponding ωin and Pin to assess
the dimensional rotational speed of the electric machines (ωi, ωo) and their mechanical
power (Pi, Po). In this way, the operating point of both electric machines is univocally
determined, as is their efficiency which enables the calculation of the net electric power
flowing to or from the battery as follows:

Pbatt(Vveh, ωin, Tin) = Piη
−sign(Pi)
I + Poη

−sign(Po)
O (8)

The positive sign of the power flows is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 4. Efficiency map of the Chevrolet Volt ICE derived from [37].

Figure 5. Efficiency maps of Chevrolet Volt electric machines derived from [38]; (a) Motor Generator I; (b) Motor Generator
O. Exploited for both motoring and generating operation.
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Hence, by the simple procedure herein addressed, it is possible to obtain a set of
matrices containing all data describing the powertrain steady-state operation, which can
be exploited as a basis of the desired energy management strategy. As an example, in this
paper, a procedure for pursuing maximum global efficiency is proposed. According to the
direction of the battery power, Pbatt can be an output or input power in the powertrain.
Therefore, if Pbatt > 0 the battery supports the ICE in the vehicle propulsion, and the global
efficiency is:

ηgl(Vveh, ωin, Tin) = − Pout

Pf uel + Pbatt
(9)

where Pf uel = Pin/ηICE is the power provided by fuel combustion. ηICE can be derived
for each combination of ωin and Tin from Figure 4. If Pbatt < 0 the ICE delivers power in
surplus which can be used to recharge the battery, and the global efficiency is:

ηgl(Vveh, ωin, Tin) = −Pout + Pbatt
Pf uel

(10)

Eventually, it is possible to extract the maximum value from the matrix ηgl for a given
vehicle speed and find the related ICE and electric machines operation resulting in the
most efficient driving.

Nevertheless, the working points which violate a constructive constraint of propulsors,
power converters, or batteries should not be included among the potential optimal ones.
Therefore, the final operating maps do not include the functioning points whereby the ICE
or electric machines operation is not included within the maps of Figures 4 and 5, or the
electric powers overcome their respective maximum limits of power converters or batteries
(Table 5).

Table 5. Maximum power of battery and power converters of Chevrolet Volt derived from [37,39].

Power Converter I
Max. Power [kW]

Power Converter O
Max. Power [kW]

Battery Pack
Max. Power [kW]

48 87 120

In fact, the real constraint on Pbatt depends on the battery state of charge (SOC):

Pmax_charge(SOC) ≤ Pbatt ≤ Pmax_discharge(SOC) (11)

Pmax_charge and Pmax_discharge should be evaluated instantaneously by a deeper dynamic
analysis. However, a simplified approach is exploited in the following to swiftly analyze
four different scenarios, summarized in Table 6:

• SOC comprised between its lower and higher thresholds (SOC = FREE);
• Battery completely discharged (SOC = 0);
• Battery completely charged (SOC = 1);
• Maintaining-charge driving (SOC = CONSTANT).

Table 6. Adjusted constraints on battery power according to the SOC.

SOC Pmax_charge [kW] Pmax_discharge [kW]

FREE −120 120
0 −120 0
1 0 120

CONSTANT 0 0

3.2. Calculation of Optimal Operating Maps in FEV Operations

For given vehicle speed, in FEV driving the rotational speeds of the electric machines
are univocally determined by Equation (1), therefore the only degree of freedom is the
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torque of one electric machine. As stated in Section 2, by choosing as the independent
variable the torque of MG O, which can range from its minimum to maximum value
corresponding to each rotational speed (Figure 5), it is possible to consider an array with
different values of p′o = −(ωo·To)/Pout. This can be used to interpolate the dimensionless
results of Figure 3b and find the potential operating points of MG I for given Po and
Pout. Then, similarly to Section 3.1, Pbatt can be calculated by Equation (8) and the global
efficiency in FEV operation is simply:

ηgl(Vveh, To) = − Pout

Pbatt
(12)

In FEV operation, the battery SOC is supposed to be always sufficient to provide the
demanded power.

4. Results and Discussion

The procedure described in Section 3 for calculating the optimal operating maps was
implemented in MATLAB, after having carried out the dimensionless approach reported
in Section 2. The following results were computed by considering a total vehicle mass
equal to m = 1750 kg in plain (α = 0 rad). The analyzed vehicle speed ranges from 5 to
200 km/h.

4.1. Results in Power-Split Operations

The mesh grid used in input to the script was obtained by the arrays ωin = 1000 : 10 :
6000 rpm and Tin = 10 : 1 : 140 Nm. The procedure described in Section 3.1 was carried
out for each vehicle speed, whereby the respective optimal operating point was selected
after excluding those outside the boundaries of Figures 4 and 5, Table 5, Equation (11), and
Table 6. The results of Figures 6–11 show the optimal operating points resulting from the
optimization procedure aimed at minimizing the powertrain power losses.

Figure 6. (a) Best global efficiency in power-split operation; (b) battery power in the optimal power-split operating points.
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Figure 7. ICE optimal power-split operation: (a) ICE functioning points; (b) ICE power.

Figure 8. MG I optimal functioning points in power-split operation.
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Figure 9. MG O optimal functioning points in power-split operation.

Figure 10. Electric machines optimal power in power-split operation: (a) MG I power; (b) MG O power.
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Figure 11. Optimal overall transmission ratio and mode selection in power-split operation.

Figure 6a shows that the best results are achieved for SOC = FREE since the availability
of the battery both as a power source and power storage would enable the achievement of
the most efficient power flows (Figure 10). Nevertheless, the maximum global efficiency is
lower than 0.33 up to 50 km/h, therefore it would be more advisable to turn off the engine
and drive in FEV operation (see Section 4.2). The only reason to let the ICE work at lower
speeds is to recharge the battery if possible (SOC = FREE or SOC = 0). In this case, the ICE
should operate in the maximum efficiency region, otherwise, it should be turned off also
for higher speeds if the battery can supply power for propulsion (SOC = FREE or SOC = 1)
(Figure 7). In this way, the global efficiency would be significantly enhanced (Figure 6a),
since the demanded output power would be provided by the electric unit (Figure 6b),
which is more efficient than the ICE.

Nevertheless, a more robust control strategy should regulate the battery power accord-
ing to the instantaneous SOC, so as to ensure sufficient range. Indeed, for speeds higher
than 100 km/h, the optimal powertrain operation would be achieved at the expense of the
driving range. Therefore, over 100 km/h would be even more advisable to limit the power
supplied by the battery and increase that provided by the ICE, even though this would
reduce the global efficiency.

On the other hand, if the battery is completely discharged (SOC = 0) or a maintaining-
charge driving is desired (SOC = CONSTANT), the demanded output power should be
provided mainly by the engine (Figure 7b). In this case, the battery charging would be
recommended between 50 and 145 km/h, while over 145 km/h keeping the SOC constant
would result in greater efficiency. Nonetheless, since the ICE maximum power is 75 kW [37],
the vehicle speed cannot exceed 190 km/h with SOC = 0 or SOC = CONSTANT.

Figures 8–10 show the optimal exploitation of the electric machines in power-split
operation. They suggest using both MG I and MG O as generators for battery recharging
up to 50 km/h. It should be the same from 50 to 130 km/h if SOC = 0, while MG I should
be used as a motor and MG O as a generator if the battery can provide power (SOC = FREE
or SOC = 1). In the latter case, the mechanical energy converted to electric energy by MG
O is reconverted to the mechanical form by MG I. Over 155 km/h, both MG I and MG O
should be used as motors for SOC = FREE or SOC = 1.

To assess the optimal mode selection, it is sufficient to analyze the optimal overall
transmission ratio of Figure 11.
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Figure 11 shows that for lower speeds the input-split mode should be preferred, while
the compound-split mode is advisable at higher speeds. Moreover, it is worth noting
that for SOC = 0 and SOC = CONSTANT (i.e., if the battery cannot provide power for
propulsion) the optimal overall speed ratio at medium-high speed is the one that realizes
the PGs synchronism, where the mechanical power losses are minimized (Figure 2).

4.2. Results in FEV Operations

The array used in input to the script was To = −280 : 1 : 280 Nm. The procedure
described in Section 3.1 was carried out for each vehicle speed, whereby the respective
optimal operating point was selected after excluding those outside the boundaries of
Figure 5 and Table 5. The results of Figures 12 and 13 are related to the best powertrain
operating points resulting in the highest global efficiency for each vehicle speed.

Figure 12. (a) Best global efficiency in FEV operation; (b) battery power in the optimal FEV operating points.

Figure 13. Electric machines optimal FEV operation, indicated by “X”: (a) MG I functioning points; (b) MG O functioning points.
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Figure 12a shows that the global efficiency in FEV operation is averagely higher than
the one achievable in power-split operation, thus the FEV driving is specifically suggested
for low–medium speed. As stated in Section 4.1, exploiting the only battery power for
propelling the vehicle in steady-state driving at higher speeds would imply a reduced range,
thus it should be avoided. Over 145 km/h the FEV driving cannot be realized because the
required rotational speed of MG O would overcome its maximum value. Figure 13 shows
that the optimal FEV operation in steady-state driving involves the exploitation of MG I
except for two limited vehicle ranges from 5 to 15 km/h and from 50 to 60 km/h. From 135
to 145 it is advisable to operate with both electric machines acting as motors.

5. Conclusions

This article is an advancement of the previous contributions [33–36] addressing a
unified parametric model for the analysis of PS-CVT. Herein it was applied to the Chevrolet
Volt by introducing the propulsors efficiency maps to move from a dimensionless approach
to a dimensional one. The final aim was to provide a complete and general tool to compre-
hensively analyze any power-split transmission, even multi-PG and multi-mode as Voltec
is, by assessing also the mechanical power losses which are often neglected owing to the
difficulty of their calculation. The FEV operation can also be swiftly analyzed.

As described in Sections 3 and 4, this method enables the investigation of the pow-
ertrain response for given vehicle speed and demanded torque. All the viable operating
points are available as a set of operating maps containing the propulsors functioning points,
their efficiency, the mechanical power losses in the transmission, the battery power, and
the global efficiency. These data can be exploited for the development of the desired energy
management strategy.

As an example, far from presenting it as an exhaustive control strategy, this paper
proposes a procedure for selecting the optimal operating points which maximize the
powertrain global efficiency in steady-state power-split and FEV driving. The results
showed the importance of properly handling the batteries SOC to ensure the possibility of
exploiting them as an energy exchanger, as well as the benefit of PGs synchronism to reduce
the friction losses. Nonetheless, it seems that the MG O appears to be under-exploited in
steady-state driving (Figure 9). This can be due to the fact that the surplus power of MG O
could be used to provide an acceleration boost, thus it might be exploited more in dynamic
operation, which was not analyzed here.

Therefore, future research could be aimed at extending the model in this very direction.
Indeed, its basic relationships between PSU speed, torque, and power ratios proposed
in [33,35,36] would be still valid in dynamic operation, being based on the principle of
power conservation. However, the correspondence between torques developed at the PSU
main ports and those provided by the propulsors would be missing because of inertial
effects caused by acceleration or deceleration of the vehicle and the propulsors themselves.
The extension of the model to the dynamic condition would enable a more in-depth
simulation of the powertrain operation which could instantaneously consider the actual
battery SOC or the power converters’ efficiency. After collecting the results of this sort of
simulation, they can be used to develop the most robust energy management strategies
available in the literature to optimize the desired objective function, which can be even the
minimization of the mechanical power losses.
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Nomenclature

kx Fixed-gear ratio on the x-th branch
Pj or Pj Ideal or real power in the j-th branch
pj or pj Dimensionless ideal or real power in the j-th branch as a fraction of the input power
p′j or p′j Dimensionless ideal or real power in the j-th branch as a fraction of the output power
PLoss Mechanical power losses
pL Dimensionless mechanical power losses as a fraction of the input power
p′L Dimensionless mechanical power losses as a fraction of the output power
Tj Torque applied to the j-th shaft
η Opposite of the overall power ratio (η = −Pout/Pin)
η0 Fixed-carrier efficiency of a PG
ηZ Fixed-Z apparent efficiency of a PG
ηgl Powertrain global efficiency
ηI and ηO Efficiency of the electric machines I and O
ηICE Efficiency of the internal combustion engine
ηX/x Efficiency of the x-th OG
τ Overall speed ratio
τj Speed ratio of the j-th shaft
τ#j Overall speed ratio for which the j-th shaft is motionless

(i.e., mechanical point or nodal ratio)
τj#k Speed ratio of the j-th shaft when the k-th shaft is motionless

(i.e., corresponding speed ratio)
τ∗ Overall speed ratio for which one or more PGs work at synchronism
φz

x/y Generalized characteristic function
Ψ Willis’ ratio of a PG
ψZ

Y/X Fixed-Z speed ratio of a PG
ωj Rotational speed of the j-th shaft

Appendix A

The basic theory of the unified parametric model addressed in this paper considers
the PSU made up of one or more three-port mechanisms (TPMs), which consists of one
active PG and up to three OGs (Figure A1). X, Y, Z indicate a general way to refer to the
PG branches (ring gear, sun gear, and carrier); x, y, z indicate a general way to refer to the
PSU main port (in, out, i, o).

Figure A1. Scheme of a three-port mechanism with one PG (illustrated by a rounded-corner square)
and three OGs (rhombi) realizing the kj fixed-ratio. Red arrows indicate the positive direction of
power flows.

The nomenclature adopted in this model distinguishes between torques and powers
assessed by considering the PSU ideal or real. In the latter case, torques and powers
symbols are overlined. Nonetheless, this distinction affects only the dependent variables,
which are supposed to counterbalance the PSU mechanical power losses. Moreover, capital
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letters indicate dimensional power flows, while the dimensionless ones are indicated by
lowercase letters without or with an apex, depending on whether they are normalized to
the input power (Pin) or to the opposite of the output power (−Pout), respectively. The
former normalization is exploited to address power-split operation, while the latter is used
in FEV analysis.

The total mechanical power losses (p′L in FEV operation) are the sum of the losses
occurring in OGs and PGs, which can be derived as follows:

p′L
∣∣
OG = − PLoss

∣∣
OG

Pout
≈ −∣∣(1 − ηX/x) p′x

∣∣ (A1)

p′L
∣∣
PG = − PLoss

∣∣
PG

Pout
≈ −

∣∣∣∣∣
(

1 − ηZ
)(φz

x/y − ψZ
X/Y

1 − ψZ
X/Y

)
p′x

∣∣∣∣∣ (A2)

In Equation (A1) ηX/x is the OG efficiency, while in Equations (A1) and (A2)
p′x = −Px/Pout is the normalized power ratio of the x-th shaft. In Equation (A2) ηZ

is the efficiency of the PG evaluated when its branch Z is still, while ψZ
X/Y is the speed

ratio between branches X and Y when Z is still. Therefore, both ηZ and ψZ
X/Y are constant

parameters depending on the PG Willis’ ratio Ψ and its basic fixed-carrier efficiency η0 [36].
φz

x/y is the characteristic function, crucial tool for both analysis and design purpose [33,36],
which is a function of τ ruled by nodal ratios:

φz
x/y =

τx/τy
∣∣
τz=0

τx/τy
=

τ#z − τ#x

τ#z − τ#y
·τ − τ#y

τ − τ#x
(A3)

It is worth noting that in FEV operation τ → ∞ ; this can be modeled in numeric
software by considering a value of τ high enough (e.g., 105). Moreover, the characteristic
functions rule the ideal power ratio between two TPM shafts:

φz
x/y = −Py

Px
= − p′y

p′x
(A4)
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Abstract: The mechanical efficiency is a computed value for comparing the performance of the
multi degrees-of-freedom geared transmissions of hybrid vehicles. Most of the current methods for
estimating gear trains mechanical efficiency require the decomposition of gear transmissions in basic
structural elements or planetary gear units (PGU). These are two degrees-of-freedom components
whose mechanical efficiency has a deep influence on the overall device. The authors (E.L.E., E.P.)
already evidenced that, under certain kinematic conditions, the classic Radzimovsky’s formulas,
widely accepted for computing the mechanical efficiency of PGUs, are not adequate. In this paper,
more general and reliable formulas for computing the mechanical efficiency are deduced. The pro-
posed formulas herein, exploiting the concept of potential or virtual power, evidence the dependency
between kinematics and efficiency. A numerical example compares our results with previous work
on the subject.

Keywords: planetary gear trains; mechanical efficiency; power-flow; hybrid vehicles

1. Introduction

The multi degrees-of-freedom gear drive is a key component in hybrid vehicles. Its
capability of managing power flows from different sources is of paramount importance for
energy saving. For these reasons, the mechanical efficiency of planetary multi degrees-of-
freedom planetary gear trains is a topic that received many contributions in recent times
(e.g., [1–14]).

The analysis carried out herein offers a reliable approach toward a synthetic descrip-
tion of the relationship between kinematics conditions and gear train mechanical efficiency.

In this paper, the kinematic conditions governing the relationship between the alge-
braic signs of actual and virtual or potential powers are elucidated for the first time. Such
an analysis has a significant influence on the casting of physically reliable and consistent
formulas for the computation of mechanical efficiency in a two dof PGU (Planetary Gear
Unit). Subsequently, two general formulas for mechanical efficiency computation in a two
dof PGU are proposed. The differential unit is the building block of more complex plane-
tary gear trains. Thus, the understanding of the two dof PGU basic mechanics influences
the design of the entire planetary gear drive [15].

The approach adopted herein is based on the concept of virtual or potential power,
at the base of thoughtful contributions on the mechanical efficiency of planetary gear
trains [5,16–22]. The virtual power, a term coined by Chen and Angeles [17], or potential
power, coined by Esmail [5], is the power measured by an observer on any arbitrary moving
frame [23,24]. However, the use of kinematic inversion for torque and efficiency analysis
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on gear trains dates back to Macmillan [16]. In particular, he recognized that the torques
acting on the PGU links and power losses are independent of the observer’s motion. The
following quote is taken from [16]:

...our analysis is based upon an important principle relating to torques and the power lost
in friction; this is the fact that magnitudes of the torques acting upon the various members
of the gear are quite independent of the motion of the observer who measures them. In
addition, the power lost, being determined solely by the internal torques and the relative
motions of the wheels within the gear, is also independent of the observer’s motion.

Although Macmillan’s analysis was limited to one dof PGU, the importance of kine-
matic inversion in the gear trains mechanical efficiency analysis is well represented.

The present paper was stimulated by the discovery that, under certain kinematic
conditions, the classic Radzimovsky formulas [15,25–27] for the computation of mechanical
efficiency in a two dof gear unit are not valid anymore [28]. This situation may lead to an
estimation of the overall mechanical efficiency flawed by errors.

As discussed by Pennestrì & Valentini [15], the Radzimovsky formulas consider the
two dof epicyclic gear train as two single dof devices in parallel and crossed by a power-
flow. These formulas are deduced after application of the general mechanical efficiency
formula of a mechanical system composed of two parallel devices with a given mechanical
efficiency and power-flow direction. However, with the introduction of the concept of
virtual or potential power, the mechanical efficiency of an epicyclic gear train is reduced to
that of an ordinary gear train. For this purpose, a kinematic inversion is introduced such
that the observed motion of the gear carrier is canceled.

The orientation of power flow observed under such kinematic inversion may not be
the same as one of epicyclic arrangement. This situation requires special attention and
the algebraic expression of the overall mechanical efficiency should be set in a consistent
manner. The new proposed formulas herein are of a general nature and do not suffer any
of the mentioned pitfalls.

In this paper, the concept of virtual or potential power was applied to deduce two
new general mechanical efficiency formulas that cover all the working modes of a two
dof PGU:

- Two driving members (i.e., those with positive powers) and one driven member (i.e.,
the one with negative power);

- Two driven members and one driving member.

Our approach is based only on the application of mechanics first principles, namely,
Willis’ formula, torque equilibrium, kinematic inversion, power balance and definition of
mechanical efficiency. As a byproduct, general formulas of the power-flow ratios, for the
case of a gear unit without power losses, are also deduced.

For the mechanical efficiency analysis, members with constant velocities and meshing
losses only are considered. A constant mechanical efficiency is assumed for the unit
working as an ordinary gear train. Moreover, the algebraic sign of the power-flow is not
altered by friction.

On the basis of the previous hypotheses, two new compact formulas for the mechanical
efficiency analysis of two dof PGU are deduced herein. The formulas can be adapted to
any power flow arrangement within the PGU.

2. Power-Flow Ratios in a PGU

The PGU (see Figure 1) is composed of two mating gears and the gear carrier. Let us
denote by x, y and z the three links of the PGU.
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Figure 1. Example of planetary gear unit (PGU) with internally meshing gears.

Angular speeds, torques and powers in a GPU are governed, respectively, by the
well-known analytical conditions from Willis’ equation, torque equilibrium and power
balance:

ωz + τ1ωx + τ2ωy = 0 (1a)

Tx + Ty + Tz = 0 (1b)

Txωx + Tyωy + Tzωz = 0 (1c)

where τ1 and τ2 depend on the number of teeth ratio.
The readers will readily recognize (1a) as the Willis’ equation. In fact, setting z and x

as the subscripts denoting the meshing gears and y the gear carrier, then

ωz − ωy

ωx − ωy
= Nx,z = ±No. of Teeth of gear x

No. of Teeth of gear z
(2)

The comparison of (1a) with (2), yields τ1 = −Nx,z and τ2 = Nx,z − 1. Obviously, other
subscript combinations are possible, with corresponding different analytical expressions
of τ1 and τ2. The choice x, y and z for the initial indistinct labeling all the moving bodies
composing the PGU is justified by the advantage of condensing all possible cases for
mechanical efficiency computation in two formulas only. In other words, what is lost in
apparent initial abstraction is later gained in the results’ generality.

After some algebraic manipulation of (1) one obtains the following:

Px

Py
= −

(1 + τ2) + τ1
ωx

ωy

(1 + τ1) + τ2
ωy

ωx

(3)

Py

Pz
= −

(1 + τ1) + τ2
ωy

ωz

(τ1 + τ2) +
ωz

ωy

(4)

where Px = Txωx, Py = Tyωy and Pz = Tzωz are the powers sustained by links x, y and z,
respectively. The power ratios deduced by Pennestrì & Freudenstein [29] are particular
cases of the previous equations.

Under ideal conditions, in a PGU, the sign of powers is established prescribing the
following: two angular speeds and one torque (kinematically driven PGU) or, alternatively,
one angular speed and two torques (torque driven PGU) [30].

In a two dof PGU we distinguish the following working modes:

- Two driving links (namely x and y, Px > 0 and Py > 0) and one driving link (namely z,
Pz < 0);
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- Two driving links (namely x and y, Px < 0 and Py < 0) and one driving link (namely z,
Pz > 0).

In the current analysis, it is assumed that the presence of meshing losses does not alter
the algebraic sign of actual power flows.

3. The Algebraic Sign of Virtual Power Flows

In a previous paper [28], the authors (E.L.E. and E.P. ) demonstrated that, under certain
kinematic conditions, the Radzimovsky’s formulas do not hold. An analysis of power-flows
algebraic signs is required to explain the limits for the Radzimovsky’s formulas and offer a
more general alternative.

The following analysis will ascertain the algebraic sign correlation between the actual
powers Px = Txωx and Py = Tyωy and the virtual [17] or potential [5] powers, such as
Py

x = Tx
(
ωx − ωy

)
and Px

y = Ty
(
ωy − ωx

)
. For instance, the potential power corresponds to

the power which would be transmitted by the gear unit, operating in a rotating reference
frame at which link j appears relatively fixed and at relative angular velocity ωu − ωj, for
link u. Therefore, the carrier potential power is measured under a kinematic inversion,
making fixed the planet-carrier in the observer frame of reference. The potential power is
the most important and basic principle of the mechanical efficiency analysis of differential
devices).

Powers Px and Py
x have the same algebraic sign only if the following is true:

Py
x

Px
=

ωx − ωy

ωx
> 0 (5)

or
ωy

ωx
< 1 (6)

Similarly, Py and Px
y have the same algebraic sign only if the following are true:

Px
y

Py
=

ωy − ωx

ωy
> 0 (7)

or
ωx

ωy
< 1 (8)

There are two ranges consistent with inequality (6):

1.
ωy

ωx
< 0

2. 0 <
ωy

ωx
< 1

Moreover, we observe the following:

- If
ωy

ωx
< 0, then

ωx

ωy
is also negative.

- If 0 <
ωy

ωx
< 1, then

ωx

ωy
must be greater than one.

Case 1: ωx and ωy have opposite algebraic signs.
In this case, Equations (6) and (8) are both simultaneously valid. Py

x and Px, Px
y and Py

have the same algebraic sign for any working mode, as depicted in the PGU block schemes
shown in Figure 2 (1st working mode).
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1st working mode: 2 driving links and 1 driven link

2nd working mode: 1 driving link and 2 driven link

Figure 2. Virtual power flow directions Kinematic condition: sign
(

ωx

ωy

)
= −1.

Case 2: ωx and ωy have the same algebraic sign, or sign
(

ωy

ωx

)
= +1.

Under this hypothesis, Equations (6) and (8) cannot hold simultaneously.

Subcase 2a: When
ωy

ωx
< 1, then Py

x and Px have the same algebraic sign. The described

situation is depicted in Figure 3, 1st working mode.

Subcase 2b: When
ωx

ωy
< 1, then Px

y and Py will have the same algebraic sign. The described

situation is depicted in Figure 4, 1st working mode.
The previous analysis can be summarized as follows:

1. When ωx and ωy do not have the same algebraic sign, the power ratios
Py

x
Px

and
Px

y

Py
will have simultaneously the same algebraic sign. For all the links, the direction of
the virtual power-flow is the same as the actual power flow (see Figure 2).

2. When ωx and ωy have the same algebraic sign, power ratios
Py

x
Px

and
Px

y

Py
cannot have

simultaneously the same algebraic sign. In particular, the condition
Py

x
Px

> 0 is fulfilled

when
ωy

ωx
> 1 (See Figure 3). Conversely, the condition

Px
y

Py
> 0 is fulfilled when

ωx

ωy
> 1.
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1st working mode: 2 driving links and 1 driven link

2nd working mode: 1 driving link and 2 driven link

Figure 3. Virtual power-flow directions for subcase 2a. Kinematic condition: sign
(

ωy

ωx

)
= +1 and

ωy

ωx
< 1.

1st working mode: 2 driving links and 1 driven link

2nd working mode: 1 driving link and 2 driven link

Figure 4. Virtual power flow directions for subcase 2b. Kinematic condition: sign
(

ωy

ωx

)
= +1 and

ωx

ωy
< 1.

4. The Modified Radzimovsky Formulas

4.1. Case x and y as Driving Links and z Driven Link

Let us consider the case of a two dof gear train with x and y as driving links (i.e.,
Px = Txωx > 0, Py = Tyωy > 0 and Pz = Tzωz < 0).

Case 1: sign
(

ωx

ωy

)
= −1 (see Figure 2, 1st working mode)
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Under kinematic inversions that fix links x and y, respectively, assuming without loss
of generality Py

x > 0, the following relations hold (see 1st working mode of Figure 2):

Txωxyηy(x−z) + Tzωzy = 0 (9a)

Tyωyxηx(y−z) + Tzωzx = 0 (9b)

The overall power balance condition is as follows:

η(x,y−z) =
|Tzωz|

Txωx + Tyωy
(9c)

Solving the system composed of the Equations (9), one obtains the following:

η(x,y−z) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ωzωyxηy(x−z)

ωxωzy −
ηy(x−z)

ηx(y−z)
ωyωzx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(10)

Subcase 2a:
ωy

ωx
< 1 or sgn

(
ωx

ωy

)
= +1 (see Figure 3, 1st working mode)

Under kinematic inversions that fix links x and y, respectively, assuming without loss
of generality Py

x > 0, the following relations hold:

Txωxyηy(x−z) + Tzωzy = 0 (11a)

Tyωyx + Tzωzxηx(z−y) = 0 (11b)

Solving the system composed of the Equations (9c) and (11), one obtains the following:

η(x,y−z) =

∣∣∣∣∣ ωzωyxηy(x−z)

ωxωzy − ηx(z−y)ηy(x−z)ωyωzx

∣∣∣∣∣ (12)

The analytical Expression (10) can be combined into the following formula:

η(x,y−z) =

∣∣∣∣ ωzωyxηy(x−z)

ωxωzy − Aωyωzx

∣∣∣∣ (13)

with

A =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

ηy(x−z)

ηx(y−z)
when sign

(
ωx

ωy

)
= −1

ηx(z−y)ηy(x−z) when
(

ωy

ωx

)
< 1 and sign

(
ωx

ωy

)
= +1

(14)

The proposed formula is more general than the one proposed by Radzimovsky (see
Equation (11) of [26]).

When ωx = ωy = ωz, the Equations (9b) and (11) are identically satisfied and
Formula (13) is not valid. However, under these kinematic conditions, there is no meshing
power loss. Under our hypotheses, the mechanical efficiency is equal to one.

4.2. Case x and y as Driven Links and z Driving Link

Let us consider the case of a two dof gear train with x and y as driven links (i.e.,
Px = Txωx < 0, Py = Tyωy < 0 and Pz = Tzωz > 0), as shown in Figure 2, 2nd working
mode. In this case the overall power balance equation is the following:

η(z−x,y) =

∣∣Txωx + Tyωy
∣∣

Tzωz
(15)
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Case 1: sign
(

ωx

ωy

)
= −1 (see Figure 2, 2nd working mode)

The following relations hold:

Tzωzyηy(z−x) + Txωxy = 0 (16a)

Tzωzxηx(z−y) + Tyωyx = 0 (16b)

Solving the system composed of the Equations (15) and (16), one obtains the following:

η(z−x,y) =

∣∣∣∣ηx(z−y)ωyωzx − ηy(z−x)ωxωzy

ωyxωz

∣∣∣∣ (17)

Subcase 2a:
ωy

ωx
< 1 and sgn

(
ωx

ωy

)
= +1 (see Figure 3, 2nd working mode)

The following relations hold:

Tzωzyηy(z−x) + Txωxy = 0 (18a)

Tzωzx + Tyωyxηx(y−z) = 0 (18b)

Solving the system composed of the Equations (15) and (18), one obtains the following:

η(z−x,y) =

∣∣∣∣∣ωyωzx − ηx(y−z)ηy(z−x)ωxωzy

ηx(y−z)ωyxωz

∣∣∣∣∣ (19)

The analytical Expressions (18) and (19) can be combined into the following formula:

η(z−x,y) =

∣∣∣∣Bωyωzx − ηy−(z−x)ωxωzy

ωyxωz

∣∣∣∣ (20)

with

B =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

ηx(z−y) when sign
(

ωx

ωy

)
= −1

1
ηx(y−z)

when
(

ωy

ωx

)
< 1 and sign

(
ωx

ωy

)
= +1

(21)

The proposed formula is more general than the one proposed by Radzimovsky (see
Equation (25) of [26]).

The expressions of ηx(y−z) and ηy(x−z), for all possible combinations of x, y and z, are
listed in Table 1 of reference [1] (see also Appendix A).

5. Numerical Example

We consider the case of the gear unit, shown in Figure 5, with x and y driving links
and the z-driven link. In particular, ωx = 8000 rpm and ωy = 7966.6 rpm.

For a planet gear ratio Nj,i = −1.5,

τ1 = − 1
1 − Nj,i

= −0.4

and

τ2 = − Nj,i

Nj,i − 1
= −0.6

Consequently, from Willis’ equation, follows ωz = 7980 rpm.
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Since 0 <
ωx

ωy
< 1, the Formula (13) is applied. Considering the current value of Nj,i,

and assuming
ηz(x−y) = 0.900

the entries 3a and 5a of Table A1 of the Appendix A give, respectively, the following:

ηy(x−z) =
Nj,iηz(x−y) − 1

Nj,i − 1
= 0.940

ηx(y−z) =
Nj,i − ηz(x−y)

Nj,i − 1
= 0.960

For the prescribed numerical data, the Formula (13) yields the following:

η(x,y−z) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ωzωyxηy(x−z)

ωxωzy −
ηy(x−z)

ηx(y−z)
ωyωzx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0.998

Figure 5. Kinematic structure of the PGU analyzed.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the first novel result concerns the algebraic signs analysis of a virtual
power-flow in a two dof PGU. It was shown that in a PGU, the virtual or potential powers,
Py

x and Px
y , cannot have always the same algebraic sign. On the basis of this observation,

new formulas for the computation of mechanical efficiency in a two dof PGU were deduced.
The proposed formulas maintain their range of validity, also for cases not covered by the
traditional Radzimovsky’s formulas. Therefore, our approach offers a more general and
compact alternative. The results herein can be extended also to other types of differential
devices.
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It must be observed that the current approach is limited to meshing losses only under
a stationary working mode. Future work should embody in the formulas also the bearing
losses. Moreover, the present treatment is based on stationary conditions; however, often,
the efficiency under transient conditions is required. In this case, the time variation of
kinetic energy due to inertia forces needs to be included in the power balance.
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Nomenclature

dof degree-of-freedom

Ph = Thωh
Power of link (h = x, y, z), greater/less than zero when h is a driving/
driven link in the absolute motion;

Py
x = Tx

(
ωx − ωy

)
Potential or virtual power of link x when link y is considered fixed;

PGU Planetary gear unit;

Nj,i = ±No. teeth wheel j
No. teeth wheel i

Planet gear ratio (+: internally meshing gears, −: externally meshing
gears)

Tx Torque on link x
ωx Absolute angular velocity of link x
ωxy = ωx − ωy Relative angular velocity of link x with respect to link y

ηx(y−z)
Mechanical efficiency of the one dof PGU when link x is fixed and
links y and z are driving and driven links, respectively.

η(x,y−z)
Mechanical efficiency of the two dof PGU when operating with
links x and y as driving links and z as driven.

η(z−x,y)
Mechanical efficiency of the two dof PGU when operating with
links x and y as driven links and z as driving link.

Appendix A

In Table A1 are reported the efficiencies η of all possible kinematic inversions of a
PGU [1].

The nomenclature of the table variables is as follows:

• i, j and k: subscripts denoting the gears and gear carrier, respectively;
• R = Nj,i: planet gear ratio;

Therefore, assuming x = i (gear driving), y = k (gear carrier driven), z = j (fixed),
Nj,i = R > 1, the mechanical efficiency of this gear arrangement is given by the entry 3a:

ηz(x−y) =
Rηk(i−j) − 1

R − 1

The efficiency of the ordinary gear train can be accurately computed in different ways.
However, for a crude approximation, the Tuplin formula can be used:

ηk(i−j) ≈ ηk(j−i) ≈ 1 −
∣∣∣∣∣15
(

1
zi

± 1
zj

)∣∣∣∣∣ (A1)

where the + and − sign applies for external or internal meshing gears, respectively.
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Table A1. Efficiencies of single epicyclic spur-gear trains. R = Nj,i: planet gear ratio.

Case Driving Driven Fixed η

1 i j k ηk(i−j)
2 j i k ηk(j−i)

3a (R < 0)

(R > 1)
i k j Rηk(i−j) − 1

R − 1
3b (0 < R < 1) i k j R − ηk(j−i)

ηk(j−i)(R − 1)

4a (R < 0)

(R > 1)
k i j (R − 1)ηk(j−i)

R − ηk(j−i)
4b (0 < R < 1) k i j R − 1

Rηk(i−j) − 1

5a (R < 1) j k i R − ηk(i−j)
R − 1

5b (R > 1) j k i 1 − Rηk(i−j)
ηk(i−j)(1 − R)

6a (R < 1) k j i (R − 1)ηk(i−j)
Rηk(i−j) − 1

6b (R > 1) k j i R − 1
R − ηk(j−i)
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Abstract: The Power-Split Continuously Variable Transmission is one of the most promising architec-
tures for Hybrid Electric Vehicles. These systems have been introduced to improve vehicle global
efficiency since they can maximize the efficiency in varying operating conditions. During the design
stage, the availability of modeling tools would play a key role in achieving optimal design and
control of these architectures. In this work, a compound power split device that combines an electric
Continuously Variable Transmission with two planetary gear trains is analyzed. A comprehensive
model is derived that allows the different power flow configurations to be evaluated given the
properties of the single subcomponents of the system. The efficiency of the powertrain can be derived
as well, and a numerical example is provided. The architecture studied has an efficiency that can
be higher than that obtained using one single eCVT for most of the global transmission ratio range,
showing that this solution could be suitable as a part of a more complex compound transmission that
engages in a specific speed range.

Keywords: electric continuously variable transmission; power-split hybrid transmission; compound
split transmission

1. Introduction

Electrification of the powertrain is a big challenge for the current automotive indus-
try [1]. One of the criticalities of this research area is the improvement of performance,
fuel economy and driveability of Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) [2]. Amongst the current
hybrid powertrain architectures, the Power-Split Continuously Variable Transmission (PS-
CVT) is the most promising technology, since HEVs often present multiple power sources
that can be well managed by transmissions with multiple inputs [3].

Continuously Variable Transmissions (CVTs) were studied as early as late 19th century,
when it was recognized that varying the drive ratio during vehicle operation would
improve the performance [4]. Of the early designs, there have only been a few that have
received significant attention from automotive designers. These CVTs can be classified
into five categories, depending on their working principle: friction, traction, hydrostatic,
electric, and variable geometry [5]. Conventional CVT units presents some limitations such
as limited torque capacity and ratio coverage when compared to conventional units [6]. It
has been proven that it is possible to overcome these limitations by combining the CVT
with one or more epicyclic gears to create a power-split transmission [7].

An example of an early power-split design is the Perbury transmission proposed in
1940 and based on a toroidal variator (traction type CVT) and a planetary gear-set [8].
Interest in power-spit technology for automotive applications began in the 1980s. Products
of this renewed interest are the Toyota Hybrid System and the Allison Hybrid Synergy by
General Motors [9]. Since then, researchers have been attracted by this architecture [10].
Volpe et al. [11] presented an optimization procedure for designing the input and output
coupled PS-CVT with higher efficiency. Kim et al. [12] proposed a two-mode PS-CVT with
a mode control strategy to minimize fuel consumption. Zhang et al. [13] explored potential

Appl. Sci. 2021, 11, 8749. https://doi.org/10.3390/app11188749 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci
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compound power-split configurations with two planetary gear sets to understand how to
design the best compound power-split configuration.

The PS-CVT architectures can be classified as single-mode (i.e., input split or output
split) or multi-mode, in which the power split type is selected engaging and disengaging
clutches included in the transmission layout. In general, single-mode PS-CVTs show low
efficiency at high speed when compared to more complex solutions that include at least two
epicyclical gear trains and one or more locking systems [14–16]. These solutions are also
called compound type power split and an example is given by Global Hybrid Cooperation,
a joint project by GM, Daimler, and BMW [17].

Our research group has recently studied the power flows and efficiency of the PS-
CVT [18–20]. In these previous works, the analysis of a “four-port-mechanical-power
split device” was proposed. This device consists of an electric Continuously Variable
Transmission (eCVT) and a power split device (Figure 1). The former is obtained connecting
two electric motors; the latter is composed by two planetary gear sets named PG1 and PG2.
Figure 1 shows the four possible set-ups. While types A, B and D have been discussed
in [18–20], in this paper, we focus on type C. The power flow and the efficiency of this
“four-port-mechanical-power split device” are defined and its performance assessed with a
numerical example.

Figure 1. Compound eCVT based on the four-port-mechanical power-split device: (a) type A
arrangement; (b) type B arrangement; (c) type C arrangement; (d) type D arrangement.

The practical value of this paper is to provide the designer of such architecture with
a tool to estimate advantages and disadvantages of implementing this topology within
a powertrain, e.g., the type of power flow that will occur, the power that will flow in the
eCVT and the overall efficiency, knowing just the design parameters, that are the geometry
of the planetary gear trains, the ratio spread of the eCVT and the required overall speed
ratio spread.

Section 2 shows the formulation of the kinematic model of the transmission. The types
of power flows and the specific conditions at which they occur are presented in Section 3
together with the derivation of formulas for the efficiency of the whole system. Section 4
provides a numerical example in which the performance of the transmission is estimated
for specific working conditions. Finally, the conclusions of the work are drawn in Section 5.

2. Kinematic Model of a Compound Power-Split eCVT

The compound power-split eCVT analyzed in this paper is shown in Figure 2 and it is
one of the possible arrangements of the “four-port-mechanical-power split device”. The
shafts are numbered from 1 to 6. In this set-up, the shafts that drive the central gears of the
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PGs (shafts 1, 2, 3, and 4) are connected to the input and output shafts, while the planet
carriers (shafts 5 and 6) are connected to the eCVT. At this stage, it is not specified which
one of the two central gears (i.e., sun and ring) of PG1 is connected to shaft 1 or shaft 2,
and the same applies to PG2. It is a choice of the designer that depends on the value of the
transmission ratio required by the specific application.

 

Figure 2. Shafts indexing with positive direction of power on all shafts.

The transmission ratios for the PGs and the eCVT are given by (using Willis equation
for PG1 and PG2 [21]):

τW1 =
ω2 −ω5

ω1 −ω5
; τW2 =

ω4 −ω6

ω3 −ω6
; τeCVT =

ω6

ω5
(1)

with:
ω1 = ω3 = ωi; ω2 = ω4 = ωo (2)

where ωj represents the angular speed of shaft j, ωi is the input speed, and ωo is the output
speed. It is important to specify that the planetary gear ratios τW1 and τW2 are design
parameters and therefore constants defined by the geometry of the gears. On the other
hand, the global and eCVT speed ratios are kinematic variables, and the design choice
regards their spread rather than their instantaneous value that depends on the input and
output speeds.

The following speed ratios can be derived from Equations (1) and (2):

ω5

ωi
=

τW2 − τW1

τeCVT(τW2 − 1)− (τW1 − 1)
;

ω6

ωi
=

τeCVT(τW2 − τW1)

τeCVT(τW2 − 1)− (τW1 − 1)
(3)

ω5

ωo
=

τW2 − τW1

τeCVTτW1(τW2 − 1)− τW2(τW1 − 1)
;

ω6

ωo
=

τeCVT(τW2 − τW1)

τeCVTτW1(τW2 − 1)− τW2(τW1 − 1)
(4)

Rearranging and combining Equations (1) and (2), the global speed ratio can be
derived as a function of the transmission ratios of PGs and eCVT:

τgl =
ωO

ωi
=

ω2

ω1
=

τW1τeCVT(τW2 − 1)− τW2(τW1 − 1)
τeCVT(τW2 − 1)− (τW1 − 1)

(5)
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The analytical expression of the partial derivative of the global transmission ratio with
respect to the speed ratio of the eCVT is derived from Equation (5):

∂τgl

∂τeCVT
=

(τW2 − 1)(τW1 − τW2)(1 − τW1)

(τeCVT(τW2 − 1)− (τW1 − 1))2 (6)

The sign of Equation (6) varies according to the numerator. Therefore, the function
τgl(τeCVT) is monotonic for a given set of planetary gear trains. The type of proportionality
(namely direct or indirect) between τgl and τeCVT is a design choice. Hereafter, a direct
proportionality is assumed, meaning that the following condition must be verified:

(τW2 − 1)(τW1 − τW2)(1 − τW1) > 0 (7)

The minimum and maximum values of the global speed ratio (namely τglm and τglM,
respectively) are given by the specific application for which the transmission is designed.
These values are related to the limits of the eCVT speed ratio (namely τeCVTm and τeCVTM)
via Equation (5):

τglm =
τW1τeCVTm (τW2 − 1)− τW2(τW1 − 1)

τeCVTm(τW2 − 1)− (τW1 − 1)
(8)

τglM =
τW1τeCVTM (τW2 − 1)− τW2(τW1 − 1)

τeCVTM(τW2 − 1)− (τW1 − 1)
(9)

The maximum and minimum eCVT speed ratios are design inputs as well. For
this reason, Equations (8) and (9) are useful in the early design stage to determine the
characteristics of the planetary gear trains. Indeed, these expressions can be rearranged
solving with respect to τW1 and τW2:

τW1 =
τGlmτeCVTm

(
1 − τglM

)
− τglMτeCVTM

(
1 − τglm

)
+
(
τglM − τglm

)
τeCVTm

(
1 − τglM

)
+ τglm(τeCVTM − 1) +

(
τglM − τeCVTM

) (10)

τW2 =
τglmτeCVTm

(
τglM − τeCVTM

)
− τglMτeCVTM

(
τglm − τeCVTm

)
+ τeCVTMτglm − τglMτeCVTm

τeCVTmτglm(1 − τeCVTM) + τglMτeCVTM(τeCVTm − 1) + (τeCVTM − τeCVTm)
(11)

Similar expressions can be easily derived for the case in which indirect proportionality
between τgl and τeCVT is adopted, by imposing:

τglM =
τW1τeCVTm (τW2 − 1)− τW2(τW1 − 1)

τeCVTm(τW2 − 1)− (τW1 − 1)
(12)

τglm =
τW1τeCVTM (τW2 − 1)− τW2(τW1 − 1)

τeCVTM(τW2 − 1)− (τW1 − 1)
(13)

3. Power Flows

The compound power split devices are subject to several types of internal power
flows because of the presence of two planetary gear sets. The objective of this section
is to derive the specific conditions at which each power flow occurs in the type C “four-
port-mechanical-power split device”. The conditions for each power flow in terms of
planetary gears speed ratios are studied in two cases, depending on the sign of the global
transmission ratio. The schematics of the twelve possible types of power flows are shown
in Figure 3, while the conditions for each power flow type in terms of power ratio signs
are described in Table 1, where Pj is the power across shaft j. In this paper, Pj is assumed
positive when entering the planetary gears. The positive direction of power for all shafts is
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Power flow types within a type C compound transmission: twelve possible flows with different power circulations.

Table 1. Power ratio signs required to obtain each power flow type.

Power Flow
Type (Figure 3)

P1
P2

P3
P4

P1
P5

P3
P6

(a) < 0 < 0 > 0 > 0
(b) < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0
(c) > 0 > 0 < 0 < 0
(d) > 0 < 0 < 0 < 0
(e) > 0 < 0 < 0 > 0
(f) < 0 < 0 < 0 > 0
(g) < 0 < 0 > 0 < 0
(h) < 0 > 0 > 0 < 0
(i) > 0 > 0 < 0 < 0
(l) < 0 > 0 < 0 < 0

(m) < 0 < 0 < 0 < 0
(n) < 0 < 0 > 0 > 0

To obtain analytical expressions for the power ratios across the various shafts, the
torque ratios must be computed first. Assuming no losses in the planetary gear trains, the
following equations can be derived:

T1

T2
= −τW1;

T3

T4
= −τW2;

T1

T5
=

τW1

1 − τW1
;

T3

T6
=

τW2

1 − τW2
(14)

From Equations (3), (4), and (14), the following expressions for the power ratios can
be obtained:

P1

P2
=

T1ωi

T2ωo
= −τW1

τgl
;

P3

P4
=

T3ωi

T4ωo
= −τW2

τgl
;

P1

P5
=

T1ωi

T5ω5
=

τW1

τgl − τW1
;

P3

P6
=

T3ωi

T6ω6
=

τW2

τgl − τW2
(15)
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The sign of the power ratios is not enough to uniquely determine the type of power
flow. For example, types a and n present the same combination of power ratio signs, and
therefore a further condition is required to distinguish them. The difference between power
flows (a) and (n) is in the direction of the power across shafts 1 and 3: power flow (a) occurs
when |T3| > |T1|. From Equation (14), it can be obtained:

T3

T6

T5

T1
=

τW2(1 − τW1)

(1 − τW2)τW1
(16)

From Equations (1) and (16) it follows:

T3

T1
=

τW2(1 − τW1)

τeCVTτW1(1 − τW2)
(17)

From Equation (17) it can be concluded that power flow type (a) occurs when:

|τeCVT| <
∣∣∣∣τW2(1 − τW1)

τW1(1 − τW2)

∣∣∣∣ (18)

The same consideration applies to power flows (b)–(m) and (c)–(i).
In the next two sections, the sign of the power ratios of Equation (15) and the conditions

for each power flow are studied in two cases:

• Case 1: τgl > 0;
• Case 2: τgl < 0.

3.1. Case 1: τgl > 0

In the case the global speed ratio is positive, Table 2 shows the ranges of τW1 and
τW2 for each possible power ratio sign as derived from Equation (15). Combining the
information in Tables 1 and 2, the conditions for each power flow are obtained and shown
in Table 3 where the additional condition refers to Equation (18). These results can be used
to uniquely determine the type of power flow that occurs in a specific application of the
“four-port-mechanical-power split device”. For example, considering a device designed
with τW1 < 0 working in a condition in which τW2 > τgl, the resulting power flow will be
of type (d).

Table 2. Case 1—Ranges of planetary gears speed ratios for each power ratio sign.

Power Ratio >0 <0

P1/P2 τW1 < 0 τW1 > 0
P3/P4 τW2 < 0 τW2 > 0
P1/P5 0 < τW1 < τgl τW1 < 0 or τW1 > τgl
P3/P6 0 < τW2 < τgl τW1 < 0 or τW2 > τgl

3.2. Case 2: τgl < 0

Similar considerations can be repeated when the global speed ratio is negative. For
this case, Table 4 shows the ranges of τW1 and τW2 for each possible power ratio sign
as derived from Equation (15). Combining the Tables 1 and 4, the conditions for each
power flow are obtained and shown in Table 5 where the additional condition refers to
Equation (18).
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Table 3. Case 1—Conditions for each power flow.

Power Flow Type (Figure 3) τW1 τW2 Additional Condition

(a) 0 < τW1 < τgl 0 < τW2 < τgl |τeCVT| <
∣∣∣τW2(1−τW1)
τW1(1−τW2)

∣∣∣
(b) τW1 > τgl τW2 > τgl |τeCVT| <

∣∣∣τW2(1−τW1)
τW1(1−τW2)

∣∣∣
(c) τW1 < 0 τW2 < 0 |τeCVT| <

∣∣∣τW2(1−τW1)
τW1(1−τW2)

∣∣∣
(d) τW1 < 0 τW2 > τgl
(e) τW1 < 0 0 < τW2 < τgl
(f) τW1 > τgl 0 < τW2 < τgl
(g) 0 < τW1 < τgl τW2 > τgl
(h) 0 < τW1 < τgl τW2 < 0
(i) τW1 < 0 τW2 < 0 |τeCVT| >

∣∣∣τW2(1−τW1)
τW1(1−τW2)

∣∣∣
(l) τW1 > τgl τW2 < 0

(m) τW1 > τgl τW2 > τgl |τeCVT| >
∣∣∣τW2(1−τW1)
τW1(1−τW2)

∣∣∣
(n) 0 < τW1 < τgl 0 < τW2 < τgl |τeCVT| >

∣∣∣τW2(1−τW1)
τW1(1−τW2)

∣∣∣
Table 4. Case 2—Ranges of planetary gears speed ratios for each power ratio sign.

Power Ratio >0 <0

P1/P2 τW1 > 0 τW1 < 0
P3/P4 τW2 > 0 τW2 < 0
P1/P5 τgl < τW1 < 0 τW1 < τgl or τW1 > 0
P3/P6 τgl < τW2 < 0 τW1 < τgl or τW1 > 0

Table 5. Case 2—Conditions for each power flow.

Power Flow Type (Figure 3) τW1 τW2 Additional Condition

(a) τgl < τW1 < 0 τgl < τW2 < 0 |τeCVT| <
∣∣∣τW2(1−τW1)
τW1(1−τW2)

∣∣∣
(b) τW1 < τgl τW2 < τgl |τeCVT| <

∣∣∣τW2(1−τW1)
τW1(1−τW2)

∣∣∣
(c) τW1 > 0 τW2 > 0 |τeCVT| <

∣∣∣τW2(1−τW1)
τW1(1−τW2)

∣∣∣
(d) τW1 > 0 τW2 < τgl
(e) τW1 > 0 τgl < τW2 < 0
(f) τW1 < τgl τgl < τW2 < 0
(g) τgl < τW1 < 0 τW2 < τgl
(h) τgl < τW1 < 0 τW2 > 0
(i) τW1 > 0 τW2 > 0 |τeCVT| >

∣∣∣τW2(1−τW1)
τW1(1−τW2)

∣∣∣
(l) τW1 < τgl τW2 > 0

(m) τW1 < τgl τW2 < τgl |τeCVT| >
∣∣∣τW2(1−τW1)
τW1(1−τW2)

∣∣∣
(n) τgl < τW1 < 0 τgl < τW2 < 0 |τeCVT| >

∣∣∣τW2(1−τW1)
τW1(1−τW2)

∣∣∣
3.3. Efficiency

It has been demonstrated by Cammalleri et al. [14–16] that, ignoring losses, the power
through the eCVT divided by the power in input to the compound power-split device is
given by the following formula, independently of the internal arrangement:∣∣∣∣PeCVT

Pi

∣∣∣∣
ideal

=

∣∣∣∣ ∂τGl
∂τeCVT

τeCVT

τGl

∣∣∣∣ = τeCVT(τW2 − 1)(τW1 − τW2)(1 − τW1)

(τeCVT(τW2 − 1)− (τW1 − 1))(τW1τeCVT(τW2 − 1)− τW2(τW1 − 1))
(19)

In a real case, the power loss in the transmission is mainly due to the eCVT. The
overall efficiency can be derived under the hypothesis that the power losses in the other
components are negligible. This assumption is introduced because the efficiency of the
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eCVT is generally very low compared to the efficiency of the planetary gear trains. With
this assumption, the global efficiency can be calculated as follows

ηgl =
Pi + PLoss

Pi
(20)

The conservation of energy applied to the node connecting the input to shafts 1 and 3
leads to:

Pi − P1 − P3 = 0 (21)

If the power in the eCVT flows from left to right, that is when P5 < 0 and P6 > 0
(power flows (a), (e), (f), (i), (l) and (m)), the efficiency of the eCVT is given by:

ηeCVT = −P6

P5
(22)

where the signs of the powers refer to Figure 2. From the conservation of energy across the
eCVT, the power loss in the eCVT is given by:

PLoss = P5 + P6 = (1 − ηeCVT)P5 (23)

Combining Equations (15), (20)–(23) the global efficiency can be derived as a function
of the characteristic transmission ratios and of the efficiency of the eCVT:

ηgl = τgl

τgl − τW2 − ηeCVT

(
τgl − τW1

)
τW1

(
τgl − τW2

)
− ηeCVTτW2

(
τgl − τW1

) (24)

If the power in the eCVT flows from right to left (P5 > 0 and P6 < 0, power flows (b),
(c), (d), (g), (h) and (n)), the efficiency of the eCVT is given by:

ηeCVT = −P5

P6
(25)

From the conservation of energy across the eCVT, the power loss in the eCVT is
given by:

PLoss = P5 + P6 = − (1 − ηeCVT)

ηeCVT
P5 (26)

Combining Equations (15), (22), (23), (25) and (26) the global efficiency is given by:

ηgl = τgl

τgl − τW1 − ηeCVT

(
τgl − τW2

)
τW2

(
τgl − τW1

)
− ηeCVTτW1

(
τgl − τW2

) (27)

In conclusion, the purpose of this approach is to develop a tool to study the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the type C compound power-split device and to evaluate its
performance and the power flow obtained within the system. In the design stage, knowing
the input design parameters (namely the ranges of global and eCVT speed ratios), the
parameters of the planetary gears are obtained with Equations (10) and (11) (assuming
direct proportionality between global and eCVT speed ratios). Once the components of the
transmission are designed, the Tables 3 and 5 show the type of power flow according to
the kinematic parameters of the transmission. Equations (19), (24), and (27) can be used to
estimate the power flowing through the eCVT and the efficiency of the whole system.

4. Numerical Example

In this section the performance of the type C “four-port-mechanical-power split device”
(Figure 1c) is evaluated through a numerical example. This kind of architecture is often
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used as part of a more complex compound transmission and engaged in a specific speed
range, as for example shown by Zhang et al. [13]. Assuming that we are designing a
complex compound power split transmission that changes configuration depending on
the speed range, we can decide to engage the topology presented in this paper when the
global transmission ratio is between 0.7 and 1.5.

The input design parameters are therefore chosen as follows:

τglm = 0.7, τglM = 1.5, τeCVTm = −1.3, τeCVTM = 1.3 (28)

Assuming inverse proportionality between global and eCVT speed ratios, the corre-
sponding values of the planetary gear ratios are calculated with Equations (12) and (13):

τW1 = 1.722, τW2 = 1.357 (29)

Figure 4 shows how the global transmission ratio varies as a function of the speed
ratio of the eCVT (Equation (5)).

Figure 4. Global transmission ratio as a function of eCVT transmission ratio, given the input design parameters of
Equations (28) and (29).

Although the input parameters obtained so far appear reasonable for conventional
eCVT and planetary gear trains, it is important to assess the feasibility of the application
by checking the speed of the two electric machines in the eCVT (namely, ω5 and ω6).
Assuming a constant input speed of 4000 RPM, Figure 5 shows the speed of the electric
machines (Equation (4)), as a function of the global transmission ratio. The highest speed is
reached by the electric machine connected to shaft 6, which spins at a rate of 7360 RPM
when the global transmission ratio is 0.7. Considering that conventional electric machines
can work up to 9000 RPM [22], it is safe to accept these speed ranges.

The fraction of power through the eCVT in the ideal case |PeCVT/Pi|ideal is plotted in
Figure 6 as a function of the global transmission ratio, as obtained from Equation (19). The
efficiency of the whole system is shown in Figure 7 as a function of the global transmission
ratio, where the efficiency of the eCVT is assumed equal to 0.9.

In the plots of Figures 6 and 7, two different areas can be identified and each one
corresponds to a different type of power flow. For values of the global speed ratio between
1.357 and 1.5 power flow (f) is established in the transmission (Figure 3f). In this case, the
efficiency is calculated with Equation (24) because the power through the eCVT flows from
left to right. For τgl between 0.7 and 1.357, power flow (b) occurs, and the efficiency is
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calculated with Equation (27) because the power through the eCVT has changed direction,
flowing from right to left.

 

Figure 5. Speed of the electric machines as a function of the global transmission ratio.

 
Figure 6. eCVT power fraction vs. global transmission ratio, given the input design parameters of Equations (28) and (29).

The use of the type C architecture for this application is justified by the improved
efficiency of the whole system, which is much higher than the efficiency of the eCVT for
most of the range of the global transmission ratio (0.88 < τgl < 1.5). This is explained
by the fact that in the same region, the power flowing through the eCVT, that is the only
source of power losses, is lower than the input power (|PeCVT/Pi|ideal < 1). This condition
is verified by definition for the case of power flow (f), because the input power splits
twice before entering the eCVT, first between shafts 1 and 3, and then between shafts 5
and 2 Figure 3f). This means that power flow (f) is always advantageous. In the case of
power flow (b), the power through the eCVT is low when the global transmission ratio is
between 0.88 and 1.357, indicating that no recirculation occurs. However, when the global
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transmission ratio goes below 0.88 a significant fraction of the input power recirculates
through the eCVT, making the overall efficiency drop.

The drop in efficiency for low values of the global transmission ratio suggests that this
topology would be better suited as a part of a more complex compound transmission, in
which a system of clutches and brakes allows the user to change the architecture, choosing
one of the four configurations (Figure 1), connecting shafts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 accordingly.

Figure 7. Global efficiency vs. global transmission ratio, given the input design parameters of Equations (28) and (29).

5. Conclusions

This work focused on the evaluation of a compound power split device. The analyzed
transmission module is a type C four-port power split device. The twelve types of possible
power flow configurations were studied and the conditions at which each power flow
occurs have been derived. The main motivation behind this research was to study the
selected transmission topology and its properties, which will allow designers and practi-
tioners to estimate advantages and disadvantages of implementing this architecture within
a complex compound powertrain. A numerical example was proposed in which a type C
compound power split transmission is used. It was concluded that, although the efficiency
of the system is higher than the efficiency of the eCVT for most of the global transmission
ratio range, this topology would be better suited as a part of a more complex compound
transmission to be engaged in a specific speed range.

This work completes the in-depth study of the possible configurations of the four-port
power split device. Knowing the bounds of the eCVT and global speed ratios, the models
developed in these works establish an original approach by which is possible to evaluate:

• The type of power flow
• The amount of power that re-circulates through the e-CVT
• The overall efficiency of the system.

The main asset of the four-port power split device is that it is possible to design a
system of clutches and brakes that allows the user to change the architecture, choosing
one of the four configurations, connecting shafts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 accordingly. The
objective for future works is to develop an optimization tool that identifies the most
efficient configuration for each working condition. Ideally, this tool will help designers to
choose the best kinematic parameters (eCVT and planetary gears speed ratios) and obtain
an optimum four-port power split device for each specific application.
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Featured Application: The specific application of this research could be the implementation of a

hydrogen-fueled engine in a hybrid electric vehicle in order to improve the engine efficiency and

to eliminate its exhaust emissions.

Abstract: Hybrid electric vehicles are currently one of the most effective ways to increase the efficiency
and reduce the pollutant emissions of internal combustion engines. Green hydrogen, produced with
renewable energies, is an excellent alternative to fossil fuels in order to drastically reduce engine
pollutant emissions. In this work, the author proposes the implementation of a hydrogen-fueled
engine in a hybrid vehicle; the investigated hybrid powertrain is the power-split type in which the
engine, two electric motor/generators and the drive shaft are coupled together by a planetary gear
set; this arrangement allows the engine to operate independently from the wheels and, thus, to
exploit the best efficiency operating points. A set of numeric simulations were performed in order to
compare the gasoline-fueled engine with the hydrogen-fueled one in terms of the thermal efficiency
and total energy consumed during a driving cycle. The simulation results show a mean engine
efficiency increase of around 17% when fueled with hydrogen with respect to gasoline and an energy
consumption reduction of around 15% in a driving cycle.

Keywords: hydrogen; hybrid electric vehicle; pollutant emissions

1. Introduction

Road vehicles, both heavy and light duty, are primarily responsible for the pollutant
and greenhouse gas emissions of the transportation sector. In recent decades, great research
efforts have been made to reduce the environmental impact of road vehicles following
two main strategies: the implementation of non-fossil fuels (bio-fuels, green hydrogen and
electricity from renewable sources) and overall vehicle efficiency increases. Hybrid Electric
Vehicles (HEV) are an example of the second strategy since they implement an Internal
Combustion Engine (ICE), which is the main energy source, coupled with one or more
electric machines and a battery pack that are meant to support the ICE during transient
operations and to recover the vehicle’s kinetic energy during deceleration phases.

The power-split powertrain configuration is one of the most economic and efficient; it
is endowed of a planetary gear set (the power split device) that couples together the ICE,
two electric motor/generators and the driveshaft connected to the wheels. This particular
arrangement allows to operate the engine independently from the wheels and then to
exploit, for each road load condition, the best ICE efficiency operating condition [1,2]. As
far as greenhouse gasses emission reductions are concerned, the most promising alternative
to fossil fuels, as an energy carrier, is represented by the so-called green hydrogen, produced
by water electrolysis with renewable energy sources [3,4]. A stoichiometric air-hydrogen
mixture has a volumetric power density comparable with gaseous hydrocarbons, hydrogen
can be stored and transported, and its combustion produces only water.

There is a huge amount of literature on the use of hydrogen as a fuel in ICE [5–8]
exploring the pro and cons of its application; however, one undeniable conclusion is that the
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engine emissions are almost free from carbon dioxides (except the few coming from engine
lubricant) and under fuel lean combustion operation, also free from nitrous monoxide [5].

Starting from the two important conclusions that hybridization improves the ICE
engine efficiency and that the hydrogen-fueled ICE is the cleanest possible, the author ex-
plored the possibility to hybridize a hydrogen-fueled ICE in order to compare its efficiency
with that of the same hybridized engine when fueled with gasoline; a series of numeric
simulations, detailed in the subsequent section, was made with the purpose to compare the
hydrogen-fueled ICE with the gasoline one in terms of the Brake Thermal Efficiency (BTE)
and total energy consumption in a driving cycle (DC). The implementation of a hydrogen-
fueled ICE in an HEV is not new, some examples can be found in the literature—both
theoretical [9–11] and practical [12–14]—proving that the topic is attractive, and the present
work fit perfectly into this trend.

In [11], a fuel consumption reduction of 12.6% was reported for a hydrogen-fueled
engine, in an HEV, compared to its gasoline counterpart; in [12], a 14.32% reduction in DC
fuel consumption was reported for a hydrogen-enriched diesel engine, in an HEV, with
respect to the standard diesel engine equipped in a conventional vehicle. In [13], a 20%
fuel consumption reduction was reported when comparing a hydrogen-fueled HEV with a
gasoline-fueled conventional vehicle.

All the above-mentioned studies either refer to hydrogen-enriched conventional fuels
or refer to existing conventional engines converted to hydrogen and implemented in
HEV but are experimental studies; there are few pure theoretical studies proving the
superiority of hydrogen over gasoline in an HEV based on engine fuel consumption maps
as performed in this work. The results of the present theoretical study largely confirm the
engine efficiency and fuel consumption improvements reported in the literature.

The work proposed here starts from an existing spark-ignition ICE whose behavior,
in terms of performance efficiency and pollutant emissions, has been widely explored
experimentally both in gasoline and in natural gas (NG) operating modes [15–21]. The
engine has been simulated with a zero-dimensional (0-D) thermodynamic model [22,23]
that, after proper calibration with experimental data [22], is able to predict the engine
performance in terms of BTE or Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (BSFC) maps.

In the present work, a simulated BTE map of the mentioned engine fueled with
hydrogen, as detailed in the following section, was obtained and compared with the BTE
map of the gasoline-fueled engine in order to highlight the advantages of the hydrogen fuel
in terms of engine BTE increases and DC energy consumption reduction. Three different
comparisons were performed: at first the mean engine BTE, evaluated over all the possible
engine operating conditions, was compared referring to a conventional vehicle application,
then the mean engine BTE, evaluated only over the best efficiency operating points, was
compared referring to an HEV that is able to, due to its power-split arrangement, exploit
the ICE engine only in its best efficiency operating points.

Finally, the DC energy consumption of the hydrogen hybrid vehicle was compared
with both the gasoline conventional and the gasoline hybrid vehicle. The results of all
comparisons are in favor of the hydrogen-fueled engine, which proves to be the cleanest
and most efficient candidate to substitute, in the near future, fossil fuels as an ICE power
source in both conventional and hybrid vehicles.

2. Numerical Simulations

A 0-D thermodynamic model, described in [22], properly calibrated using experi-
mental data coming from a spark-ignition engine fueled with both gasoline and gaseous
fuels [22,23], was used in the present work to obtain BTE maps of the engine when fueled
with both gasoline and hydrogen. Table 1 shows the ICE specifications.
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Table 1. Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) specifications.

Engine Specification Value

brand and model FIAT-FIRE 1.2 8v
n. of cylinders 4

Bore 70.8 (mm)
Stroke 78.86 (mm)

Rod to crank ratio 3.27
Compression ratio 9.8

Engine displacement 1242 (cm3)
Engine maximum power 43.1 (kW)

The main model inputs are the engine speed, engine load (Manifold Absolute Pressure
or MAP), air/fuel mass ratio and spark advance (SA); the main model outputs are the engine
indicated and brake mean effective pressures (IMEP and BMEP), the engine indicated and
brake thermal efficiencies (ITE and BTE) and the engine torque and power. With respect
to the previous simulation version [22], which was able to evaluate only the in-cylinder
pressure during the whole engine cycle and then the IMEP, an engine friction model was
added in order to evaluate the friction mean effective pressure (FMEP) and, in turn, both
the BMEP and BTE. The Chen and Flynn friction model [24] was implemented; according
to this model, the engine FMEP can be evaluated using the following equation:

FMEP = A + B · pmax + C · n + D · n2 (1)

where pmax is the maximum in-cylinder pressure; n is the engine speed; and A, B, C and D
are calibration coefficients that were tuned by means of experimental data in [15].

To identify the air/fuel (A/F) ratio of a mixture, the coefficient of excess air λ is
defined, it is the fraction between the actual A/F ratio and the stoichiometric one. In
order to avoid dangerous combustion phenomena, such as pre-ignition and knocking, the
hydrogen-fueled ICE must be operated with a lean A/F mixture [5–8] (i.e., with λ > 1), and
this (together with the lower specific power of hydrogen) reduces the engine performance
with respect to the gasoline operation mode; to fill this gap, one of the most used techniques
is supercharging. In the literature, many combinations of supercharging pressure and
λ values can be found that lead to knock-safe operation and allow obtaining the same
performance as gasoline-fueled engine [5,25–27].

The only pollutant emitted by a hydrogen-fueled engine, with a stoichiometric A/F
ratio, is nitrous oxides (NOx); however, as soon as the A/F mixture is doubled (i.e., λ = 2) a
drastic drop in NOx emissions is found [5,25,26]. Even supercharged engines do not emit
NOx as long as the maximum combustion temperature remains below 1800 K [5], and in
all the simulations presented in this work, the maximum combustion temperature remains
below 1700 K.

Resuming the literature findings, one can roughly say that, with λ = 2 and a super-
charging pressure of 2 bar absolute, the hydrogen-fueled engine is able to restore the
gasoline engine performances and almost eliminate the NOx emissions. Regarding the
combustion speed, hydrogen exhibits a laminar flame velocity one order of magnitude
greater than gasoline for the stoichiometric A/F ratio and around 60% greater than gasoline
for λ = 2 [27,28]. Considering the same engine and operating conditions, the turbulence
inside the combustion chamber should be the same for both gasoline and hydrogen fuels,
and then the ratio between the laminar flame velocities of the two fuels can be roughly
considered the same between the turbulent flame velocities.

This conclusion was confirmed by some preliminary experimental tests performed
by the author on an ICE test bench. Resuming all the above-mentioned considerations, in
order to simulate a hydrogen-fueled engine that should produce the same performance
of the gasoline counterpart (i.e., the maximum power), that should not produce abnormal
combustion phenomena and that should not emit NOx, the combustion duration must be
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set to roughly 60% of the gasoline counterpart, the A/F ratio must be set to λ = 2, and the
engine must be supercharged in order to obtain MAP = 2 bar absolute.

The engine model was then upgraded in order to implement supercharging (SC) in
two different ways: using a turbocharger (TC) driven by an exhaust gas turbine or using a
volumetric compressor (VC) driven directly by the engine. In the first case, the engine MAP
is set to a desired value that, for the sake of simplicity, was kept constant as the engine
speed varied; the engine back pressure (pb) was evaluated supposing that the same mass
flows through both the compressor and turbine and equating the two specific works with
the following equation:

pb =

⎛
⎝1 −

TMAN

(
MAP

k − 1
k − 1

)
ηcηtTEXMAN

⎞
⎠

− k
k − 1

(2)

where k is the isentropic coefficient (1.4 for air); TMAN is the inlet manifold air temperature
that is set to the ambient temperature (300 K) considering the presence of an intercooler; ηc
and ηt are the compressor and turbine isentropic efficiencies set to 0.85 and 0.9, respectively;
and TEXMAN is the exhaust manifold gas temperature set to a first-try value and then
verified by simulations with an iterative process.

In the case of volumetric compressor supercharging (VCSC), as far as the compressor
is driven directly by the engine, the corresponding FMEPc must be evaluated in order to
obtain: BMEP = IMEP − FMEP − FMEPc. Assuming, for the sake of simplicity, an adiabatic
screw compressor, the same volumetric efficiency for both engine and compressor and the
presence of an intercooler between compressor and engine, one obtains:

FMEPc =
k

k − 1
MAP

(
MAP

k − 1
k − 1

)
(3)

The desired MAP value depends on the compressor displacement Vc and rotating
speed nc:

MAP =
2Vcnc

Vn
(4)

where V and n are the engine displacement and rotating speed, respectively.
Three engine configurations were simulated: the naturally aspirated gasoline-fueled

engine, the turbocharged (TC) hydrogen-fueled engine and the supercharged (SC), with
volumetric compressor (VC) hydrogen-fueled engine. For all the configurations, the engine
speed and MAP were varied obtaining many different operating conditions. For each
operating condition, λ and SA were set as the optimal values (i.e., the maximum brake
torque SA) or the knock-limited values (in the case of gasoline-fueled engines, those values
were experimentally pre-determined [15–17]).

Some preliminary simulations were performed in order to find the MAP value of the
boosted hydrogen-fueled engine able to produce the same maximum power of the gasoline
version (43.1 kW): for the TC version, this value was MAP = 2.1 bar absolute (in accordance with
the above-mentioned considerations) while, for the VCSC version, the value was MAP = 2.7 bar
absolute; the second MAP value was higher because of the higher energy needed to drive
the compressor.

Figure 1 shows the λ and SA maps used in the gasoline-fueled engine simulation
for all the operating conditions. The SA value is expressed in crank angle degrees (CAD)
before top dead center (BTDC).
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. λ (a) and SA (b) maps of the gasoline-fueled engine vs. engine speed [rpm] and MAP [bar].

For both hydrogen configurations, the A/F ratio is fixed at λ = 2 for all the operating
conditions, while the SA is set to the maximum brake torque value. Figure 2a,b shows the
SA maps adopted for the TC and SC engine, respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. SA maps of the TC (a) and VCSC (b) hydrogen-fueled engine vs. engine speed and MAP.

The main differences between gasoline- and hydrogen-fueled engine simulations are
that the gasoline engine is operated with a rich A/F mixture and limited SA near full
load conditions (Figure 1) to avoid knocking phenomena, and this lowers the engine BTE
compared to hydrogen configurations; and the combustion duration of a gasoline-fueled
engine is set to around 80 CAD [16,22,23] while the hydrogen combustion duration is set
to around 50 CAD (roughly 60% lower than gasoline as stated above), and this further
increases the hydrogen engine BTE compared to gasoline operation.

As already stated before, the hybridization obtains the best results for a conventional
engine, and the scope of this work is to compare the hydrogen- and gasoline-fueled
engines on their best operating conditions. The ICE is supposed to be implemented in a
series-parallel hybrid vehicle equipped with a power-split device and two electric motor-
generators in order to obtain the advantages of both series and parallel configurations as
well as a high voltage battery pack (140 V) able to both recover the kinetic energy of the
decelerating vehicle and drive the electric motor during transient operations.

The electric motors maximum power can be set to around 80% of the ICE maximum
power (36 kW), and the battery pack energy capacity can be set to around 900 Wh. The
above-described hybrid vehicle specifications correspond to that of a light duty passenger
car [29].
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In order to test the three hybridized engines (gasoline, VCSC and TC hydrogen) in
a realistic situation, the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Cycle (WLTC) was
considered. The cycle is composed of 1800 speed and acceleration values divided by a one
second time interval (a fine discretization). For each speed value of the WLTC, the power
required by the vehicle (PRV) was evaluated as the product between the speed and the
force required to push the vehicle at that speed, sum of the acceleration force Fa and the
drag force Fd. Since both the speed and acceleration are known, for each operating point of
the WLTC, it is possible to evaluate Fa with the following equation:

Fa = (m + mr)a (5)

where m is the vehicle curb weight, a is its acceleration and mr is the total equivalent mass
of the rotating elements.

Fd is the sum of aerodynamic and rolling resistance forces and can be evaluated with
the following equation:

Fd =
1
2

Adρv2 + mg fr (6)

where ρ is the air density, v is the vehicle speed, Ad is the drag area (product of the vehicle
frontal area and the drag coefficient), g is the gravitational acceleration and fr is the wheels’
rolling friction coefficient. Assuming mr = 45 kg, m = 1000 kg, Ad = 0.75 m2 (mean values of
a standard passenger car [29]) and fr = 0.01, the PRV was evaluated for each point of the
WLTC. The power supplied by the engine (PSE) was evaluated with the following equation:

PSE =
PRV

ηt
(7)

where ηt is the transmission efficiency for which a value of 0.9 can be set [30–33].
Assuming that in a split-power HEV the engine is always operated in its best efficiency

points, for each WLTC operating point a specific procedure (described in the following
section) was used to link a specific engine efficiency to each PSE and then to evaluate the
power required by the engine (PRE); integrating the PRE values along the 1800 s of the
WLTC duration, the total required energy was found.

Considering that an HEV is able to recover a part of the energy required to decelerate
the vehicle, all the operating points of WLTC that involve a negative PRV were integrated,
and the corresponding total energy, multiplied by an efficiency factor, was subtracted to
the total required energy to obtain the total energy consumption. The efficiency factor,
considering the conversion efficiency of the electrical machines and batteries involved, was
set to a conservative value of 0.65.

To have a “low efficiency” reference, the conventional gasoline engine was tested with
the above-described procedure; a five-speed gearbox with the following gear ratios was
set: t1 = 0.36, t2 = 0.53, t3 = 0.85, t4 = 1.14 and t5 = 1.22, and the final drive ratio was 0.29.
For each WLTC vehicle speed, the engine speed was evaluated considering the following gear
change speed for each gear ratio: v1 = 35 km/h, v2 = 70 km/h, v3 = 112 km/h and v4 = 168 km/h.

For each WLTC point, knowing the engine speed and the PSE, a specific engine BTE
was taken from the simulated engine map in Figure 3a (shown in the following section)
and used to evaluate the corresponding PRE; integrating all the PRE values over the WLTC
time duration, the total required energy was evaluated and, due to the absence of energy
recovery systems, coincides with the total energy consumption. Clearly, this procedure
does not exploit the best engine efficiency points because the operating condition is bound
by the engine speed that, in turn, is bound by the fixed engine-driveshaft gear ratio.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Simulated (a) and experimental (b) BTE maps of the gasoline-fueled engine.

3. Results and Discussion

The results of gasoline- and hydrogen-fueled engine simulations are presented in
terms of BTE instead of BSFC because of the different lower heating values of the two
fuels. Figure 3 shows the simulated (a) and experimental (b) BTE maps of the gaso-
line engine as a function of engine speed and BMEP (proportional to engine torque).
The maximum efficiency is 0.265, and it is located below the full load condition for the
above-mentioned considerations.

Figure 4 shows the BTE maps coming from the hydrogen-fueled engine simulation
with the TC (a) configuration and the VCSC (b) configuration; some relevant aspects can
be highlighted: the maximum BTE of the SC engine (0.277) is higher than the gasoline
one but lower than the TC one (0.305); furthermore, the maximum BTE zone of the SC
engine is well below the full load condition, such as in the gasoline BTE map while, in
the TC configuration, the maximum efficiency zone is located at maximum BMEP. The TC
configuration performs better than the VCSC one likely due to high compression work at
high MAP levels in the second case.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. BTE maps of the hydrogen-fueled engine.
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When the engine equips a conventional vehicle, for a given road load (i.e., a required
power), there are infinite possible combinations of engine speed and load (operating points)
that produce that power; however, only one is the best efficiency point. This scenario is
represented in Figure 5 where the gasoline-fueled engine BTE map is displayed together
with two curves at constant required power (10 and 20 kW); the curves cross the BTE
surface in many different points but only the two marked with a green cross are the best
efficiency points (i.e., the points where the constant power curve is tangent to a constant
BTE curve).

Figure 5. The best efficiency points at constant required power (gasoline).

The main difference between a conventional vehicle and a split-power hybrid one is
that, in the first case, the ICE operating point depends on both the vehicle operating point
and the current gear ratio between engine shaft and wheels while, in the second case, the
engine can always be operated in the best efficiency points due to the decoupling between
ICE and wheels and to the application of energy management control strategies (EMCS).

To find the mean BTE of the three engine configurations described above, equipping a
conventional vehicle, one should evaluate the average BTE over all the points in the maps
reported in Figures 3a and 4a,b because all the points are potential operating conditions.

Table 2 shows the mean BTE comparison for the three analyzed engine configurations:
the same trend of the maximum BTEs is observed with the TC hydrogen-fueled engine that
outperforms the gasoline operated one (almost 20% mean BTE increase), and the TC setup
is slightly better than the VCSC one.

Table 2. The mean BTE of the three engine configurations in a conventional vehicle.

Engine Configuration Mean BTE % Increase Compared to Gasoline

gasoline 0.211 0
hydrogen VCSC 0.246 16.5%

hydrogen TC 0.253 19.5%

As already stated before, the hybridization obtains the best results from a conventional
engine, and the scope of this work is to compare the hydrogen- and gasoline-fueled engines
at their best operating conditions. Assuming that, theoretically, a split-power HEV is able
to operate the engine in its higher BTE operating point for each required power, the best
efficiency path (BEP) is defined as the curve in the BTE map that links all the maximum
BTE points for each possible required power from zero to the maximum (43.1 kW).

Figure 6 shows the gasoline BTE map with different constant power curves and, in
green, the BEP that links all the tangent points between a constant power curve and an
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iso-efficiency curve. The mean engine BTE, in this case, was evaluated as the average value
over all the points lying in the BEP.

Figure 6. The gasoline-engine BTE map with the BEP in green.

Figure 7 shows the BTE maps of hydrogen-fueled engines in both TC and VCSC
configuration with the BEP curves. The mean BTE value of the hydrogen-fueled engine
equipped in an HEV is evaluated by averaging the BTE values lying on the BEP curves.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. The hydrogen-engine BTE map with the BEP in green.

Table 3 shows, for all the three engine configurations, the power and BTE values of all
the points lying on the BEP.
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Table 3. The engine power and BTE of points lying on BEPs.

Power [kW]
Gasoline

BTE Gasoline
Power [kW] SC

Hydrogen
BTE SC Hydrogen

Power [kW] TC
Hydrogen

BTE TC
Hydrogen

3.9 0.182 4.2 0.226 3.6 0.212
4.6 0.195 5.4 0.247 4.5 0.232
5.4 0.206 6.4 0.258 5.5 0.248
6.9 0.223 7.4 0.263 6.3 0.259
7.6 0.230 8.3 0.266 7.2 0.266
8.4 0.233 9.2 0.267 8.0 0.271
9.2 0.236 10.1 0.268 8.8 0.276

10.1 0.241 10.9 0.268 9.6 0.280
11.0 0.238 11.9 0.268 10.3 0.279
11.9 0.247 12.7 0.272 11.1 0.282
12.4 0.245 13.9 0.272 11.9 0.285
13.6 0.251 14.5 0.274 12.7 0.287
14.9 0.249 15.9 0.275 13.6 0.289
15.5 0.253 16.4 0.276 14.4 0.291
16.9 0.253 17.2 0.275 15.2 0.292
17.4 0.255 17.9 0.276 16.2 0.294
18.9 0.258 19.4 0.276 17.2 0.296
19.2 0.257 20.9 0.276 18.9 0.298
20.9 0.262 21.6 0.277 20.0 0.300
22.0 0.250 21.8 0.276 21.6 0.301
22.8 0.263 23.6 0.276 22.9 0.302
24.1 0.257 24.8 0.275 24.4 0.302
25.5 0.255 25.3 0.275 25.8 0.304
26.6 0.265 26.3 0.274 27.0 0.303
27.8 0.261 27.0 0.274 28.7 0.305
28.4 0.264 28.7 0.273 29.6 0.302
29.1 0.258 29.1 0.272 31.3 0.304
30.1 0.256 30.3 0.271 31.9 0.301
31.4 0.261 31.8 0.269 33.8 0.303
32.6 0.258 32.6 0.268 34.1 0.300
33.8 0.257 33.3 0.267 36.0 0.302
34.6 0.254 34.4 0.266 37.4 0.294
36.1 0.252 35.7 0.265 38.0 0.299
37.5 0.250 36.1 0.264 38.6 0.290
38.5 0.247 37.7 0.261 39.6 0.296
39.9 0.245 39.2 0.259 40.8 0.292
41.0 0.241 40.8 0.254 41.8 0.288
41.9 0.237 42.0 0.249 42.5 0.283
42.6 0.234 42.7 0.243 42.9 0.277
43.1 0.226 43.1 0.236 43.1 0.271

Table 4 shows the average values extracted from Table 3, which are the mean BTE
of a gasoline- or hydrogen-fueled ICE when equipped in an HEV. Some important con-
siderations can be drawn: The ICE hybridization brings great benefits to the mean BTE
in both gasoline (+15.9%) and hydrogen (+8.0% and +13.3%) configurations. TC remains,
also in HEV, a better alternative than VCSC. Finally, the TC hydrogen ICE has a higher
mean BTE than the gasoline hybridized engine in both the conventional and hybridized
configurations with increases of +3.1% and +16.7%, respectively.

Table 4. The mean BTE of the three engine configurations in an HEV.

HEV ICE Configuration Mean BTE
% Increase Compared to

Gasoline Hybrid
% Increase Compared to

Conventional

gasoline 0.245 0 15.9%
hydrogen VCSC 0.266 8.6% 8.0%

hydrogen TC 0.286 16.7% 13.3%
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In order to test the three hybridized engines (gasoline, VCSC and TC hydrogen) in a
more realistic situation, they were implemented in the WLTC driving cycle as described
above. Table 5 resumes the findings, in terms of the total energy consumed in the WLTC, of
both gasoline- and hydrogen-fueled engines. All the hybrid configurations show a strong
reduction of energy consumption compared to the conventional gasoline engine, from
the −15% of the hybrid gasoline to the −23.6% of the VCSC hybrid and finally to the
−28.2% of the TC hybrid, and this confirms the effectiveness of the hybrid technology in
increasing the vehicle efficiency by exploiting the engine best efficiency operating points
and by recovering the vehicle kinetic energy.

Table 5. WLTC energy and fuel mass consumption comparison.

ICE Configuration
Total Energy

Consumption [kJ]

Energy Difference
Compared to

Gasoline
Hybrid [%]

Energy Difference
Compared to

Gasoline
Conventional [%]

Total Fuel Mass
Consumption [kg]

gasoline
conventional 50,731 +18.0% 0 1.153

gasoline hybrid 42,930 0 −15.0% 0.976
hydrogen VCSC

hybrid 38,749 −9.7% −23.6% 0.323

hydrogen TC
hybrid 36,430 −15.1% −28.2% 0.304

Table 5 highlights the efficiency increases specifically due to the use of hydrogen in a
hybrid vehicle with respect to gasoline (third column). The hydrogen VCSC hybrid engine
shows a total energy consumption that is 9.7% lower than the gasoline hybrid, and the
hydrogen TC hybrid engine is 15.1% lower than the gasoline hybrid confirming the already
discussed mean efficiency increases reported in Table 4.

The total fuel mass consumption of hydrogen (in both TC and VCSC configurations)
was lower than one third that of gasoline, and the main reason is the lower heating value
of hydrogen that is three times that of gasoline. In any case, a vehicle mileage evaluation
can be made. The energy consumption reduction of 15.1% agrees well with the above-
mentioned literature results [9–14] in which a range between 12% and 20% of gasoline
equivalent fuel consumption reduction has been reported between conventional fuel and
hydrogen in HEV.

Considering that a 50 L cylinder at 300 bar pressure contains 1.35 kg of hydrogen, and
with 0.304 kg of hydrogen, a TC HEV can theoretically travel 23.262 km (WLTC equivalent
travel distance), three cylinders would allow a 310.3 km travel distance, which is good
mileage if compared with natural-gas-fueled light duty vehicles for which commercial
data [34,35] and the scientific literature [36,37] report an average mileage of around 400 km
considering a typical 13–14 kg fuel tank capacity.

To resume the findings, the hydrogen-fueled engine, also in its conventional configuration,
performed better than the gasoline engine even if the latter was hybridized (Tables 2 and 4).
If the hydrogen engine underwent hybridization, this performance gap increased even
more (Table 4); this efficiency gap remained almost unchanged when analyzing the WLTC
total energy consumption (Table 5), and a respectable mileage of more than 300 km was
estimated for the TC hydrogen-fueled engine. This conclusion, together with the fact that
the hydrogen-fueled engine is almost free from pollutant and greenhouse gasses emissions
proves the superiority of green hydrogen over traditional fossil fuels in both conventional
and hybrid vehicles.

4. Conclusions

This paper shows a theoretical comparison between a gasoline- and a hydrogen-fueled
ICE equipped in an HEV; a set of simulations was performed in order to compare the two
fuels in terms of both the engine efficiency and total energy consumption while keeping
the maximum engine power constant. To obtain the same maximum power of the gasoline-
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fueled engine, the hydrogen engine must be supercharged, and the best solution proved
to be a turbocharger driven by an exhaust gas turbine. The first comparison involves a
conventional vehicle: the hydrogen turbocharged engine exhibited an average BTE 19.5%
higher than that of the gasoline counterpart.

A second comparison between the two fuels was performed considering the engine
aboard an HEV that exploits, for each operating condition, the best engine efficiency. In
this case, the hydrogen TC engine showed an average BTE 16.7% higher than that of the
gasoline one. Finally, the WLTC driving cycle was considered in order to evaluate the total
energy consumption of the engine equipped in the HEV and fueled either by gasoline or by
hydrogen. In this case, the total energy consumption of the hydrogen-fueled engine (HEV)
was 15.1% lower than that of the gasoline one (HEV) and 28.2% lower if compared with the
gasoline engine aboard a conventional vehicle.

An indicative mileage of 300 km was estimated for the hybrid hydrogen engine with a
150 L tank loaded at 300 bar pressure. The energy consumption reduction of 15.1% agrees
with the above-mentioned literature results in which a range between 12% and 20% of
gasoline equivalent fuel consumption reduction was reported between conventional fuel
and hydrogen in HEVs.

The higher engine efficiency when fueled with hydrogen compared with gasoline is
mainly due to three reasons: the lean mixture composition (while gasoline, at full load and
works with rich mixture), the better combustion phasing allowed by the higher knocking
resistance and the shorter combustion duration due to the higher flame speed. In this work,
the three mentioned advantages of hydrogen were quantified in terms of attainable engine
efficiency increase and energy consumption reduction in HEVs.

Our conclusion is that a hydrogen-fueled engine performs better than the gasoline
counterpart in both conventional and hybrid vehicles; considering that hydrogen, under
proper operating conditions, is a zero-emissions fuel, this represents an almost obligatory
choice in the automotive field.
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Abstract: Renewable energy and electric vehicle technology are the two pillars for achieving a
sustainable future. Floating solar power plants use PV modules on water infrastructure to save the
land and increase module efficiency. Furthermore, the reduction in evaporation saves water. Electric
vehicles are one of the fastest-growing markets and the most successful technologies to combat the
problem of energy and climate change. This research aims to construct a floating PV system on
the lake of the Vellore Institute of Technology (VIT), to analyze electric vehicle performance and
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions when charged using the installed floating PV system. To address
this, a 1.5 MWP floating PV system was simulated and analyzed using Helioscope software. When
charged from the proposed floating PV plant, electric bikes, scooters, and cars saved CO2 emissions.
When charged from a floating PV, E-bike, E-scooter, and E-car Net CO2 emissions became zero in 25.5,
12.1, and 7.7 months, respectively. After the aforementioned time periods, all three electric vehicle
types were zero-emission vehicles. The required charge for all three types of vehicles (1,000,000 km)
was analyzed using a floating PV system. E-bike, E-scooter, and E-car CO2 emission savings were
−8,516,000 g/kWh, −328,000 g/kWh, and 525,600,000 g/kWh, respectively. All three types of electric
vehicles can reduce CO2 emissions for nations that rely on renewable energy, but only electric cars
save carbon emissions over fixed distances. Through this research, we finally conclude that electric
cars reduce CO2 emissions the most compared to other electric vehicles.

Keywords: floating PV system; evaporation; e-mobility; electric car; CO2 emission

1. Introduction

Climate change has led to habitable places turning into deserts as wildfires and heat-
waves occur increasingly around the world [1]. The warming of the Arctic has resulted in
the melting of permafrost, glacial retreat, and sea ice loss [2]. It has affected the environment
in very extreme ways, from sea levels rising to species going extinct. Climate change has
been referred to as one of the most dangerous threats to human health by the World Health
Organization (WHO) [3]. One of the best ways to mitigate the negative effects of climate
change is to reduce the use of internal combustion engine-based vehicles and by adopting
electric vehicles (EVs). Along with that, another way to mitigate the effects of climate
change is by adopting renewable energy sources. The world target regarding electricity
generated per year should be wholly from renewables compared to 25% (7000 TWh/year)
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at present. Among the various renewable energy sources available, solar energy has been
getting much attention. The total installed capacity of solar energy at present is 384 GW
and by 2050, the installation target is 8519 GW [4].

In recent years, a particular technology has been developed which involves fixing
PV systems on canals, conduits, and channels. This technology is popularly called the
floating solar PV system (FSPVS). The first proper FSPVS system was installed in 2007 in
Aichi, Japan. It slowly began to increase with the yearly installed capacity reaching up to
1096 MWp per year. By the end of August 2020, the total global installed capacity of FSPVS
would have reached 2.6 GWp. However, owing to COVID-19, installations were expected
to decelerate in 2020, as seen in Figure 1 [5–8]. According to the report presented in [9], the
worldwide floating solar market was valued at USD 2.55 billion in 2021 and is predicted
to increase to USD 10.09 billion by 2030, with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
16.5% between 2022 and 2030. This can be easily inferred from Figure 2. The number of
research papers on floating PV systems in the last 15 years is shown in Figure 3. It is clear
that FSPVS is an exponentially growing technology.

 
Figure 1. Yearly installed capacity of floating PV plant.

 
Figure 2. Total projected market size of floating PV [9].
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Figure 3. Number of publications based on floating PV systems by year.

Due to favorable government laws and the benefits of zero land usage and reduced
evaporation, the deployment of PV systems on water bodies is quickly rising. The FSPVS
system consists of the floating system, the mooring system, the PV system, the wires, and
the connections.

(a) Floating system: The floating system is a combination of structure and floater. The PV
system is mounted on top of the floating system.

(b) Mooring system: A mooring system is any structure to which a vessel may be anchored
using cables or anchors. Mooring prevents FSPVS components from spinning or
floating away.

(c) PV system: A PV system consists of PV modules and other power conditioning
equipment for converting solar energy to electrical energy. In general, crystalline
solar PV modules are utilized, although there is ongoing research into the type of PV
modules installed in FSPVS. Sahu et al. [10] recently conducted an energy analysis of
thin-film PV technology on land, water, and submerged systems, demonstrating the
advantages of submerged installations.

Goswami et al. [11] conducted a thorough analysis of the various designs and architec-
tures of floating FSPVS, as well as their economic implications. Theoretically, Sairam and
Oliveria [12] have suggested numerous creative concepts for improving the performance
of canal-top PV systems. The practical usefulness of these ideas, on the other hand, must
be investigated. The influence of PV cover on water quality, water body ecology, and
evaporation has been examined by Taye et al. [13]. Water bodies with excellent covering
may have less of an influence on their environment. Figure 4 presents the structure and
components of a PSPVS.

Many FPV projects have been researched in recent years. The most impactful ones
have been the high-capacity projects. In [14], a study of a 10 MWp FPV plant in Bakreswar
found that a floating solar PV plant has 10.2% more capacity than a land-based system.
In [15], 13 Kwp, 45.1 MWp, and 163 MWp FPV were analyzed to show that they are
cost-effective. In Mettur Dam, Tamil Nadu, a 150 MW FPV system with tracking on the
dam of the hydro plant was analyzed and observed that it can reduce CO2 emissions by
135.92 ktonnes [16]. Recently, in [17], a 6513 MW FPV was installed in Uttar Pradesh’s
Rajghat Dam to determine annual evaporation loss (or 0.9 L per kWh). The levelized
cost of energy (LCOE) is USD 0.036/kWh (INR 2.61/kWh) with an IRR of 8.55%, which
is encouraging for widespread FSPV deployment. This was the project with the highest
installed capacity in 2022.
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Figure 4. Components of a FSPVS.

Along with advancements in renewable energy, EV has been the biggest change that is
being made in the world to lead a sustainable and clean future. The global electric sales
have gone up exponentially. It began with one million electric vehicles sold globally in
2015 and increased exponentially up to ten million in 2021 [18], China and Europe seem
to be the leaders in the EV market followed by Europe. The first milestone we expect
to reach is 20 million EVs by 2025. After that, low estimates mention 33 million EVs by
2030, whereas high estimates talk about 47 million EVs [19]. Figure 5 represents the EV
market Size from 2010–2020 and the projected market size till 2030. The low indicates the
case where sustainable development policies are not adopted while the high estimate of
47 million refers to the case when sustainable development is followed. This provides the
motivation to explore the performance analysis of EVs when charged by a FSPVS.

Figure 5. EV market size (in billion USD) from 2010–2020 and projected market size till 2030.

A research study was conducted by the Department of Energy [20] in which the
complete cradle-to-grave lifecycle GHG emissions of EVs were compared to the average
gasoline vehicle, which reached the same results as in [19], that hybrid EVs (HEVs), PEVs,
and shorter-range BEVs cut greenhouse gas emissions, whereas longer-range BEVs are
equivalent to the typical gasoline vehicles. Michalek et al. [21] quantified the lifetime GHG
emissions and criteria pollutants of electric cars as well as the benefits of oil substitution.
They discovered that EVs with larger battery packs are more costly, heavier, and emit more
emissions than HEVs and PEVs with smaller battery packs, and that they give less emission
gains. In both the basic and optimistic cases, all EVs cut emissions when compared to
the average gasoline car. Shen [22] discovered that the manufacture of the EV accounts
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for 18.5% of the energy and 17% of the greenhouse gas emissions, while consumption
accounted for 81.5% and 83%, respectively. Each study that analyzes the whole cradle-
to-grave energy and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of electric vehicles concludes that
emissions from vehicle usage surpass emissions from vehicle production.

The literature highlights the need to drive towards a more sustainable future by
reducing the CO2 emissions in EVs. This led to the motivation to utilize FSPVS to perform
CO2 analysis of EVs. This has not yet been explored in the literature.

1.1. Contribution

At present, the literature on Floating PV systems focuses mostly on installation and
design approaches, but there has been nothing in the literature examining the system’s
benefits when charging electric vehicles. The implementation of EVs cannot help greatly
towards the reduction in CO2 emissions until or unless they are charged from a green grid
instead of a conventional thermal grid. In this paper, a FSPVS of 1.5 MWp capacity has
been designed and simulated at the natural lake of VIT, Vellore. The generated power has
been analyzed and used to charge the E-bicycle, E-scooter and E-car to calculate the zero
CO2 emission periods of the said vehicles when life cycle CO2 emission from each vehicle
has been considered. The CO2 emission profile of the said vehicles considering the fixed
distance covered and charged from the FSPVS also has been analyzed. The FSPVS is further
used to quantify the reduction in the rate of evaporation for a 1-year period. The objective
of the present study is to:

• Design a floating system for VIT Lake, VIT, Tiruvalam Road, Katpadi, Vellore, Tamil
Nadu, India;

• To analyze the annual energy generated from the FSPVS;
• Analyze the savings in water due to the prevention of evaporation by the FSPVS;
• Analyze and compare the performance and impacts on the environment while charg-

ing different electric vehicles by taking factors such as CO2 emissions into consideration.

1.2. Structure of the Paper

The current paper has been organized as follows: after the Introduction, the Material
and Methods behind this work is explained, in Section 2. Section 3 focuses on the results
obtained and discussions related to them. The Results section focuses on the results
obtained with the floating plant analysis and charging of EV using a floating solar PV
system. Lastly, the work concludes in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

A simulation was made using Helioscope software to analyze the power generated
when a floating PV system was employed at the suggested site location and the greenhouse
gases emitted by different types of electric vehicles were compared. The data obtained
from the simulation of the floating PV system were obtained and filtered. These data were
then used as a reference for the case when different electric vehicles are charged. The setup
was further used to quantify the reduction in the rate of evaporation for a 1-year period.
We used a pre-existing analytical model to do this.

2.1. Case Study Area

The FSPVS of 1.5 MWp was proposed at the VIT Lake. The VIT Lake is the lake which
is located inside the Vellore Institute of Technology University at Vellore in India. The
VIT Lake is the largest lake at the Tiruvalam Road Area, located at 12.9723◦ N latitude
and 79.1596◦ E longitude, respectively. The climatic parameters served as the input to
our research.

2.2. Resource Assessment

The average temperature at Vellore was obtained for every month. The data regarding
the average temperature were collected from [23]. The average temperature at Vellore was
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22.6 ◦C during the month of January. It increased and peaked in May at a temperature
of 31.2 ◦C. After that it decreased gradually until it became 22.5 ◦C. A similar trend was
noticed for minimum temperature and maximum temperature. The detailed temperature
data is presented below in Figure 6a. The average wind speed at Vellore followed a trend
where it increased till July and then it decreased continuously till December, as shown in
Figure 6a. In January the wind speed remained 7 mph. In March, there was a slight increase
in the average wind speed to 7.5 mph. It increased further up to 10.6 mph. After July, the
wind speed decreased to 6 mph which was the lowest of the year. After that it increased
again up to 7.8 mph. The minimum and maximum solar potential increased till May and
then decreased in June. It further increased till August and September before decreasing
till December. This can be seen in Figure 6b. The performance of the solar PV system is
affected by rainfall. Figure 6c describes the average rainfall and total number of rainy days
in Vellore. We can see that on the month of October, the energy produced was lower than
other months. This can be attributed to the total number or rainy days. The average sun
hours remained low at 7.8 h in January but it then steadily increased and peaked in May at
10.6 h. It then decreased till December, becoming 6 h. This is described in Figure 6d.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 6. Monthly variation of various climatic parameters: (a) average temperature and wind speed;
(b) minimum and maximum solar potential; (c) average rainfall and total number of sunny days;
(d) average sun hours at Vellore; and (e) GHI irradiance per day by month.
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The GHI irradiance/day for each month can be obtained from the research article [23].
Using the helioscope software, one can also obtain similar GHI values for the solar PV
system. Figure 6e shows the GHI emissions obtained through the helioscope software.

2.3. System Design

4688 PV modules of Trina Solar TSM-PD14 3209 (May 15) [24] were chosen for installa-
tion. The STC Rating of the module was 320 W. The PV modules were connected to copper
switches which were in turn connected to 50 nos. of SMA Sunny Tripower 24,000TL-US
inverter [25]. The maximum input voltage of the inverter was 1000 V. The AWG Copper
wires [26] were of string type and were 52,660 ft long. The component specifications are
tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Specifications of module, inverter, and wire schedule.

Item name Model Parameter Value

PV module Trina Solar
TSM-PD14 320

STC Rating 320 Wp

Vmp 37.1 V

Imp 8.63 A

Voc 45.8 V

Ioc 9.1 A

Quantity 4689

Solar inverter
SMA Sunny Tripower

24,000 TL-US

Max AC Power Rating 24,000 W

Max Input Voltage 1000 V

Quantity 50

Wires Wire schedule

Tier String

Wire 250 × 10 AWG

Length 4958 ft

The PV modules were used to create a floating solar PV system. The panel consisted
of a number of series and parallel connections of solar cells. The first panel was made up of
two strings that represent the maximum number of PV modules that may be linked in series.
In this string, 42 PV modules were used to give the proper voltage to the inverter. The
voltage from the panel can be 1000 V as input of the inverter. The inverter was delivered
in the 450 V to 800 V MPPT range. The inverter was connected to the external circuit and
then this was then connected with the AC disconnector to protect the service panel from
overvoltage and overcurrent follow.

2.4. EV Specifications

The specifications of the different vehicles are tabulated in Table 2 [27–29].

Table 2. Different electric vehicle parameters and CO2 emission of electric vehicles.

Parameters
Battery

Capacity
(kWh)

Motor Power
(kW)

Maximum
Speed
(km/h)

Maximum
Torque
(Nm)

Energy
Consumption

(Wh/km)

CO2 Emission
(g/psngr/km)

E-bike
(BH27) 0.28 0.25 25 40 7.9 16.1

E-scooter
(Ather 450X) 2.61 6 80 26 30.7 29.8

E-car
(Tesla Model 3) 50 336 162 639 151 92.4
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2.5. Associated CO2 Emissions Calculation for EVs

The energy consumed per km of different types of EVs was obtained from previously
conducted studies and the CO2 emissions were also obtained [30]. The CO2 emission from
the coal-based plant was 1000 g/kWh whereas the same was 40 g/kWh for the PV-based
plant. The energy consumed per km for electric cars was 151 Wh, while it was 7.9 Wh
for E-bikes and 30.7 Wh for E-scooters. From the analysis conducted using Helioscope,
the annual energy generated from 1.5 MWp FSPVS was 2387.89 MWh. The total annual
distance covered by the vehicle when charged from the generated energy of FSPVS is
given by

annual distance covered in km (Dk=1,2,3) =
EG
ECk

(1)

where EG represents the annual energy generated from a 1.5 MW floating PV plant (Wh)
and ECk represents the energy consumption per km. The distance covered is represented
by Dk, where k = 1 for the Bike, 2 for the Scooter and 3 for the car.

The percentage km covered more by the vehicle is given by:

Dmore,k =
EG

ECk+1 − EG
ECk

EG
ECk+1

(2)

The annual CO2 emission of the vechicle is given by the following equation

Annual CO2 emission, ACEk=1,2,3 =
EG
ECk

∗ CEk (3)

where CEk represented the life cycle CO2 emission/km from the vehicle. The saving
in CO2 emission per unit is seen as the difference between the CO2 emission from the
coal plant and the CO2 emission from PV plant, where CEcp and CEpv represent the
CO2 emission from coal − based and PV − based plants, respectively.

Saving in CO2 emission per unit(S) = CEcp − CEpv (4)

The total CO2 emission savings (when charged from FPVS instead of the conventional
grid) is given by the following equation,

Total CO2 emission savings(TCE) = EG ∗ CEcp − CEpv
1000

(5)

Finally, the CO2 emission saving when PV is used to charge the different types of EVs
are calculated using

CESk=1,2,3 = TCE − ACEk=1,2,3

The analysis of the emission saving by assuming 10 ×105 km distance covered by the
EVs have been calculated. The energy required for the EV to cover 10 ×105 km is given:

Ek=1,2,3 = ECk=1,2,3 ∗ 10 × 105 (6)

The percentage energy requirement more required by different EVs compared to the
other is given by

Emorek=1,2 =
ECk+1 − ECk

ECk
(7)

The annual CO2 emission from different EVs are given by the following equation:

ACEk=1,2,3 = CEk=1,2,3 ∗ 10 × 105 (8)
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The total CO2 emission saving (when charged from FPVS instead of conventional grid)
for different types of EVs are given by the following equation:

TCEk=1,2,3 =
(CEcp − CEpv)× Ek=1,2,3

1000
(9)

Finally, the CO2 emission saving when FSPVS is used to charge the different types of
EVs are given by

ESk=1,2,3 = TCEk=1,2,3 − ACEk=1,2,3 (10)

2.6. Analysis in Evaporation

FSPVS are self-regulating and the FSPVS may increase their producing efficiency by
11% over land-based PV systems as temperatures rise [26]. In addition to limiting water
evaporation, the floating solar panels also block excessive sunlight, avoiding an algal
growth in the process. Layout of the PV site is shown in Figure 7.

 
Figure 7. Layout of the PV site.

The perimeter proposed PV plant is 53 × 104 m while the area of the PV plant is
0.15 × 1011 m2. The overall evaporation/ water saving will be 37,125 kL/annum [31],
lowering the plant’s specific water usage.

3. Results

3.1. Floating Plant Analysis

Block diagram of the floating SPV plant is shown in Figure 8. The GHI, POA irradi-
ation and shaded irradiation from the floating plant obtained by month is given below
in Figure 9a. One can see that the radiation increased from January to March. It then
decreased from March to December. About 200.2 kWh of GHI was present during the
month of March. The least amount of GHI can be seen in the month of November where
the GHI was 130.3 kWh/m2. A similar trend is seen for POA and shaded radiation. It can
be seen that the POA was highest in March, at about 206.6 kWh/m2, while it was lowest
during June and July with about 145.4 kWh/m2. The total energy extracted from the grid
and the nameplate energy is given below in Figure 9b. The nameplate kWh is the energy
that should be generated under the ideal case. There are a many losses associated with
a floating PV system. such as AC system losses, inverter losses, charging losses, wiring
losses, mismatch losses, temperature losses, shading losses, reflection losses, soiling losses
and irradiance losses. The highest loss was due to reflection losses of about 3.2%. There
were also a significant number of losses due to soiling. There were also significant losses
due to the SMA Sunny Tripower 24,000 TL-US inverter. The inverter has an approximate
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efficiency of 98% and thus there was about 2% loss due to the inverter. Figure 9c shows the
distribution of different losses and Figure 9d describes the performance ratio over different
months of a year.

 
Figure 8. Floating plant block diagram.

 
(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 9. (a) GHI, POA and shaded radiation; (b) nameplate energy and grid energy; (c) loss % age;
and (d) performance ratio.
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The total energy provided to the grid was 2387.89 MWh while the nameplate energy
was 2800.03 MWh. This is because there were various losses. Firstly, there were losses due
to output at irradiance level which led to a decrease in the energy to grid of about 0.4%.
Then there were losses due to cell temperature which led to losses of up to −9.2%. There
was a further decrease of up to −2.9% due to mismatch losses. Furthermore, when the
optimal DC output is considered, there was a further decrease leading to 2450.03 MWh of
energy. When the constrained DC output is considered, there was a further reduction in
the actual energy provided to the grid of 0.1% leading to 2447.69 MWh. Considering the
inverter output, there was a further decrease in energy of up to 2.0%. Thus, the final energy
provided by the floating PV system to the grid was 2387.89 MWh.

The actual energy generated was 2387.89 MWh while the energy generated under
the ideal case was 2800.03 MWh. Thus, the performance ratio of the floating PV system
was 0.8528 and the performance ratio was 0.8528. The calculation of the performance ratio
of the PV system was also calculated for every month and it is given in Figure 9d. The
performance ratio of the PV system was also calculated for every month and is given in
Figure 9d. The above graph in Figure 9d shows the performance ratio by each month. The
highest performance ratio was given during the month of December with a performance
ratio of 0.87. It can be seen that the performance ratio was high at the beginning of the year
with a performance ratio of 0.86 in January. The performance ratio slowly decreased until
March where the performance ratio was 0.83. It increased in April where the performance
ratio was 0.84 but then it again decreased during the month of May where the performance
ratio was 0.84. It then increased after the month of May gradually until December where it
reached 0.87.

3.2. Charging of EVs from FSPVS

In this work, three types of electric vehicles were considered: electric scooters, electric
bikes and electric cars. The annual CO2 emission savings are tabulated in Table 3.

Table 3. Annual CO2 emission savings for different types of EVs when charged from FSPVS.

Parameters Value

Annual distance covered
D1 302.3 × 106 km
D2 77.8 × 106 km
D3 15.8 × 106 km

Percentage km covered more Dmore1 289
Dmore2 392

CO2 emissions (g/psngr/km)
CE1 16.1 g/psngr/km
CE2 29.8 g/psngr/km
CE3 92.4 g/psngr/km

Annual CO2 emissions
ACE1 4866.5 Ton/psngr
ACE2 2317.9 Ton/psngr
ACE3 1461.2 Ton/psngr

CO2 emissions from plants Coal based plants 1000 g/kWh
PV based plant 40 g/kWh

Savings in CO2 emissions 960 g/unit

Total CO2 emission savings TCE 2292.38 Ton

Annual emission savings
when EV charged from FPVS

Electric bike −2574.1 Ton
Electric scooter −25.5 Ton

Electric car 831.2 Ton

Net Zero CO2 emission time
period (months)

Electric bike 25.5
Electric scooter 12.1

Electric car 7.7
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The annual CO2 emission was also measured by assuming a fixed coverage distance
of 10 ×105 km. The annual CO2 emission of bike, scooter, and car was obtained by the
equations mentioned above. Finally, the emission saving when PV is used along with
electric bike, scooter and car was calculated and compared. Table 4 presents the CO2
emission parameters assuming constant distance coverage.

Table 4. CO2 emission parameters assuming constant distance coverage.

Parameters Value

Energy required
E1 7.9 Wh/km
E2 30.7 Wh/km
E3 151 Wh/km

Percentage energy more
required

Emore1 289
Emore2 392

Annual CO2 emissions
ACE1 161 Ton/psngr/km
ACE2 298 Ton/psngr/km
ACE3 924 Ton/psngr/km

Total CO2 emission saving
when EV charged from FPVS
instead of conventional grid

TCE1 75.84 Ton/psngr/km
TCE2 294.72 Ton/psngr/km
TCE3 1449.6 Ton/psngr/km

Emission savings when FPVS
is used to charge EV

Electric bike −85.16 Ton
Electric scooter −3.28 Ton

Electric car 525.6 Ton

It can be seen that the CO2 emission savings was positive in the case of the E-car,
but it turned out to be negative in the case of the E-bike and E-scooter. According to the
research, when charged by floating PV, the net CO2 emission for an e-bike, e-scooter, and
e-car, respectively, was zero in just 25.5 months, 12.1 months, and 7.7 months. All three
types of electrical cars were zero emission vehicles after the aforementioned time periods.
The analysis also took into account the predetermined distance (10 ×105 km) that each of
the three types of vehicles must travel in order to charge. When using a floating PV system
to charge electric vehicles, carbon emissions were reported to be positively reduced for
electric vehicles but not for electric scooters or cycles. In such situation, it was estimated
that using an electric bike, scooter, or automobile would result in CO2 emission reductions
of −85.16 Ton, −3.28 Ton, and 525.6 Ton, respectively. For countries that rely on renewable
energy generation, analysis reveals that all three types of electric vehicles are successful
in lowering CO2 emissions, but when a set distance travelled is taken into account, only
electric automobiles reduce carbon emissions. The electric car is the best option for reducing
CO2 emissions out of all the electric vehicles that have been taken into consideration.

4. Conclusions

In this article the performance of a 1.5 MWP floating PV system using Helioscope
software has been simulated and performance of the same has been analyzed to charge
different types of EVs, such as the E-bike, E-scooter and E-car. The annual energy generation
from the 1.5 MWp floating PV plant is of 2387.89 MWh. The analysis shows that the
charging of EV using a floating PV system is more efficient from the point of view of CO2
emission. The findings indicate that an E-bike, E-scooter, or E-car will be a net zero CO2
emission vehicle in 25.5 months, 12.1 months, and 7.7 months, respectively, when charged
from floating PV plant. When the floating PV system is used to charge various types of
electric vehicles for a fixed distance coverage of 10 ×105 km, it has been observed that the
CO2 emission savings for the E-bike, E-scooter, and E-car are −85.16 Ton, −3.28 Ton, and
525.6 Ton, respectively. According to the findings of the analysis, all three types of electric
vehicles are effective in reducing CO2 emissions for nations that rely on renewable energy
generation; however, when considered for a fixed distance covered, only electric cars save
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carbon emissions. It can be seen that, among the various types of electric vehicles that have
been considered, the E-car is the most effective choice in terms of the reduction in CO2
emission. Additionally, 37,125 kL of water will be saved annually from evaporation owe to
the installation of the floating PV plant.
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